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Abstra t
The goal of program veri ation is to ensure software reliability by establishing a mathemati al proof whi h guarantees that the software behaves

orre tly. Program analysis tools

assist the developer in the veri ation pro ess. Ideally a program analysis should be appliable to a wide range of veri ation problems without imposing a high burden on its users,
i.e., without requiring deep mathemati al knowledge and experien e in program veri ation.
ombining abstra t interpre-

A big step forward towards this ideal has been a hieved by

tation with te hniques for automated reasoning. In abstra t interpretation one transforms
the

on rete program into an abstra t program.

ysis to stati ally

The abstra t program enables the anal-

olle t information over all possible exe utions of the

This information is used to automati ally verify the

orre tness of the

on rete program.
on rete program.

Abstra t interpretation in reases the degree of automation in veri ation by shifting the
burden of formally reasoning about programs from the developer to the designer of the
program analysis. Automated reasoning pushes the degree of automation even further. It
enables the automati

onstru tion of the abstra tion for a spe i

orre tness property and (if ne essary) the automati
refer to program analyses that
as symboli

program and a spe i

renement of this abstra tion. We

ombine abstra t interpretation with automated reasoning

program analysis.

A problem that has re ently seen mu h attention in program veri ation is the question
of how to ee tively deal with linked heap-allo ated data stru tures. Program analyses that
target properties of these data stru tures are
symboli

ommonly referred to as shape analyses. A

shape analysis promises to handle a spe trum of dierent linked heap-allo ated

data stru tures, and a spe trum of properties to verify, without requiring the user to manually adjust the analysis to the spe i

problem instan e.

shape analysis would look like. In this thesis we are

It was open what a symboli

on erned with this question.

We present domain predi ate abstra tion, whi h generalizes predi ate abstra tion to the
point where it be omes ee tively appli able for shape analysis. Domain predi ate abstra tion in orporates the key idea of three-valued shape analysis into predi ate abstra tion by
repla ing predi ates on program states by predi ates on obje ts in the heap of program
states. We show how to automate the transformation of a heap-manipulating program into
an abstra t program using automated reasoning pro edures.
stra tion renement te hnique that
automated symboli

shape analysis.

Finally, we present eld

te hnique for reasoning about heap programs. Field

onstraint analysis, a new

onstraint analysis enables the appli-

ation of de ision pro edures for reasoning about spe i

data stru tures (su h as trees) to

arbitrary data stru tures. This te hnique makes our symboli
the diverse data stru tures that o

We further develop an ab-

omplements domain predi ate abstra tion to a fully

shape analysis appli able to

ur in pra ti e.

All the te hniques presented in this thesis have been implemented and evaluated in the
Bohne Verier. We used Bohne to verify

omplex user-spe ied properties of data stru ture

implementations. For instan e, we were able to verify preservation of data stru ture invariants for operations on threaded binary trees (in luding sortedness and the in-order traversal
invariant) without manually adjusting the analysis to this spe i
assistan e beyond stating the properties to verify.
analysis that

an verify su h properties with a

problem or providing user

We are not aware of any other shape

omparable degree of automation.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
Software is the most unreliable part of today's te hnology. Hen e, nding ee tive methods
that in rease software reliability remains an important obje tive in programming language
resear h.
Formal program veri ation takes the most rigorous approa h to ensure software reliability. The goal of program veri ation is to formally prove that a program behaves a
to its spe i ation. Traditionally these
by the programmer in a formal

ording

orre tness proofs have been established manually

al ulus su h as Hoare logi

[46, 57℄ or temporal logi

[98℄.

The main obsta les to a wide-spread use of this te hnique in pra ti al software development
are two-fold. First, only few programmers possess the knowledge and experien e to formally
reason about programs and se ond, the in reasing
manually prove even simple

omplexity of software makes it hard to

orre tness properties for entire software systems.

For many years, resear h in program veri ation has therefore been driven by the desire to develop program analysis tools that assist the programmer in the task of proving
program

orre tness, i.e., to develop software that automati ally veries software.

most problems related to program veri ation are unde idable, su h tools

Sin e

an in general

only provide approximative solutions. A formal framework for the design of approximative
program analyses is formulated in abstra t interpretation [37, 38℄. In one view, an abstra t
interpretation transforms the

on rete program into an abstra t program for whi h the ver-

i ation problem is de idable.

The abstra t program enables the analysis to stati ally

olle t information over all possible exe utions of the
automati ally verify its
is

orre t if the abstra t program is

on rete program might be
analysis
su h

an produ e

on rete program whi h is used to

orre tness. The abstra tion guarantees that the
orre t.

on rete program

The analysis is approximative be ause the

orre t even though the abstra t program is in orre t, i.e., the

ounterexamples that do not exist in the

ounterexamples spurious

on rete program. We

all

ounterexamples. Abstra t interpretation shifts the burden

to formally reason about programs from the programmer to the designer of the program
analysis tool, i.e., the designer has to nd the right abstra tion for a spe i
problem and

onstru t the abstra t program.

veri ation

While there will always be programs and

properties that are too di ult to verify automati ally and require manual proofs, abstra t
interpretation has been a great su

ess.

Today, abstra t interpretation is the foundation

of many tools that are used to automati ally verify properties su h as absen e of runtime
errors for industrial-s ale programs [20, 117℄.

1
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Re ently, resear hers started to investigate whether it is possible to push the degree
of automation even further.

Over the last years, we have seen signi ant advan es in

theorem proving te hnology [12, 41, 113, 114℄ and powerful de ision pro edures have be ome
available [63℄.

The progress in automated reasoning makes it possible to automate the

pro ess of reasoning about programs. The goal of this resear h dire tion is to redu e program
veri ation entirely to automated reasoning in expressive logi s, i.e., one uses software to
automati ally

onstru t software that automati ally veries software.

We refer to program analyses that
soning te hnology as symboli

ombine abstra t interpretation and automated rea-

program analyses. Symboli

program analyses are interesting

for several reasons. First, the use of automated reasoning pro edures allows one not only
to automate the transformation of the

on rete program into an abstra t program and the

subsequent analysis of the abstra t program, but also to automate the
abstra tion itself.

Abstra tion renement te hniques [35, 53℄ apply automated reasoning

pro edures to de ide whether a
rious.

onstru tion of the

The dete ted spurious

ounterexample that is produ ed by the analysis is spu-

ounterexamples are then used to automati ally rene the

abstra tion. Se ond, the deployment of logi s separates the problem of reasoning about the
semanti s of the

on rete program from the a tual analysis of the abstra t program, i.e., one

separates the problem of generating fa ts that imply program
of proving these fa ts. This separation of
the abstra t program as an algorithmi

orre tness from the problem

on erns allows one to formulate the analysis of

problem that is independent of the

gram and property to verify. The analysis is then spe ialized for a spe i
by

hoosing a logi

of this separation of

on erns is that establishing the

ness proof follow from the
program analysis

onsequen e

orre tness of a symboli

analysis; the most tedious parts in the

orre tness of the underlying reasoning pro edures.

logi s provide a natural language for spe ifying the behavior of
symboli

veri ation task

and reasoning pro edure that ts the given task. A further

analysis is easier than for a non-symboli

on rete pro-

program
orre tFinally,

ode fragments. Therefore,

an be easily in orporated into te hniques that enable modular

veri ation [11, 44, 66℄.
While there will always remain veri ation tasks that require the ingenuity of a program analysis designer who tailors an abstra tion spe i ally for a given problem, symboli
program analysis

an help redu e his burden. The idea of symboli

program analysis has

brought forth a new generation of program veri ation tools [9, 30, 55℄ that oer an unmat hed degree of automation. These tools are already used by industry, e.g., as part of
Mi rosoft's Windows devi e driver development kid [91℄.
A problem that has re ently seen mu h attention in program analysis and veri ation
is the question of how to ee tively deal with linked heap-allo ated data stru tures. The
ability of linked data stru tures to dynami ally grow and
gram exe ution makes them a powerful programming

hange their shape during pro-

on ept in imperative programming

languages. It is therefore not surprising that linked data stru tures are at the heart of many
e ient algorithms and software design patterns. However, the exibility and diversity of
linked data stru tures also make it di ult to reason about programs that manipulate them.
The importan e and di ulty of data stru ture veri ation explains the in reased interest
in nding solutions that over ome this di ulty.
Program analyses that target properties of linked data stru tures are
to as shape analyses [62℄. A symboli

ommonly referred

shape analysis promises to handle a spe trum of dif-

1.1.
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ferent linked heap-allo ated data stru tures, and a spe trum of properties to verify, without
requiring the user to manually adjust the analysis to the spe i
open what a symboli

problem instan e. It was

shape analysis would look like, and whether it

In the present dissertation, we are

ould fulll its promise.

on erned with these questions.

1.1 Symboli Shape Analysis
The goal of a shape analysis is to verify
stru tures. By

omplex

onsisten y properties of linked data

onsisten y properties we mean invariants on the shape of a data stru ture

that are required to hold at spe i

points during program exe ution, e.g., at entry and

exit points of library fun tions that implement the data stru ture. As an example,
the Java program fragment shown in Figure 1.1.
a data stru ture implementing

onsider

This program fragment shows parts of

ontainers that store an unbounded set of elements.

The

data stru ture supports various operations su h as adding and removing elements from the
set as well as more
a given predi ate.

omplex operations su h as ltering the stored elements a
The a tual set is implemented using a doubly-linked list.

ording to
One of the

onsisten y properties of this data stru ture therefore states that the list pointed to by eld

root forms a doubly-linked

list. One

an use a shape analysis to verify that these invariants

are preserved by all data stru ture operations.
The veri ation of

onsisten y properties is important in itself be ause the

e ution of the program often requires data stru ture
list property is violated at entry to method
or even

rash.

In addition, su h

orre t ex-

onsisten y, e.g., if the doubly-linked

lter then the method will behave unexpe

tedly

onsisten y properties are important for verifying other

program properties. For instan e, a termination proof for the while loop in method
relies on the assumption that the list pointed to by eld

root is a

y li . One

lter

an use a shape

analysis to verify su h assumptions.
In this thesis we investigate a new symboli

shape analysis. This shape analysis uses

automated reasoning pro edures to abstra t a heap-manipulating program by a program
that manipulates logi al formulae. Our approa h generalizes predi ate abstra tion [49℄, an
existing symboli

program analysis te hnique, by in orporating the key idea of three-valued

shape analysis [108℄, an existing non-symboli

shape analysis. The fruitful

these te hniques results in a shape analysis that exhibits a unique
First, our analysis is not a priori restri ted to spe i
verify, yet, it oers a high degree of automation.
verify

omplex user-spe ied

ombination of

ombination of qualities.

data stru tures and properties to

In parti ular, we used our analysis to

onsisten y properties of data stru ture implementations. For

instan e, we were able to verify preservation of data stru ture invariants for operations
on threaded binary trees [112℄ (in luding sortedness and the in-order traversal invariant)
without manually adjusting the analysis to this spe i
assistan e beyond stating the properties to verify.
analysis that

an verify su h properties with a

problem and without providing user

We are not aware of any other shape

omparable degree of automation.

Se ond, our shape analysis naturally ts into the Jahob approa h of modular data
stru ture veri ation [66, 125℄. This approa h exploits user-provided pro edure

ontra ts to

separate the veri ation of libraries (that implement data stru tures) from the veri ation of
lients (that use these data stru tures). The pro edure
of a data stru ture but hide the

ontra ts

hara terize the behavior

omplexity of the underlying data stru ture implementation.
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publi interfa e Predi ate {
//: publi
spe var pred ::

}

INTRODUCTION

objset ;

publi boolean ontains(Obje t o);
ensures " result = (o ∈ pred)"

//:

publi lass DLLSet {
lass Node {
Node next;
Node prev;
Obje t data;

}

private Node root;
∗ publi spe var

/ :

ontent ::

objset ;

private vardefs " ontent == {x. <root rea
invariant "<the list starting from root is
invariant "<the list starting from root is

"

a y li > ;
doubly

−linked>"; ∗/

publi void add(Obje t o)
∗ requires "o ∈
/ ontent"
modies ontent
ensures " ontent = old ontent ∪ {o}" ∗/

/ :

{

}
...

Node n = new Node();
n.next = root;
n.data = o;
root . prev = n;
root = n;

publi void lter ( Predi ate p)
∗ requires "p 6= null"
modies ontent
ensures " ontent = old ontent ∩ (pred p)" ∗/

/ :

{

Node e = root;

while (e != null) {

}

}

}

Node = e;
e = e.next;
if (!p. ontains( .data)) {
if ( . prev == null) {
e. prev = null ;
root = e;
} else {
. prev .next = e;
e. prev = ;
}
}

Figure 1.1: A set

}";

hes a node y via next su h that y. data=x>

ontainer implemented by a doubly-linked list

1.2.

TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

In Jahob these
the interfa e of
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ontra ts are expressed in terms of abstra t sets and relations. For instan e,
lass

DLLSet in Figure

and post onditions of publi

methods of

that are observable by the

lient.

the

ontent that denotes the
ontent is used in the pre

1.1 de lares an abstra t set

set of obje ts stored in a given instan e of the
lass

lass.

DLLSet

The set

to des ribe the ee ts of the method

Su h properties over abstra t sets naturally fall into

lass of properties that are expressible in the abstra t domain of our shape analysis.

In the

ontext of Jahob, we used our analysis to verify pro edure

ontra ts des ribing the

fun tional behavior of data stru ture operations for various data stru ture implementations.

1.2 Te hni al Contributions
Our new symboli

shape analysis builds upon a series of te hni al

ontributions.

These

ontributions are summarized as follows:

•

We propose Domain Predi ate Abstra tion as a foundation for symboli

shape analysis.

Domain predi ate abstra tion provides a new parameterized abstra t domain that

an

express detailed properties of dierent regions in the program's unbounded memory.
We show how to automate the transformation of a heap-manipulating program into
an abstra t program using automated reasoning pro edures.

•

We propose Nested Lazy Abstra tion Renement, an abstra tion renement te hnique
for domain predi ate abstra tion. This te hnique eliminates the need for the user to
manually adjust the abstra tion for the analysis of a spe i

•

program or property.

We present Field Constraint Analysis, a new te hnique for reasoning about data stru tures that enables the appli ation of de idable logi s to data stru tures whi h were
originally beyond the s ope of these logi s. Field
boli

onstraint analysis makes our sym-

shape analysis appli able to the diverse data stru tures that o

We now dis uss these

ur in pra ti e.

ontributions in detail.

Domain Predi ate Abstra tion.

We show that the key idea of three-valued shape

analysis [108℄, the partitioning of the heap a

ording to predi ates on heap obje ts,

an be

transfered to the predi ate abstra tion method [49℄. This approa h results in a new abstra tion te hnique whi h we

all domain predi ate abstra tion. Domain predi ate abstra tion

enables the inferen e of invariants in the form of disjun tions of universally quantied fa ts
over the program's unbounded memory. The building blo ks of these quantied fa ts are
predi ates on heap obje ts in program states as opposed to predi ates on program states.
Our

onstru tion of the abstra t post operator is analogous to the

tion for

orresponding

onstru -

lassi al predi ate abstra tion, ex ept that predi ates over obje ts take the pla e

of state predi ates, and Boolean heaps (sets of bit-ve tors) take the pla e of Boolean states
(bit-ve tors). A program is abstra ted to a program over Boolean heaps. For ea h
mand of the program, the

orresponding abstra t

ommand is ee tively

om-

onstru ted by

the use of automated reasoning. Domain predi ate abstra tion thus provides a parametri
framework for symboli

shape analysis.
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Lazy Nested Abstra tion Renement.
ment te hnique for symboli

We develop a lazy nested abstra tion rene-

shape analysis. Our te hnique

nement phases that use spurious

onsists of two abstra tion re-

ounterexamples to rene either the abstra t domain or

the abstra t post operator of our symboli

shape analysis. The two phases are nested within

a lazy abstra tion renement loop. The se ond renement phase is
al su

INTRODUCTION

ru ial for the pra ti-

ess of the shape analysis. In many ben hmarks, the veri ation does not su

eed

without it. The pra ti al results are in line with the theoreti al ndings about the so- alled
progress property. Progress means that every spurious

ounterexample en ountered during

the analysis is eventually eliminated by a renement step. We show that with the se ond
renement phase our lazy nested abstra tion renement loop has the progress property and
that it does not have this property without the se ond phase.

We provide experimental

eviden e that our abstra tion renement te hnique is feasible and that the in reased degree
of automation obtained by abstra tion renement also results in targeted pre ision. This
targeted pre ision is ree ted by lower spa e

onsumption; the nested renement loop seems

to a hieve the lo al ne-tuning of the abstra tion at the required pre ision.

Field Constraint Analysis.
analysis is that at its

ore one

One of the

ompelling

hara teristi s of our symboli

shape

an plug in existing de ision pro edures and theorem provers

as bla k boxes. However, in pra ti e the

apabilities of existing de ision pro edures often

do not mat h the requirements of the analysis. Therefore, it

an be ne essary to introdu e

an additional layer between the analysis and the a tual de ision pro edure to in rease the
range of analyzable programs.
We introdu e eld
tures. A eld

onstraint analysis, one su h layer for reasoning about data stru -

onstraint for a referen e eld in a data stru ture is a formula spe ifying a set

of obje ts to whi h the eld

an point. Field

onstraints enable the appli ation of de idable

logi s to data stru tures whi h were originally beyond the s ope of these logi s, by dividing
the elds of a data stru ture into two kinds of elds: ba kbone elds whi h span the ba kbone of the data stru ture (e.g., a tree) and derived elds whi h

ross- ut the ba kbone in

arbitrary ways. The derived elds are spe ied in terms of eld

onstraints over the ba k-

bone elds. Reasoning about properties of the data stru ture is redu ed to reasoning about
properties of its ba kbone (e.g., expressed in MSOL over trees) by eliminating derived elds
with the help of the provided eld

onstraints. Previously, su h derived elds

handled when they were uniquely determined by their eld

ould only be

onstraints. This signi antly

limited the range of supported data stru tures.
Our eld

onstraint analysis permits nondeterministi

eld

onstraints on derived elds,

whi h allows reasoning about data stru tures su h as skip lists.
onstraints also enable the veri ation of invariants of
an expressive generalization of stati
The generality of our eld

Nondeterministi

eld

omposite data stru tures, yielding

type de larations.

onstraints requires new te hniques, whi h are orthogonal

to the traditional use of stru ture simulation [58, 60℄. We present one su h te hnique and
prove its soundness and

ompleteness in important

ases. Using our te hnique we were able

to verify data stru tures that were previously beyond the rea h of similar te hniques.

1.3.

PROOF OF CONCEPT
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1.3 Proof of Con ept
All the te hniques presented in this thesis have been implemented and evaluated in a tool
alled Bohne. Bohne is implemented on top of the Jahob system for verifying data stru ture
onsisten y [67℄. Bohne analyzes Java programs annotated with spe ial
ify pro edure

omments that spe -

ontra ts and representation invariants of data stru tures su h as the program

shown in Figure 1.1. Our tool veries that all methods

omply to their pro edure

ontra ts

and that all representation invariants are preserved by data stru ture operations. We used
Bohne to verify

omplex user-spe ied

implementations and data stru ture

onsisten y properties for a range of data stru ture

lients without manually spe ied loop invariants or

manually provided abstra tions. This proves that symboli

shape analysis is able to verify

a diverse set of data stru tures and properties with a high degree of automation.

1.4 Outline
In Chapter 2 we give the preliminaries of this thesis. We briey introdu e higher-order logi ,
our notion of programs, and review the foundations of abstra t interpretation. Chapter 3
presents domain predi ate abstra tion.

A spe ial

ase of domain predi ate abstra tion

has previously been presented at SAS'05 [102℄ and in my diploma thesis [115℄.
fourth

In the

hapter we introdu e our te hnique of abstra tion renement for domain predi ate

abstra tion. Chapter 5 des ribes our eld

onstraint analysis for automated reasoning about

data stru tures. This material has been presented at VMCAI'06 [116℄. Finally, Chapter 6
aptures the design and implementation of the Bohne verier and provides an overview of
our

ase studies.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
2.1 Higher-Order Logi
We follow the approa h taken in [66℄ and formalize programs, their semanti s, and properties
in terms of higher-order logi

(HOL). The advantage of su h an approa h is that we

an

express both programs and their abstra tions in a unique formalism. Furthermore, HOL
does not impose any arti ial restri tions on the properties that we are able to express.
The
of this

ore of HOL is the simply typed lambda- al ulus. We briey sket h the foundations
al ulus for later referen e. A more

omprehensive dis ussion of typed lambda- al uli

an be found, e.g., in [10, 56℄.

Types.

Let

B

be a nite set of type

onstants.

The set of

Σ-types Types B

over

B

is

dened as follows:

t ∈ Types B ::=
|
Following

ommon

onvention, we

b

where

b∈B

t1 ⇒ t2

(type

onstant)

(total fun tions)

onsider fun tion types to be right asso iative, i.e.

t1 ⇒ t2 ⇒ t3 ≡ t1 ⇒ (t2 ⇒ t3 ) .

Terms.

V of variables with typi al elements v, w ∈ V .
A signature Σ is a tuple (B, C, ty ) where B is a nite set of type onstants, C a set of
onstant symbols disjoint from B , and ty a fun tion C  Types B mapping ea h onstant
symbol to a Σ-type over B . The set of Σ-terms Terms Σ over a signature Σ = (B, C, ty ) is
We assume a

ountable innite set

dened as follows:

F ∈ Terms Σ ::=

v

|

c

where

c∈C

|

λv :: t. F

where

t ∈ Types B

|

F1 F2

(variable)

For nested lambda abstra tions of the form
tion

λ(v1 :: t1 ) . . . (vn :: tn ). F .

( onstant)
(lambda abstra tion)
(fun tion appli ation)

(λv1 :: t1 . . . . λvn :: tn . F )

we use the abbrevia-

Given a lambda abstra tion of this form, we

9

all

F

the s ope
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Γ(v) = t
Γ ⊢ v :: t

ty(c) = t
Γ ⊢ c :: t
Γ[v 7→ t1 ] ⊢ F :: t2
Γ ⊢ λv :: t1 . F :: t1 ⇒ t2

Γ ⊢ F1 :: t1 ⇒ t2
Γ ⊢ F2 :: t1
Γ ⊢ F1 F2 :: t2

Figure 2.1: Typing relation.

λ(v1 :: t) . . . (vn :: tn ). An o urren e of a variable v is bound if it is inside the s ope
λ(v1 :: t) . . . (vn :: tn ) and v ∈ {v1 , . . . , vn }. Other o urren es are alled free. We
denote by FV(F ) the set of all free variables of F . A term F is losed if FV(F ) = ∅. We
write F (v1 , . . . , vn ) to indi ate that FV(F ) ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vn }.
A substitution σ is a partial mapping from variables to terms. We write F σ to denote

of

of some

the term that results from simultaneously substituting every free o

v ∈ dom(σ)

in

F1

Typing relation.

urren e of variables

σ(v).

by

A typing

Γ

ontext

is an assignment from variables to

Σ-types.

Let

F

Σ-term and t a Σ-type. The typing relation Γ ⊢ F :: t is dened in Figure 2.1. We
F has type t under typing ontext Γ if Γ ⊢ F :: t . We all F well-typed under Γ
there exists a type t su h that Γ ⊢ F :: t . We will often omit type annotations in lambda

be a

say term
if

abstra tions if these types

Stru tures.

an be inferred from the typing

ontext.

A for signature Σ = (B, C, ty ) is a fun tion with dom(A) = B∪C
and the following properties: A maps ea h type onstant b ∈ B to some nonempty set. We
all A(b) the domain of type onstant b . We extend A to a fun tion on Σ-types as follows:
A stru ture

[[b]]A = A(b)
[[t1 ⇒t2 ]]A = [[t1 ]]A  [[t2 ]]A
Finally,
Let

A maps ea h
Γ be a typing

[[Γ(v)]]A .

Further, let

in a stru ture

A

c∈C

onstant symbol
ontext and let

F

be a

β

Σ-term

to a value in

[[ty(c)]]A .

be an assignment from variables

that is well-typed under

under variable assignment

β,

written

[[F ]]A,β ,

Γ.

v∈V

to values in

The interpretation of

F

is dened re ursively on the

stru ture of terms as follows:

[[c]]A,β

= A(c)

[[v]]A,β

= β(v)

=
o1 7→ o2 | o1 ∈ [[t]]A and o2 = [[F ]]A,β[v7→o1 ]

[[λv :: t. F ]]A,β
[[F1 F2 ]]A,β

Formulae.
the type

In the rest of this thesis we will only

onstant

B = {0, 1}.

= ([[F1 ]]A,β )([[F2 ]]A,β ) .

bool

onsider signatures that

for Booleans. We expe t that stru tures interpret

A well-typed term of type

bool

is

ontain at least

bool

as the set

alled a formula. We further assume that all

2.1.

HIGHER-ORDER LOGIC

c
true
¬
∧
∀t
=t
itet
Table 2.1: Standard
in

Σ-stru

tures
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ty(c)
bool
bool ⇒ bool
bool ⇒ bool ⇒ bool
(t ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool
t ⇒ t ⇒ bool
bool ⇒ t ⇒ t ⇒ t

A(c)
1

λo. 1 − o
λo1 o2 . min {o1 , o2 }
λp. min { p(o) | o ∈ [[t]]A }
λo1 o2 . if o1 = o2 then 1 else 0
λo1 o2 o3 . if o1 = 1 then o2 else o3

onstant symbols in a signature

Σ = (B, C, ty) and their interpretation

A.

Notation

Term

Typing

false
F1 ∧ F2
F1 ∨ F2
F1 → F2
∀v :: t. F
∃v :: t. F
F1 = F2
if F1 then F2 else F3
{ v :: t. F }
{F }
∅
F1 ∈ S1
S1 ∩ S2
S2 ∪ S2
S1 − S2

¬true
∧ F1 F2
¬(¬F1 ∧ ¬F2 )
¬F1 ∨ F2
∀(λv :: t. F )
¬(∀v :: t. ¬F )
= F1 F2
ite F1 F2 F3
λv :: t. F
λv :: t. v = F
λv :: t. false
S1 F1
λv :: t. v ∈ S1 ∧ v ∈ S2
λv :: t. v ∈ S1 ∨ v ∈ S2
λv :: t. if v ∈ S2 then false else v ∈ S1

Γ ⊢ S1 :: t ⇒ bool
Γ ⊢ S1,2 :: t ⇒ bool
Γ ⊢ S1,2 :: t ⇒ bool
Γ ⊢ S1,2 :: t ⇒ bool

Table 2.2: Synta ti

sugar for terms

onstru ted from standard

signatures provide at least the set of standard

onstant symbols.

onstant symbols listed in Table 2.1 and that

stru tures respe t the provided interpretations. For instan e, the symbol

=t

negation and
from
typing

denotes the equality predi ate for type

t.

¬ denotes Boolean

We will omit type subs ripts

onstant symbols whenever the type is uniquely determined by the subterms and the
ontext.

For notational
from

onstraints

onvenien e we will use synta ti

sugar for some formulae

onstru ted

onstant symbols in Figure 2.1. A list of short-hand denitions is shown in Table 2.2.

A, we say that F is satisable in A under variable
[[F ]]A,β = 1. Let D be a mapping from type onstants
in B to nonempty sets. We write [[F ]]D,β to denote the set of all Σ-stru tures that are
ompatible with D and in whi h F is satisable under variable assignment β , i.e.:
Given a formula

assignment

β,

F

written

and a stru ture

A, β |= F ,

if

def

[[F ]]D,β = { A | A|B = D ∧ A, β |= F } .
We say that

F

is valid in

A,

written

A |= F ,

if

F

is satisable in

A

under all variable

12
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F is valid in stru ture A then we all A a model of F . We denote
[[F ]] the set of all models of F . Formula F is alled valid, written |= F , if it is valid in
all Σ-stru tures. Finally, we say that formula F entails formula G, written F |= G, if the
formula F → G is valid.

assignments. If formula
by

2.2 Programs
We now formalize programs. A program

P = (Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

• Σ:

a signature

• D:

a domain mapping that maps ea h type

• X:

a nite set of program variables su h that

Σ = (B, C, ty ).

• L:

a nite set of

• ℓ0 :

an initial

• ℓE :

an error

• T:

a nite set of program transitions.

and

F

ontrol lo ation with

a

losed

to a nonempty set.

X ⊆ C .1

ℓ

ℓE 6= ℓ0 .
Ea h transition

′
and ℓ , and a

x

ommand

c.

τ = (ℓ, c, ℓ′ )

onsists of an

Commands are dened by the

is a program variable of type

t, E

a

losed

Σ-term

of

Σ-formula:

c ∈ Com ::=

States.

b∈B

ontrol lo ation.

following grammar, where

t

onstant

ontrol lo ations of the program.

entry and exit lo ation
type

onsists of:

x:= E

|

havoc(x)

|

assume(F )

|

c; c

(nondeterministi

(assignment to

x)

assignment to

x)

(assume statement)
(sequential

omposition)

s is a tuple (ℓ, A) where ℓ is a program lo ation and A a Σstru ture su h that A(b) = D(b) for all type onstants b ∈ B . We use s(pc) to denote
program lo ation ℓ of state s and s(x) to denote A(x) for a program variable x. We all a
state s with s(pc) = ℓE an error state. For a program variable x ∈ X we denote by s[x 7→ o]
the state that is obtained by updating the interpretation of x in s to o. The set of all states
is given by States . We will often identify a state with the ontained stru ture, e.g., we
extend the satisfa tion relation |= from Σ-stru tures to states as expe ted: let (ℓ, A) be a
state, β a variable assignment and F a formula then we dene
A program state

def

(ℓ, A), β |= F ⇐⇒ A, β |= F .
We pro eed similarly for validity and entailment.
1

Program variables are logi al

onstants and not to be

onfused with logi al variables.

2.2.
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Transition Relations.
logi al stru tures
of

Ea h

(A, A′ )

ommand

su h that

A

and

c represents a relation [[c]] that ontains pairs of
A′ satisfy onditions given below for ea h kind

ommands.

•

If

•

if

•

if

•

and if

c

updates a program variable

c is a havo
[[ty(x)]]s ,
c

ommand

is an assume

x:= E ,

havoc(x),

ommand

we have

we have

assume(F ),

A′ = A[x 7→ o]

we require that

c is a sequential omposition c1 ; c2 ,
(A, A0 ) ∈ [[c1 ]] and (A0 , A′ ) ∈ [[c2 ]].
[[τ ]]

Finally, the transition relation

A′ = A[[[E]]s ],

of a transition

where

A |= F

o

and

is some value in

A′ = A

there exists a stru ture

τ = (ℓ, c, ℓ′ )

A0

su h that

is the relation on states

dened as follows:
def

[[τ ]] =

Computations.

A program



((ℓ, A), (ℓ′ , A′ )) | (A, A′ ) ∈ [[c]]

.

omputation is a (possibly innite) sequen e

c

c

0
1
δ = s0 →
s1 →

. . . of states and ommands su h that s0 (pc) = ℓ0 and for ea h pair of onse utive states
si and si+1 we have (si , si+1 ) ∈ [[(ℓ, ci , ℓ′ )]] where (ℓ, ci , ℓ′ ) is a transition in T . If δ is nite
′
then for its nal state, say s, and for ea h transitions τ ∈ T there is no state s su h that
′
(s, s ) ∈ [[τ ]]. We all any prex of a omputation a tra e and we all ommand π that
orresponds to the sequential

omposition of the

ommands in a tra e a path.

An error

tra e is a tra e that rea hes an error state and an error path is a path asso iated with an
alled safe if it does not exhibit any error tra es.

error tra e. A program is

Predi ate Transformers.

Given a binary relation

dene strongest post ondition

post

A

losed formula

models

[[F ]].

to symboli
ommands.

R

on states and a set of states

and weakest liberal pre ondition

wlp

S,

we

as usual:

post, wlp ∈ 2(States×States) → 2States → 2States
def 
post(R)(S) = s′ | ∃s. (s, s′ ) ∈ R ∧ s ∈ S
def 
wlp(R)(S) = s | ∀s′ . (s, s′ ) ∈ R ⇒ s′ ∈ S .

F

is a symboli

It is therefore

representation of a set of states, namely, the set of its

onvenient to overload the predi ate transformers

predi ate transformers that manipulate formulae a
Figure 2.2 provides the

in Figure 2.2 are not restri ted to

orresponding denitions.

losed formulae. The

post

and

wlp

ording to the semanti s of
Note that the denitions

orre tness of these denitions is

stated by the following proposition.

Proposition 1
of

F

Let

c be a

ommand,

F

a formula, and

β

an assignment to the free variables

then:

post([[c]])([[F ]]D,β ) = [[post(c)(F )]]D,β

and

wlp([[c]])([[F ]]D,β ) = [[wlp(c)(F )]]D,β .

14
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def

post(x:= E)(F ) = ∃v. F [x:= v] ∧ x = E[x:= v]
def

post(havoc(x))(F ) = ∃v. F [x:= v]

with

with

PRELIMINARIES

v 6∈ FV(F )

v 6∈ FV(F )

def

post(assume(G))(F ) = G ∧ F
def

post(c1 ; c2 )(F ) = post(c2 )(post(c1 )(F ))
def

wlp(x:= E)(F ) = F [x:= E]
def

wlp(havoc(x))(F ) = ∀v. F [x:= v]

with

v 6∈ FV(F )

def

wlp(assume(G))(F ) = G → F
def

wlp(c1 ; c2 )(F ) = wlp(c1 )(wlp(c2 )(F )) .
Figure 2.2: Symboli

Proof.

predi ate transformers.

The prove goes by indu tion on the stru ture of

for weakest liberal pre onditions and assignment
Let

c

be the

ommand

(x:= E)

ommands. We only show the

ommands. The other

ase

ases are similar.

then we have:

wlp([[x:= E]])([[F ]]D,β ) =
=





s | ∀s′ . (s, s′ ) ∈ [[x:= E]] ⇒ s′ ∈ [[F ]]D,β
s | ∀s′ . (s′ = s[x 7→ [[E]]s ]) ⇒ s′ ∈ [[F ]]D,β

= { s | s[x 7→ [[E]]s ] ∈ [[F ]]D,β }
= { s | s[x 7→ [[E]]s ], β |= F }
= { s | s, β |= F [x:= E] }
= [[F [x:= E]]]D,β .

2.2.1

Heap-Manipulating Programs

Programs dened in Se tion 2.2 provide an assembly language that allow us to model a
broad range of systems. Heap-manipulating programs are the
of shape analysis.

lassi al appli ation domain

We will often use them as running examples throughout this thesis.

In the following, we sket h how heap-manipulating programs

an be modelled in terms of

programs dened in Se tion 2.2.
Developing a memory model for a spe i

programming language whi h is both a

urate

and suitable for program analysis is a di ult resear h task in itself. For exposition purposes
we

onsider a rather primitive imperative programming language with garbage

heaps.

olle ted

A more sophisti ated memory model for Java-like programs is des ribed, e.g., in

[66, 80℄. A memory model for C programs that is suitable for veri ation
in [33℄. A heap manipulating program is a program

Σh = (Bh , Ch , ty h )

an be found, e.g.,

(Σh , Dh , X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

and the following properties. There is a type

models the set of available heap obje ts. The domain
set of unspe ied size. The set of program variables

X

Dh (obj)

onstant

of type

obj

with signature

obj ∈ Bh

that

is a nonempty

onsists of referen e variables Var

2.2.
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and referen e elds Fld. A referen e variable denotes a heap obje t, i.e., for all
have

ty h (x) = obj.

heap obje ts, i.e., for all

Commands.

x ∈ Var

we

Referen e elds model elds in data stru tures and denote fun tions on

f ∈ Fld

The basi

we have

ty h (f ) = (obj ⇒ obj).

ommands one would expe t a heap-manipulating program to be

omposed of are:

•

writing the

ontent of a referen e variable to a referen e variable:

•

writing the

ontent of a referen e eld at some index to a referen e variable:

•

writing to a eld at some parti ular index:

•

and allo ation of a new heap obje t:

Read and write
a eld a

x:= y.f ,

x.f := y ,

new(x).

ommands dire tly translate into assignments of program variables where

x.f

ess of the form

interesting

x:= y ,

simply

f x.

orrespond to a fun tion appli ation

The only

ase is a eld write of the form (x.f := y ). We model eld writes by assignments

to fun tion-valued program variables:

f := (λv :: obj. if v = x then y else f v) .
We will use the short notation

f := f [x:= y]

for su h updates.

For modelling allo ation of fresh heap obje ts we need to tra k the set of allo ated
obje ts. For this purpose we assume a spe ial program variable
The idea is that in a given state
obje ts in

Dh (obj)

that are

s

the predi ate

s(alloc)

alloc

of type

obj ⇒ bool.

des ribes the subset of all heap

urrently allo ated. Allo ation of a fresh heap obje t

then modelled by the following sequen e of

new(x)

is

ommands:

havoc(x);
assume(x 6∈ alloc);
alloc:= alloc ∪ {x} .

Null Dereferen es.
be ause a spe i

A eld in a heap-manipulating program is not always dened, e.g.,

obje t is not allo ated. Thus referen e elds more

losely resemble partial

fun tions on heap obje ts. Dereferen ing a eld on an obje t for whi h the eld is undened
may

ause the program to

onstant symbol

rash. In order to dete t su h runtime errors we add a spe ial

null of type obj that models the undened value.

as a spe ial program variable that
runtime errors, every transition

an never

(ℓ, c, ℓ′ )

null

an think of

null

hange its value. In order to ensure absen e of

c ontains a eld a ess f.x is guarded by a
(ℓ, assume(f (x)=null), ℓE ). Thus, any potential

where

transition to the error lo ation of the form
dereferen e of

Thus, we

will be ree ted by an error tra e.

Ba kground Formula.

Any additional spe i s of the memory model that restri t the

set of possible program states

an be en oded into a ba kground formula

quire that all outgoing transitions from the initial lo ation

ℓ0

to a lo ation

BG. We reℓ′ are of the

16
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(ℓ0 , assume(BG), ℓ′ ).

A reasonable
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hoi e for a ba kground formula that en odes the

memory model of a garbage- olle ted language is, e.g., as follows:
def

BG = null ∈ alloc
^
∧
f null = null
f ∈Fld

∧ ∀v :: obj, w :: obj. v ∈
/ alloc →

^

f w 6= v .

f ∈Fld
The rst

null is an allo ated obje t.
ommand new(x) program variable

onjun t of the ba kground formula guarantees that

This ensures that after allo ating a fresh obje t with

x will always point to an obje t
null always points ba k to itself.

dierent from
The last

null.

The se ond

onjun t guarantees that

onjun t ensures that non-allo ated obje ts are

isolated in the heap.

Rea hability Properties.

Rea hability properties play an important role in the analysis

of heap programs. By rea hability properties we mean properties su h as:
Referen e variable

x

is rea hable from referen e variable

following eld
Su h properties

f

x

rea hes

by

an be used for des ribing the shape of data stru tures. For instan e, the

fa t that a list pointed to by a referen e variable
that

y

in the heap.

null.

x

is a y li

an be expressed by saying

Rea hability properties are also important for expressing invariants

su h as disjointness of heap regions and for dening useful abstra tions of re ursive data
stru tures. In order to formalize rea hability properties, we assume that our signature for
heap programs provides a reexive transitive

losure operator

rtrancl_pt

of type:

rtrancl_pt :: (obj ⇒ obj ⇒ bool) ⇒ obj ⇒ obj ⇒ bool .
The formula
transitive

rtrancl_pt p e t

(e, t)

holds whenever the pair denotated by

losure of the binary relation denoted by predi ate

semanti s of the reexive transitive

p.

is in the reexive

Formally, we dene the

losure operator in terms of se ond-order quanti ation:

rtrancl_pt p e t ≡ (∀S. e ∈ S ∧ (∀v w. v ∈ S ∧ p v w → w ∈ S) → t ∈ S) .
For instan e, a y li ity of a list over eld

next

that is pointed to by referen e variable

x

is

expressed by the following formula:

rtrancl_pt (λv w. next v = w) x null .
For our

onvenien e we will use synta ti

elds and write  next

sugar for the reexive transitive

losure of referen e

∗ x null as a shorthand for the above formula.

2.3 Abstra t Interpretation
Most problems related to program veri ation are unde idable for programs written in
Turing- omplete programming languages. A possible solution is to analyze approximations

2.3.
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of programs for whi h the veri ation problem be omes de idable. Instead of proving that
the

on rete program behaves a

program behaves a
sound, i.e.,

ording to its spe i ation one proves that an abstra t

ording to an abstra t spe i ation. These approximations should be

orre tness of the abstra t program implies

orre tness of the

on rete program.

The framework of abstra t interpretation developed by Patri k and Radhia Cousot [37,
38℄ formalizes sound approximations of programs. In abstra t interpretation the semanti s
of programs and their approximation is dened in terms of latti e-theoreti

domains. The

on rete semanti s is given by the least xed point of a fun tional on a

omplete latti e.

For instan e, for proving that a program is safe, we need to prove that the set of program
states rea hable by any tra e of the program is disjoint from the error states. The set of
rea hable states of a program is given by the least xed point of the operator

post

on the

power-set latti e of program states. The abstra t semanti s is the least xed point of an
abstra tion of the

on rete fun tional on an abstra t latti e. The abstra t xed point is an

approximation of the

on rete xed point. For program safety this means that the abstra t

xed point represents a superset of the rea hable program states.
We will formulate our symboli

shape analysis in terms of abstra t interpretation. For

later referen e, we now give an overview of the key notions used in the abstra t interpretation
framework.

2.3.1

Partially Ordered Sets and Latti es

Denition 2 (Partially Ordered Set)

A set

S

with a binary relation

tially ordered set if and only if the following three

1.

≤

is reexive:

2.

≤

is transitive:

3.

≤

is antisymmetri :

≤

is

alled a par-

onditions hold:

∀x ∈ S. x ≤ x,
∀x, y, z ∈ S. x ≤ y and y ≤ z implies x ≤ z ,
∀x, y ∈ S. x ≤ y and y ≤ x implies x = y .

S(≤).
x ∈ S is a lower bound of X ⊆ S if and only if ∀x′ ∈ X. x ≤ x′ . A lower
′
bound x of X ⊆ S is alled greatest lower bound if and only if for all lower bounds x ∈ S
′
of X we have x ≤ x. Conversely, x ∈ S is an upper bound of X ⊆ S if and only if
∀x′ ∈ X. x′ ≤ x. An upper bound x of X ⊆ S is alled least upper bound if and only if for
′
′
all upper bounds x ∈ S of X we have x ≤ x .
A partially ordered set is denoted by
An element

Denition 3 (Complete Partially Ordered Set)
set. A

hain

(xi )i∈N

is

S

(xi )i∈N
is

alled stable if there exists

A partially ordered set
if

S

has a least element

alled stable if all its
Let

S(≤)

⊥

S(≤)

is

and all

alled
hains

k∈N

su h that

omplete partially ordered set (CPO) if and only

C⊆S

have a least upper bound

hains are stable.

be a CPO. A fun tion

distributes over
W
(f (xi ))i∈N .

S(≤) be a partially ordered
S : x0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 . . . . A hain
for all j with k ≤ j , xj = xj+1 .

Let set

is a monotone sequen e of elements in

least upper bounds of

f ∈ S → S

is

hains, i.e., for all

W

C.

A CPO is

f
W
in S , f ( (xi )i∈N ) =

alled

ontinuous if and only if

hains

(xi )i∈N

18
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Note that every
on a stable CPO is
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ontinous fun tion on a CPO is monotone and every monotone fun tion
ontinous.

Theorem 4 (Kleene's Fixed Point Theorem)
ontinuous fun tion. Then

f

Let

S(≤)

be a CPO and

f ∈S →S

a

has a (unique) least xed point:

lfp(f ) =

Denition 5 (Latti e)

_
(f i (⊥))i∈N .

A partially ordered set L(≤) is alled a latti e if and only if for
x, y ∈ L there exists a least upper bound x ∨ y and a greatest lower bound x ∧ y of x and
y in L. A latti e is denoted by L(⊑, ∨, ∧). We all ∨ the join and ∧ the meet operation of
all

the latti e.

Denition 6 (Complete Latti e)WA latti
L

there exists a least upper bound

L

parti ular,

has a greatest element

latti e is denoted by

L(≤, ∨, ∧, ⊥, ⊤).

e L(≤, ∨, ∧) is alled omplete if for all X ⊆
V
a greatest lower bound
X and
XV of X in L. In
W
⊤ = L and a least element ⊥ = L. A omplete

Denition 7 (Complete Join and Meet-Morphism)
L2 (⊑, ⊔, ⊓, ⊥1 , ⊤2 )

be two

omplete latti es.

A fun tion

f (⊥1 ) = ⊥2 and for all
_
G
f ( X) =
{ f (x) | x ∈ X }

plete join-morphism if and only if

Dualy,

f

is

alled a

Let L1 (≤, ∨, ∧, ⊥1 , ⊤1 )
f ∈ L1 → L2 is alled
X ⊆ L1 :

f (⊤1 ) = ⊤2
^
l
f ( X) =
{ f (x) | x ∈ X } .

omplete meet-morphism if and only if

Note that every

omplete latti e is also a CPO, thus every

omplete latti e has a unique least xed point. A
onsider monotone fun tions rather than

and for all

and let
a

om-

X ⊆ L1 :

ontinous fun tion on a

ording to Tarski [111℄ it is su ient to

ontinuous fun tions to guarantee the existen e

of a least xed point. However, in this thesis we will only

onsider

ontinuous xed point

fun tionals.

Denition 8 (Completely Distributive Latti e)
alled

L(≤, ∨, ∧, ⊥, ⊤) is
L distribute over arbi∈ L | i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji } we have:

A omplete latti e

ompletely distributive latti e if and only if arbitrary joins in

{ xi,j
_ ^
=
xi,f (i)

trary meets. Formally, for any doubly-index family

^ _

xi,j

f ∈F i∈I

i∈I j∈Ji
where

F

is the set of all fun tions

Proposition 9

Let

Proposition 10
Then fun tions
on

S→L

S

be a set. Then

S
S →L
Let

hoosing for an index

be a set and
form again a

i∈I

2S (⊆, ∪, ∩, ∅, S)

is a

L(≤, ∨, ∧, ⊥, ⊤)

be a

an index

f (i) ∈ Ji .

ompletely distributive latti e.
ompletely distributive latti e.

ompletely distributive latti e, where the ordering

is dened point-wise as follows:

˙ ′ ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ S. f (x) ≤ f ′ (x) .
f ≤f

˙
≤

2.3.
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The set of rea hable states

is the least xed point of operator
of initial states

P

program
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Init ,

post

Reach

of a program

under initial states.

and the transition relation

P = (Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

Formally, we dene the set

[[P ]] ∈ States × States

asso iated with a

as follows:
def

Init = { s ∈ States | s(pc) = ℓ0 }
[
def
[[P ]] =
[[τ ]]
τ ∈T

We then dene a xed point fun tional

f:

def

f = λS. Init ∪ post([[P ]])(S) .
post(R)

The operator
point of

f

exists a

is

ontinuous for any relation

R,

hen e, so is

f.

Thus, the least xed

ording to Theorem 4:
def

Reach = lfp(f ) .


2.3.2
The

Galois Conne tions

onne tion between

on rete and abstra t latti e is formalized in terms of Galois

on-

ne tions.

Denition 12 (Galois Conne tion)
(α, γ) is alled a Galois
L1 → L2 , γ ∈ L2 → L1 and:

pair

Let

L1 (≤)

and

L2 (⊑)

be partially ordered sets. The

onne tion, or a pair of adjoint fun tions if and only if

α∈

∀x ∈ L1 , y ∈ L2 . α(x) ⊑ y ⇐⇒ x ≤ γ(y) .
We

all

α

the lower adjoint and

γ

the upper adjoint of the Galois

The following Proposition summarizes some alternative

onne tion.

hara terizations of Galois

on-

ne tions.

Proposition 13
For fun tions
1.

(α, γ)

Let L1 (≤, ∨, ∧, ⊥1 , ⊤1 ) and L2 (⊑, ⊔, ⊓, ⊥1 , ⊤2 ) be two omplete latti
α ∈ L1 → L2 and γ ∈ L2 → L1 the following statements are equivalent:

is a Galois

2. the following three

• α

and

γ

onne tion,
onditions hold:

are monotone,

• α◦γ

is redu tive:

∀y ∈ L2 . α(γ(y)) ⊑ y ,

• γ◦α

is extensive:

∀x ∈ L1 . x ≤ γ(α(x)).

3. the following two

onditions hold:

es.

20
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• γ

is a

omplete meet-morphism

• α = λx ∈ L1 .
4. the following two

• α

PRELIMINARIES

is a

d

{ y ∈ L2 | x ≤ γ(y) },

onditions hold:

omplete join-morphism

• γ = λy ∈ L2 .

W

{ x ∈ L1 | α(x) ⊑ y },

The equivalen e of statements 1. and 2. is stated in [38, Theorem 5.3.0.4℄. The fa t that
Statement 2. implies statements 3. and 4. is stated in [38, Corollary 5.3.0.5℄.

Proposition 14
let

(α, γ)

Let

L1 (≤1 ), L2 (≤2 ),

be a Galois

L2 (≤2 )
L3 (≤3 ).

onne tion between

L1 (≤1 )

and

L3 (≤3 ) be partially ordered sets. Furthermore,
L1 (≤1 ) and L2 (≤2 ), and let (α′ , γ ′ ) be a Galois
L3 (≤3 ). Then (α′ ◦ α, γ ◦ γ ′ ) is a Galois onne tion between
and

onne tion between
and

The following proposition gives an example of a Galois

onne tion whi h we will use

later in this thesis.

Proposition 15

Let

(post(R), wlp(R))

is a Galois

P

be a program and

R

a binary relation on states of

onne tion on sets of states of program

P.

Then

P:

∀S, S ′ ∈ 2States . post(R)(S) ⊆ S ′ ⇐⇒ S ⊆ wlp(R)(S ′ ) .
For proof see, e.g., [109℄.
Let
the

(α, γ)

be a Galois

onne tion between a

on rete and an abstra t latti e and let

on rete semanti s of a program be dened by the least xed point of a fun tional

on the

the abstra tion of

f

whi h is given by the fun tional

α◦f ◦γ

on the abstra t latti e. The

abstra t semanti s is guaranteed to be an approximation of the

Proposition 16
Let

L1

f

on rete latti e. Then the abstra t semanti s is dened by the least xed point of

f ∈ L1 → L1
L2 then:

Let

L1 (≤, ∨, ∧, ⊥1 , ⊤1 )

be a

L2 (⊑, ⊔, ⊓, ⊥2 , ⊤2 ) be two omplete
and let (α, γ) be a Galois onne tion

and

ontinuous fun tion,

on rete semanti s.

and

lfp(f ) ≤ γ(lfp(α ◦ f ◦ γ)) .

latti es.
between

Chapter 3

Domain Predi ate Abstra tion
The transition graph of a program is formed by its states and the transitions between them.
The idea of predi ate abstra tion [49℄ (e.g., used in tools su h as

SLAM [7℄, BLAST [55℄,

and MAGIC [30℄) is to abstra t a state by its evaluation under a number of given state
predi ates; ea h edge between two
edge between the two

on rete states in the transition graph gives rise to an

orresponding abstra t states.

One thus abstra ts the transition

graph to a graph over abstra t states.
For a program manipulating the heap, ea h state is represented by a heap graph. A heap
graph is formed by the allo ated obje ts in the heap and pointer links between them. The
idea of three-valued shape analysis [108℄ is to apply to the heap graph the same abstra tion
that we have applied to the transition graph. One abstra ts an obje t in the heap by its
evaluation under a number of predi ates on heap obje ts; edges between
in the heap graph give rise to edges between the

on rete obje ts

orresponding abstra t obje ts. One thus

abstra ts a heap graph to a graph over abstra t obje ts.
The analogy between predi ate abstra tion and the abstra tion proposed in three-valued
shape analysis is remarkable. It does not seem helpful, however, when it
hallenge: how

an one

omes to the major

ompute the abstra tion of the transition graph when states are

graphs and the abstra tion is dened on nodes of the graph?
renement of this question, namely whether the abstra tion
in the formal setup and with the basi

This

hapter answers a

an be dened and

omputed

ma hinery of predi ate abstra tion.

Following Chapter 2, program states are represented as logi al stru tures rather than
graphs. Thus, nodes in a graph

orrespond to obje ts in a domain of a logi al stru ture.

As in predi ate abstra tion, the analysis is an abstra t interpretation [38℄ dened in terms
of an abstra t domain of formulae.
predi ates. However, in

These formulae are

onstru ted from a nite set of

ontrast to predi ate abstra tion, the building blo ks of formulae

are not state predi ates, but domain predi ates, meaning that they range not just over
states of a program, but also over obje ts in the domains of these states.

The formulae

dening the abstra t domain are given by universally quantied fa ts over obje ts in the
domains of states. The building blo ks of these fa ts are domain predi ates. Thus, we do
not just propose a generalization of predi ate abstra tion suitable for shape analysis, but
more generally an analysis that enables the inferen e of universally quantied invariants.
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ontributions that are des ribed in this

hapter are

summarized as follows:

•

We introdu e a new abstra t domain for an analysis that infers universally quantied
fa ts about obje ts in the domains of program states.

•

We generalize predi ate transformers to domain predi ate transformers that
the ee t of

apture

on rete transitions on relations between obje ts in the domains of pro-

gram states.

•

We develop a pra ti ally feasible abstra t post operator for our abstra t domain. This
abstra t post operator is given by an abstra tion of the most pre ise abstra t post operator on our abstra t domain. The abstra tion is dened in terms of abstra t domain

predi ate transformers that

ompute updates lo ally on dierent regions in the do-

mains of program states instead of global updates on the whole domains. For adjusting
the pre ision/e ien y trade-o, the abstra tion is parameterized by a so- alled
text operator that determines how mu h

on-

ontext information (i.e., information about

surrounding regions) is preserved by the abstra tion.

•

We show that one

an implement the abstra tion by a simple sour e-to-sour e trans-

formation of a program to an abstra t nite-state program whi h we
heap program.

This transformation is analogous to the

all a Boolean

orresponding transforma-

tion in predi ate abstra tion, ex ept that domain predi ates take the pla e of state
predi ates and Boolean heaps (sets of bitve tors) take the pla e of Boolean states
(bitve tors).

•

We show that Boolean heap programs
reasoning pro edures. For ea h

an be

onstru ted ee tively using automated

ommand of the program, the

ommand in the Boolean heap program is

orresponding abstra t

onstru ted by the appli ation of a weakest

liberal pre ondition operator on domain predi ates and an entailment test (implemented by a synta ti

manipulation of formulae, respe tively, by a

all to a de ision

pro edure or theorem prover).

3.1 Boolean Heap Programs
Before we formally introdu e domain predi ate abstra tion, it is instru tive to highlight the
main dieren es and similarities to predi ate abstra tion [49℄.

Predi ate Abstra tion.

Following the framework of abstra t interpretation [38℄, a stati

analysis is dened by latti e-theoreti
mains.

domains and by xed point iteration over these do-

For predi ate abstra tion the analysis

omputes an invariant (i.e., a superset of

the rea hable program states); the xed point operator is an abstra tion of the operator

post;

the

on rete domain

onsists of sets of states. The abstra t domain

of abstra t states. The abstra t domain is a nite sub-latti e of the
abstra t state denotes an equivalen e
denotes a union of su h equivalen e

onsists of sets

on rete domain: ea h

lass of states, an element of the abstra t domain

lasses. The equivalen e

lasses are indu ed by evalu-

ating states under a nite set of abstra tion predi ates ( losed formulae). Ea h equivalen e

3.1.

BOOLEAN HEAP PROGRAMS
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Example

Con rete

Con rete

ommand:

ommand:

var x :: int

c

x:= x + 1
State predi ates:

State predi ates:

P = {p1 , . . . , pn }

p1 ≡ x = 0,

Abstra t Boolean program:

Abstra t Boolean program:

var p1 , . . . , pn :: bool
for ea h pi ∈ P do
if wlp# (c)(pi ) then pi := true
else if wlp# (c)(¬pi ) then pi := false
else pi := ∗

var p1 , p2 :: bool
if false then p1 := true
else if p1 ∨ p2 then p1 := false
else p1 := ∗
if p1 ∨ p2 then p2 := true
else if ¬p1 ∧ ¬p2 then p2 := false
else p2 := ∗

Figure 3.1: Constru tion of a Boolean program from a

on rete

p2 ≡ x > 0

ommand via predi ate

abstra tion. All predi ates are updated simultaneously. The value '*' stands for nondeterministi

hoi e.

lass is represented by a bitve tor over abstra tion predi ates, ea h element of the abstra t
domain by a set of su h bitve tors.
The abstra tion of the post operator

orresponds to a nite-state Boolean program,

one Boolean program variable per abstra tion predi ate.
program

Thus, a state of the Boolean

orresponds to an abstra t state. Ea h transition of the

rise to transition in the abstra t program that

on rete program gives

orresponds to a simultaneous update of the

Boolean variables.
Figure 3.1 shows the transformation of a

on rete

i ate updates in the abstra t Boolean program.
omputation of

wlp# (c)(p)

ommand to the

orresponding pred-

The a tual abstra tion step lies in the

 the most pre ise Boolean under-approximation (in terms of

p and ommand c.
wlp(x:= x + 1)(x = 0) with

abstra tion predi ates) of the weakest liberal pre ondition of predi ate
For example

false

is the most pre ise under-approximation of

respe t to predi ates
automati ally by

p1

and

p2 .

The abstra t weakest liberal pre onditions are

omputed

he king validity of entailments using a de ision pro edure or automated

theorem prover.
The resulting Boolean program is analyzed using nite-state model he king. If the error
lo ation is not rea hable in the abstra t program, then the

on rete program is guaranteed

to be safe.

Domain Predi ate Abstra tion.
stra tion: (1) we

Our analysis pro eeds analogously to predi ate ab-

hoose a set of abstra tion predi ates for the abstra tion (dening the

abstra t domain); (2) we

onstru t an abstra t nite-state program (the abstra t post op-

erator); and (3) we apply nite-state model

he king to the abstra t program (the xed
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omputation). In the following, we explain in detail how the abstra t domain and the

onstru tion of the abstra t program look like.
In domain predi ate abstra tion, we dene equivalen e

lasses of obje ts in the domains

of program states by evaluating them under a nite set of domain predi ates.

A domain

predi ate ranges over both program states and obje ts in the domains of these states.
Domain predi ates are represented symboli ally by domain formulae. A domain formula is
obtained from a formula by rst-order lambda abstra tion. As an example of su h a domain
formula,

onsider the term

λv :: obj. next v = z .
true for a given obje t in a given state, if the next eld of this obje t
variable z . We all the equivalen e lasses indu ed by domain predi ates

This term evaluates to
points to program

abstra t obje ts. Abstra t obje ts are represented by bitve tors over domain predi ates. An
abstra t state is given by a set of abstra t obje ts, i.e., a set of bitve tors. A

s

belongs to the equivalen e

in the domain of

s

lass represented by an abstra t state, if every

belongs to the equivalen e

on rete state
on rete obje t

lass represented by one abstra t obje t in

the abstra t state. The abstra t domain of the analysis is given by sets of abstra t states,
i.e., sets of sets of bitve tors.
Intuitively, one
exponentiated.
su

an think of domain predi ate abstra tion as predi ate abstra tion being

This also means that domain predi ate abstra tion is exponentially more

in t than standard predi ate abstra tion assuming the same number of abstra tion

predi ates in both approa hes. This additional pre ision enables domain predi ate abstra tion to express detailed properties about dierent regions in the domains of program states
by using only a small number of predi ates and makes domain predi ate abstra tion appliable for shape analysis. However, being exponentially more expressive also implies high
osts for

omputing the abstra t post operator. For an abstra t domain given by abstra t

states over abstra t obje ts it is exponentially more expensive to

ompute the most pre ise

abstra t post operator than it is for standard predi ate abstra tion. In order to avoid this
exponential blowup, one would like to approximate the most pre ise abstra t post operator
by de omposing it into lo al updates. Here lo al means that one updates ea h abstra t
obje t in isolation. The problem is: how

an one a

ount for the update of the global state

by lo al updates on abstra t obje ts?
We abstra t a

on rete program by a Boolean heap program. The abstra tion is illus-

trated in Figure 3.2. The

onstru tion of a Boolean heap program naturally extends the

one used in predi ate abstra tion. The dieren e is that a state of the abstra t program
is not given by a single bitve tor, but by a set of bitve tors. Transitions in Boolean heap
programs

~.pi := true) rather
hange the abstra t state via lo al updates on abstra t obje ts (p

than global updates on the whole abstra t state (pi := true). Consequently, we repla e the

wlp# by the
˙ # . This
ates wlp

abstra tion of the weakest liberal pre ondition operator on state predi ates
abstra tion of a weakest liberal pre ondition operator on domain predi
onstru tion avoids the exponential blowup that o

urs in the

onstru tion of the most

pre ise abstra t post operator on abstra t states. However, the analysis still provides an
exponentially more su
In the rest of the

in t abstra t domain than standard predi ate abstra tion.
hapter we give a formal a

parti ular, we make pre ise what it means to

ount of Boolean heap programs.

ompute the operator

˙ #.
wlp

In

Furthermore, we

3.2.
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Example

Con rete

Con rete

ommand:

ommand:

c

var x, y, z :: list
x.next := y

Domain predi ates:

Domain predi ates:

P = {p1 , . . . , pn }

p1 ≡ λv. x = v,

p2 ≡ y = z,

p3 ≡ λv. next(v) = z
Boolean heap program:

Boolean heap program:

var V :: set of bitve tors over P
for ea h p~ ∈ V do
for ea h pi ∈ P do
˙ # (c)(pi )
if p~ ∈ wlp
then p~.pi := true
˙ # (c)(¬pi )
else if ~p ∈ wlp
then p~.pi := false
else p~.pi := ∗

var V : set of bitve tors over {p1 , p2 , p3 }
for ea h p~ ∈ V do
if p~.p1 then ~p.p1 := true
else if ¬~p.p1 then ~p.p1 := false
if p~.p2 then ~p.p2 := true
else if ¬~p.p2 then ~p.p2 := false
if ¬~p.p1 ∧ p~.p3 ∨ p~.p1 ∧ p~.p2 then
p~.p3 := true

else if ¬(¬~p.p1 ∧ p~.p3
then ~p.p3 := false

Figure 3.2: Constru tion of a Boolean heap program from a

∨ ~p.p1 ∧ p~.p2 )

on rete

ommand.

identify the post operator of a Boolean heap program as an abstra tion of the most pre ise
abstra t post operator on our abstra t domain. Thus, we pre isely identify the points in
the analysis where we

an lose pre ision.

3.2 Domain Predi ates
In predi ate abstra tion a state is abstra ted by its evaluation under a nite number of
predi ates. These predi ates are state predi ates, i.e., sets of program states. As an example,
onsider the formula

F ≡x>0 .
Formula

F

denotes the predi ate

[[F ]].

A state

than 0. We generalize predi ate abstra tion by

s

is in the denotation of

F

if

s(x)

is greater

onsidering predi ates that do not just range

over states, but also over obje ts in the domains of these states. As an example,

onsider

the term

G ≡ λv :: obj. f v = z .
Given a state

s,

the term

program variable

z.

G

evaluates to true for an obje t

Intuitively, the denotation

[[G]]

o ∈ s(obj)

if its eld

f

points to

is a fun tion of a dependent type

Πs ∈ States. s(obj)  {0, 1} .
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For te hni al reasons, we use an equivalent representation of the denotation of su h terms.
We are not interested in arbitrary logi al stru tures, but in logi al stru tures that
to program states.

P.

program

rest of this

For

All remaining denitions in this

onvenien e we x a parti ular program

hapter and keep all dependen ies on

program states of program
denotation of term

G

P

P

orrespond

hapter are subje t to a parti ular

P = (Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

for the

impli it. Re all that the domains of all

are xed by the domain mapping

D.

Thus, we

an dene the

as follows:

[[G]] ∈ D(obj)  2States

[[G]] = λo ∈ D(obj). { s ∈ States | s, [v 7→ o] |= f v=x }
= λo ∈ D(obj). [[f v=x]]D,[v7→o] .
These

onsiderations suggest the following formal denition of domain predi ates.

Denition 17 (Domain Predi ates)

A domain predi ate

p over

basi

types

b1 , . . . , bn

is

a fun tion

We

all

n

the arity of

p

p ∈ (D(b1 ) × · · · × D(bn ))  2States .

DomPreds(D(b1 ) × · · · × D(bn ))
b1 , . . . , bn . A term F of the form

and we denote by

domain predi ates over basi

types

the set of all

λv1 :: b1 . . . vn :: bn . G
G

where

is a

losed formula, is

alled a domain formula.

The denotation of a domain

formula is a domain predi ate:
def

[[F ]] = λ~o ∈ (D(b1 ) × . . . × D(bn )). [[G]]D,[~v7→~o] .
A domain formula is obtained by lambda abstra tion from a formula.

Thus, we

an

This observation suggest that we

an

lift operations on sets of states to operations on domain predi ates. In parti ular, we

an

think of sets of states as 0-ary domain predi ates.
obtain a partial order
states as follows: let

˙ on domain predi
⊆
p and q be domain

ates by point-wise lifting set in lusion on sets of
predi ates over the same domain

Dom

then we

dene:

˙ q
p⊆
Likewise, we lift set union
Let

p

and

q

def

⇐⇒

∪ and interse

∀~o ∈ Dom. p(~o) ⊆ q(~o) .
∩ to operations ∪˙ and ∩˙ on domain predi
same domain Dom then we dene:

tion

be domain predi ates over the

ates.

def

p ∪˙ q = λ~o ∈ Dom. p(~o) ∪ q(~o)
def
p ∩˙ q = λ~o ∈ Dom. p(~o) ∩ q(~o) .
The order

˙
⊆

together with the operations

Proposition 18

∪˙

and

∩˙

indu e a latti e stru ture.

ommon domain Dom form a ompletely dis˙
˙
˙ , least element λ~o ∈ Dom. ∅, and greatest
tributive latti e with partial order ⊆, join ∪, meet ∩
element λ~
o ∈ Dom. States .
The domain predi ates over

3.2.
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Follows from Proposition 9 and Proposition 10.

Not only

an we lift the latti e stru ture of sets of states to domain predi ates, we

an further lift predi ate transformers (whi h are operations on sets of states) to domain

predi ate transformers.

Denition 19 (Domain Predi ate Transformers)
˙
post

and

˙
wlp

for domain predi ates over

The domain predi ate transformers

ommon domain

Dom

are dened as follows:

˙ ∈ 2( States × States)  DomPreds(Dom)  DomPreds(Dom)
˙ wlp
post,
def
˙
post(R)(p)
= λ~o ∈ Dom. post(R)(p(~o))
def
˙
wlp(R)(p)
= λ~o ∈ Dom. wlp(R)(p(~o)) .
For a given domain predi ate

˙
wlp(R)(p)

p,

˙
the strongest domain post
post(R)(p)
ondition of p with respe t to relation R.

we

the weakest domain pre

all

ondition and

Domain predi ate transformers are one of the key ingredients that allow us to

hara -

terize Boolean heap programs. Sin e the domain predi ate transformers are obtained from
the standard predi ate transformers via a simple lifting, their
preserved. In parti ular,

˙
post

and

˙
wlp

form a Galois

hara teristi

onne tion on the

properties are

omplete latti e of

domain predi ates.
The intuition behind domain predi ate transformers be omes more
resents domain predi ates in terms of domain formulae. As in the
formers
ta ti

post

and

wlp,

we

an

lear when one rep-

ase of predi ate trans-

hara terize domain predi ate transformers in terms of syn-

transformations of domain formulae.

G ≡ (λv :: obj. f v = z) then the
ommand c = (x.f := y) is given

For instan e,

onsider the domain formula

weakest domain pre ondition of domain predi ate

[[G]]

and

by:


˙
wlp([[c]])([[G]])
= λo ∈ D(obj). s | ∀s′ . (s, s′ ) ∈ [[c]] ⇒ s′ ∈ ([[G]](o))
= [[G[f := λv :: obj. if x = v then y else f v]]]

= [[λv :: obj. (λv :: obj. if x = v then y else f v) v = z]]
= [[λv :: obj. x = v ∧ y = z ∨ x 6= v ∧ f v = z]] .
The resulting formula denotes the domain predi ate that given an obje t
states

s

The

where the

f -su

essor of

o

is pointed to by

z

in the su

o

essor state of

ontains all

s

under

c.

orre tness of the transformation performed in the above example is justied by

the following proposition.

Proposition 20

Let

F

be a domain formula over domain

pre ondition of the domain predi ate

[[F ]]

is

Dom .

The weakest domain

hara terized as follows:

˙
wlp([[x:=
E]])([[F ]]) = [[F [x:= E]]]
˙
wlp([[havoc(x)]])([[F
]]) = [[λ~v . ∀w. (F ~v )[x:= w]]]
˙
wlp([[assume(E)]])([[F
]]) = [[λ~v . E → F ~v ]]
˙
wlp([[c1 ; c2 ]])([[F ]]) = [[λ~v . wlp(c1 )(wlp(c2 )(F ~v ))]] .

with

w 6∈ FV(F ~v )
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transformation on domain formulae

by the right-hand sides of the equations given for ea h kind of
ommands

c

and domain formulae

F

of form

F

ommand

that is dened

c.

Then for all

λ~v . G:

˙
wlp([[c]])([[F
]]) = λ~o ∈ Dom. wlp([[c]])([[F ]](~o ))

(Def. of

˙ )
wlp

= λ~o ∈ Dom. wlp([[c]])([[G]]D,[~v 7→~o] )
= λ~o ∈ Dom. [[t(c, G)]]D,[~v 7→~o]

(Prop. 1)

= λ~o ∈ Dom. [[t(c, F )]](~o)
= [[t(c, F )]] .

Given the

hara terization of

˙
wlp

in Proposition 20, it is

onvenient to overload

to an operator on domain formulae in the same way we extended
formulae.

Thus, for a domain formula

F

and

ommand

c

wlp

˙
wlp

to an operator on

we denote by

˙
wlp(c)(F
)

orresponding domain formula that is given on the right-hand side of the

the

orresponding

equation in Proposition 20.

3.3 Domain Predi ate Abstra tion
We now formally introdu e domain predi ate abstra tion.

Following the framework of

abstra t interpretation [37℄, we formalize the abstra tion in terms of a Galois
between a
two

on rete and an abstra t latti e.

onne tion

In domain predi ate abstra tion, we have

on rete and two abstra t latti es that are dened in terms of ea h other and two

Galois

onne tions, ea h

onne ting one pair of abstra t and

on rete latti e. The

on rete

latti es are sets of states, respe tively, domain predi ates and the abstra t latti es are sets
of abstra t states, respe tively, sets of abstra t obje ts.

3.3.1

Abstra t Domains

The abstra t domains of our analysis is parameterized by a nite set of domain predi ates.
For the rest of this

P

range over the same domain whi h we denote by

Denition 21 (Abstra t Obje ts)
in

P

to values in

P . We assume
dom(P).

hapter we x a parti ular nite set of domain predi ates

that all predi ate in

{{0} , {1} , {0, 1}}

We all a fun tion

o#

mapping abstra tion predi ates

an abstra t obje t. We denote by

AbsObjs

the power

set over abstra t obje ts, i.e.:
def

AbsObjs = 2P→{{0},{1},{0,1}} .
We dene a relation

˙
⊑

on sets of abstra t obje ts as follows: let

O1# , O2# ∈ AbsObjs

then

def
#
#
#
#
#
˙ O2# ⇐⇒
∀o#
O1# ⊑
1 ∈ O1 . ∃o2 ∈ O2 . ∀p ∈ P. o1 (p) ⊆ o2 (p) .

˙ forms a preorder on sets of abstra t obje ts. For onvenien e we identify
⊑
˙ ∩ ⊑
˙ −1 )) and onsider elements of AbsObjs as
the quotient (AbsObjs/(⊑

The relation

AbsObjs

with

3.3.
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˙
⊑

lass in the quotient. Then

forms a partial order on

sets of abstra t obje ts.
We an dene a fun tion

P → {{0} , {1}}

expand mapping sets of abstra

t obje ts to sets of total fun tions

as follows:

expand ∈ AbsObjs → 2P→{{0},{1}}
o
[ n
def
expand(O# ) =
f | ∀p ∈ P. f (p) ⊆ o# (p)
o# ∈O #

The fun tion

expand

is bije tive. In fa t,

abstra t obje ts ordered
set in lusion. We
let

O1#

and

O2#

˙
by ⊑

expand

is an order isomorphism between sets of

and the power set over fun tions

P → {{0} , {1}}

ordered by

an dene join and meet operations on sets of abstra t obje ts, as follows:

be sets of abstra t obje ts then:
def
O1# ⊔˙ O2# = expand(O1# ) ∪ expand(O2# )

O1# ⊓˙ O2# = expand(O1# ) ∩ expand(O2# ) .
def

Thus, by

onstru tion

expand

forms a latti e isomorphism between sets of abstra t obje ts

and the free latti e over fun tions

Proposition 22
˙,
⊑

join

⊔˙ ,

meet

P → {{0} , {1}}.

Sets of abstra t obje ts

⊓˙ ,

least element

∅,

AbsObjs

form a

and greatest element

omplete latti e with partial order

{λp. {0, 1}}.

The motivation for dening sets of abstra t obje ts as a latti e over fun tions of type

P → {{0} , {1} , {0, 1}} rather
P → {0, 1}) will be ome lear

than the free latti e over fun tions

AbsStates

(or even

in Se tion 3.4.2.

Denition 23 (Abstra t States)
denote by

P → {{0} , {1}}

We

all a set of abstra t obje ts abstra t state and

the power set over abstra t states, i.e.:
def

AbsStates = 2AbsObjs .
˙ on sets of abstra t obje ts to a preorder
We extend the partial order ⊑
#
#
states as follows: let S1 , S2 be sets of abstra t states then

⊑

on sets of abstra t

def
#
#
# # ˙ #
S1# ⊑ S2# ⇐⇒ ∀s#
1 ∈ S1 . ∃s2 ∈ S2 . s1 ⊑ s2 .

AbsStates with their equivalen e lasses in the quotient
(AbsStates/(⊑ ∩ ⊑−1 )) whi h gives us a partial order ⊑ on sets of abstra t states. The
partial order ⊑ again indu es join ⊔ and meet ⊓ operations on sets of abstra t states:
Again, we identify elements in

S1# ⊔ S2# = expand(S1# ) ∪ expand(S2# )
def

S1# ⊓ S2# = expand(S1# ) ∩ expand(S2# ) .
def

Proposition 24
⊑,

join

⊔,

meet

Sets of abstra t states

⊓,

least element

∅,

AbsStates

form a omplete latti e with partial order

and greatest element

{{λp. {0, 1}}}.
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Con retization

We now dene fun tions that assign meaning to elements in the abstra t domains by mapping them to elements in the

on rete domains.

A set of abstra t obje ts denotes a Boolean
Formally, we dene a fun tion

γ̇

ombination of domain predi ates in

P.

that maps sets of abstra t obje ts to domain predi ates as

follows:

γ̇ ∈ AbsObjs  DomPreds(dom(P))
[
\
˙
˙ o# (p)
def
p
γ̇(O# ) =
o# ∈O # p∈P

where



p
pi = λ~o ∈ dom(P). p(~o)


λ~o ∈ dom(P). States

if

i = {1}

if

i = {0}

otherwise

.

p(~o) denotes the set omplement of p(~o). For the on retization of a single abstra t
o# we will write γ̇(o# ) instead of γ̇({o# }).
#
A on rete state s is represented by an abstra t state s if every tuple of domain obje ts
#
in s is represented by some abstra t obje t in s . Formally, the meaning fun tion γ that
maps sets of abstra t states to sets of states is dened in terms of γ̇ as follows:

Hereby
obje t

γ ∈ AbsStates  2States
[
\
def
γ(S # ) =
γ̇(s# )(~o) .
o∈dom(P)
s# ∈S # ~

Again, for the

on retization of a single abstra t state

s#

we will write

γ(s# )

instead of

γ({s# }).

Proposition 25

The following properties hold:

1.

γ̇

is a

omplete meet-morphism between sets of abstra t obje ts and domain predi ates

2.

γ̇

is a

omplete join-morphism between sets of abstra t obje ts and domain predi ates

3.

γ

is a

omplete meet-morphism between sets of abstra t states and sets of states

4.

γ

is a

omplete join-morphism between sets of abstra t states and sets of states.

Proof.

γ̇ , respe tively, γ . For
O# ⊆ AbsObjs . Let further I be an index set for the elements in
O# , i.e., O# = { Oi# | i ∈ I }. In addition, let for ea h i ∈ I , Ji be an index set for the
#
#
#
#
elements in Oi ∈ O , i.e., for all i ∈ I , Oi = { oi,j | j ∈ Ji }. Finally, let F be the set of
all fun tions mapping an index i ∈ I to some index j ∈ Ji . Now, dene for f ∈ F :
\ #
def
o#
oi,f (i) (p)
f = λp ∈ P.
Properties 2 and 4 immediately follow from the denition of

proving property 1, let

i∈I

Of# =

def

(

{o#
f }

if for all

∅

otherwise.

p ∈ P , o#
f (p) 6= ∅
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Then we

an
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hara terize the greatest lower bound of

l̇

O# =

Ġ

O#

as follows:

Of# .

f ∈F
We then have:

Ġ #
l̇
[
˙
γ̇( O# ) = γ̇(
Of ) =
γ̇(Of# )
f ∈F

[
˙

=

(by Property 2)

f ∈F

( Ṫ

p∈P

p

o#
f (p)

if

Of# 6= ∅

λ~o ∈ dom(P). ∅ otherwise
[
[
\
˙ \
˙ \
˙ o#
˙ ˙ \
˙ o#
(p)
(p)
p i,f (i)
p i,f (i)
=
=
f ∈F

f ∈F i∈I p∈P

f ∈F p∈P i∈I

=

\
˙ [
˙ \
˙

p

o#
i,j (p)

(by Proposition 18)

i∈I j∈Ji p∈P

=

\
˙

γ̇(Oi# ) =

i∈I

\
˙ n

γ̇(O# ) | O# ∈ O#

o

Furthermore, we have:

γ̇({λp ∈ P. {0, 1}}) =

\
˙

p{0,1} =

p∈P

\
˙

(λ~o ∈ dom(P). States)

p∈P

= λ~o ∈ dom(P). States .
Thus,

γ̇

is a

omplete meet-morphism.

The proof of Property 3 is similar. It uses Property 1, Property 4, and the fa t that
sets of states form a

3.3.3

ompletely distributive latti e.

Abstra tion

By Proposition 25 fun tions
domains.

γ̇

and

γ

are

omplete meet-morphisms on there respe tive

This implies that they are the upper adjoints of Galois

onne tions between

domain predi ates and sets of abstra t obje ts, respe tively, between sets of states and sets
of abstra t states. The lower adjoints of these Galois

onne tions dene the most pre ise

over-approximation of a given set of states (domain predi ate) in terms of abstra t states
(abstra t obje ts).

Formally, we dene abstra tion fun tions

α̇+

and

adjoints as follows:

α̇+ ∈ DomPreds(dom(P))  AbsObjs
o
l̇ n
def
˙ γ̇(O# )
O# ∈ AbsObjs | p ⊆
α̇+ (p) =

α+ ∈ 2States
 AbsStates
o
ln
def
+
α (S) =
S # ∈ AbsStates | S ⊑ γ(S # ) .

α+

by these lower
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omplete join-morphisms, they also form the lower adjoints of

The

orresponding upper adjoints dene the most pre ise under-

approximations of sets of states, respe tively, domain predi ates. These under-approximating abstra tion fun tions

α̇−

and

α−

are dened as follows:

α̇− ∈ DomPreds(dom(P))  AbsObjs
o
Ġ n
def
˙ p
O# ∈ AbsObjs | γ̇(O# ) ⊆
α̇− (p) =

α− ∈ 2States
 AbsStates
o
Gn
def
−
α (S) =
S # ∈ AbsStates | γ(S # ) ⊑ S
.

Proposition 26
1.

(α̇+ , γ̇)

The following properties hold:

and

(γ̇, α̇− )

form Galois

onne tions between domain predi ates and sets of

abstra t obje ts.
2.

(α+ , γ)

and

(γ, α− )

form Galois onne tions between sets of states and sets of abstra t

states.

Proof.

The statement follows from Proposition 13, Proposition 25, and the denitions of

the abstra tion fun tions.
It is instru tive to give a more intuitive
we

onsider a

s

on rete state

the smallest abstra t state that
overing of domain obje ts

ontains state

~o ∈ dom(P)

order to des ribe these smallest Boolean
every tuple

~o ∈ dom(P)

hara terization of the abstra tion fun tions. If

then the abstra tion fun tion

and state

s.

s.

α+

maps the singleton

{s}

to

This abstra t state des ribes the Boolean

P . In
α̇+ (s, ~o) to

with respe t to the domain predi ates in
overings, we assign an abstra t obje t

This abstra t obje t represents the equivalen e

of all tuples of obje ts that satisfy the same domain predi ates as

~o

in

lass

s:

def

α̇+ (s, ~o) = α̇+ (λ~o0 ∈ dom(P). if ~o = ~o0 then {s} else ∅)
= {λp ∈ P. if s ∈ p(~o) then {1} else {0}} .
The smallest abstra t state that

~o ∈ dom(P).

s

ontains

onsists of all equivalen e

α̇+ (s, ~o) for
of states S is

lasses

Figure 3.3 visualizes this fa t. Formally, the abstra tion of a set

hara terized by the following proposition.

Proposition 27

Let

S

be a set of states. Then

α+ (S) =


G

s∈S



Ġ

α(S)

~
o∈dom(P)

is

hara terized as follows:



α̇+ (s, ~o)
.
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dom(P)

dom(P)

o

α+ (s1 , o)
o

α+ (s2 , o)

s2 . The same obje t o ∈ dom(P) falls
α̇ (s1 , o) and α̇ (s2 , o) for ea h of the states s1 and s2 .
overing of the set dom(P) in the two states and hen e to

Figure 3.3: The abstra t states for two states
into dierent equivalen e

lasses

This leads to a dierent Boolean

+

s1

and

+

dierent abstra t states.

3.3.4
We

Symboli

Representation of Abstra t States

an symboli ally represent the

on retization of abstra t states in terms of

lae. Assume that abstra tion predi ates in

P

losed formu-

n and assume that ea h abstra tion
domain formula Fp . For a variable ve tor

have arity

predi ate p ∈ P is given by the denotation of a
~v = (v1 , . . . , vn ) we write F (~v ) for the formula that is obtained by applying domain formulae
F to the variables v1 , . . . , vn :
(. . . (F v1 ) . . . ) vn .
The

on retization of a set of abstra t states is the denotation of a disjun tion of universally

quantied Boolean

ombinations of domain formulae:

γ(S # ) = [[

_

s# ∈S #

where F

i

∀~v .

_

^

# (p)

Fpo

(~v )]]

o# ∈s# p∈P



F
= λ~v . ¬F (~v )


λ~v . true

if

i = {1}

if

i = {0}

if

i = {0, 1}

.

Consequently, an abstra t interpretation based on domain predi ate abstra tion

an be used

to infer invariants that express universally quantied properties over domain obje ts.

Example 28

We now give a

on rete example of an abstra t state and its

on retization.

Assume a heap program that manipulates obje ts with a single referen e eld
a program variable

x

next .

Given

in su h a heap program, we dene two kinds of domain predi ates in

terms of the following domain formulae:
def

p(x) = λv. x = v
def

r (x) = λv. next ∗ x v .
Domain formula
domain formula

next

p(x) denotes the singleton obje
r (x) denotes the set of all obje

t pointed to by program variable
ts that are rea hable from

x

x,

while

by following

elds in the heap. We will use these domain formulae throughout the next examples.

Thereby, we will take the notational liberty and identify domain formulae with the domain
predi ates that they denote.
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next

o#
1

null

o#
2

next

o#
3

next

next

o#
4

Figure 3.4: Two

next

x

next

null

o#
1

o#
3

on rete program states represented by Boolean heap

# # #
{o#
1 , o2 , o3 , o4 }

in

Example 28.

Assume that the set of abstra tion predi ates is given by
onsider the following 4 abstra t obje ts over

P = {p(x), p(null), r (x)}.

Now

P:

o#
1 = [p(x)7→ {1} , p(null)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1}]
o#
2 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(null)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1}]
o#
3 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(null)7→ {1} , r (x)7→ {1}]
o#
4 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(null)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {0}]
The abstra t state

# # #
s# = {o#
1 , o2 , o3 , o4 } represents all states that

empty, null-terminated list that is pointed to by program variable
on rete states that are in the
indi ate the equivalen e

s# .

Note that the

on retization

γ({s# }) of abstra

ontain at least one non-

x.

t state

Figure 3.4 shows two

s# .

The framed boxes

lasses of heap obje ts that are des ribed by the abstra t obje ts in

on retization fun tion

γ

does not enfor e that these equivalen e

are non-empty, i.e., the rst state is also represented by the Boolean heap
the se ond state by the Boolean heap

# #
{o#
1 , o3 , o4 }.

lasses

# #
{o#
1 , o2 , o3 } and



3.4 Abstra t Post Operator
We now formally

hara terize the abstra t post operator on sets of abstra t states that

orresponds to the post operator of a Boolean heap program. We
post operator asso iated with individual

hara terize the abstra t

ommands rather than the whole program. The

3.4.

ABSTRACT POST OPERATOR

extension from
mand

c and
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ommands to programs is straightforward. In the following, we x a

om-

onsider all appli ations of predi ate transformers with respe t to this parti ular

ommand.

(α+ , γ) that
#
onne ts the on rete and abstra t domain, the most pre ise abstra t post operator post
+
that is an abstra tion of the on rete post operator post is given by the omposition of α ,
post and γ . Thus, for domain predi ate abstra tion the image of a set of abstra t states S #
# is given by:
under post
A

ording to [38℄ for a Galois

onne tion with upper and lower adjoints

def

post# (S # ) = α+ ◦ post ◦ γ(S # )
G
=
α(s′ ) .
s′ ∈post(γS # )

Sin e the
we

on retization of a set of abstra t states is in general a set of innite

an only

ompute

post# (S # )

indire tly. If we represent the

states symboli ally in terms of formulae then we
abstra tion predi ates

P

whether it is

ontained in

n

into a de ision pro edure query. Assuming that

P,

onsidering all

n

22

de ision pro edure

an

he k for ea h abstra t state over

post# (S # ).

This

he k

an be en oded

is the number of domain predi ates in

abstra ts states expli itly results in a doubly-exponential number of

alls for the

omputation of

post# (S # ).

an approximation of the most pre ise abstra t post operator
worst- ase exponentially many de ision pro edure
using only polynomially many

In the following, we develop

post#

that in theory requires

alls and in pra ti e

an be implemented

alls to a de ision pro edure. We formally

abstra t post operator in terms of an abstra tion of
upper

ardinality,

on retization of abstra t

post

by

hara terize this

omposition of

post#

with

losure operators.

3.4.1

Context-sensitive Abstra tion

Note that the most pre ise abstra t post operator distributes over joins in the abstra t
domain, i.e., we
abstra t states

an

ompute

s# ∈ S # .

post# (S # )

We therefore

by

omputing the join of

hara terize the abstra tion

states rather than sets of abstra t states.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.5, the problem is that

# to a single abstra t state
even if we apply post
be a set of abstra t states.

s# ,

its image under

post#

an think of this abstra tion as merging all

overings of domain obje ts represented by abstra t states in

post# ({s# })

a single one, or in other words, by pushing the universal quantiers in the
of

post# ({s# })

into

on retization

over the outer disjun tion. The resulting single abstra t state represents a

overing of all domain obje ts for all states that are represented by
this abstra tion is a

post# ({s# }).

Te hni ally

omplished by restri ting the most pre ise abstra t post operator to

singleton sets of abstra t states. We denote by
states. If we restri t the order

⊑

to

AbsState

AbsState

AbsStates . It will always be lear from
α+ |AbsState for the abstra tion fun

the set of all singletons of abstra t

then we obtain again a

use the same symbols for join and meet operations on
write

will in general

Our rst approximation is to abstra t the resulting set of

abstra t states by a single abstra t state. We
Boolean

post# ({s# }) for all
# on abstra t
of post

AbsState

omplete latti e. We

that we use for the latti e

the

ontext whi h latti e we are referring to. We

tion

α+

restri ted to singletons of abstra t states.
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dom(P)

post#

dom(P)

αC

⊔

dom(P)

dom(P)

post# ({s# })

s#
Figure 3.5: Appli ation of

post#

post# |AbsState (s# )

to a single abstra t state

s#

and the abstra tion of the

# to singleton sets of abstra t states.
resulting set of abstra t states by restri ting post

Our rst abstra tion of

post#

is then des ribed by the following abstra t post operator:

post# |AbsState ∈ AbsState → AbsState
def

post# |AbsState = α+ |AbsState ◦ post ◦ γ .
We

an think of the operator

onne tion.

post# |AbsState

This new Galois

(α+ , γ) with a Galois

as the abstra tion of

onne tion is obtained by

C C
onne tion (α , γ ) that

onne ts

post

under a new Galois

omposing the Galois

AbsStates

and

onne tion

AbsState :

αC ∈ AbsStates → AbsState
o
ln
def
αC = λS # .
{s# } ∈ AbsState | S # ⊑ {s# }
γ C ∈ AbsState → AbsStates
def

γ C = id .
Then we get the following

hara terization of operator

post# |AbsState :

post# |AbsState = αC ◦ post# ◦ γ C .
It follows that

post# |AbsState

is an abstra tion of

post# .

Proposition 29

#
The abstra t post operator post |AbsState is an abstra tion of the most
#
#
pre ise abstra t post operator post , formally for all abstra t states s :

post# ({s# }) ⊑ post# |AbsState ({s# }) .
The operator

post# |AbsState

omputes the new Boolean

overing for all domain obje ts in

#
the post states of states represented by an abstra t state s . We

an therefore

hara terize

this operator in terms of an abstra t domain predi ate transformer. For this purpose, we

3.4.

ABSTRACT POST OPERATOR
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may dene the most pre ise abstra tions of the strongest domain post ondition

˙
post

with

respe t to the given abstra tion predi ates as follows:

˙ # ∈ AbsObjs → AbsObjs
post
˙ # def
˙ ◦ γ̇
post
= α̇+ ◦ post
Given a set of abstra t obje ts

O#

the operator

˙ #
post

omputes the smallest

overing of

O# in arbitrary post states under the given ommand. Can we
#
#
˙ # to the set of abstra t obje ts
ompute post |AbsState ({s }) by applying operator post
#
˙ # is not quite su ient in order to hara terize
given by s ? Unfortunately, operator post
post# |AbsState ({s# }) pre isely: we are not interested in Boolean overings of domain obje ts
obje ts represented by

in arbitrary post states, but in Boolean
that are represented by

{s# }.

overings of domain obje ts in post states of states

We need to take into a

˙ to states that are represented by {s# }.
operator post
of

ount the

ontext and restri t the

For this purpose we introdu e a family

ontext-sensitive domain predi ate transformers.

Denition 30 (Context-sensitive Domain Predi ate Transformers)
of states. The

Let

ontext-sensitive domain predi ate transformers with respe t to

S

S

be a set

are dened

as follows:

˙ S ∈ DomPreds(dom(P)) → DomPreds(dom(P))
post
˙ S (p) def
post
= λ~o ∈ dom(P). post(S ∩ p(~o))
˙
wlp
S ∈ DomPreds(dom(P)) → DomPreds(dom(P))
˙ (p) def
wlp
= λ~o ∈ dom(P). S ∪ wlp(p(~o)) .
S

Proposition 31
ers

˙ S
post

predi ates

Let

˙
wlp
S
p and q :

and

S

be a set of states. The ontext-sensitive domain predi ate transform-

form a Galois

onne tion on domain predi ates, i.e., for any domain

˙ q
˙ S (p) ⊆
post

Proof.

We have for all sets of states

S

⇐⇒

˙ S (q) .
˙ wlp
p ⊆

and domain predi ates

p

and

q:

˙ q
˙ S (p) ⊆
post
˙ q
⇐⇒ (λ~o ∈ dom(P). post(S ∩ p(~o))) ⊆
⇐⇒ ∀~o ∈ dom(P). post(S ∩ p(~o)) ⊆ q(~o)
⇐⇒ ∀~o ∈ dom(P). S ∩ p(~o) ⊆ wlp(q(~o))
⇐⇒ ∀~o ∈ dom(P). p(~o) ⊆ S ∪ wlp(q(~o))
˙ λ~o ∈ dom(P). S ∪ wlp(q(~o))
⇐⇒ p ⊆
˙ S (q) .
˙ wlp
⇐⇒ p ⊆

The

ontext-sensitive domain predi ate transformers allow us to

post on abstra t states by

ompute the abstra t

omputing an abstra t post on abstra t obje ts. The abstra t
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would like to

ontrol how mu h
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ount the

ontext of the given abstra t state.

ontext information is taken into a

We

ount. For this purpose

we introdu e an additional parameter to our analysis. This parameter allows us to adjust
the trade-o between pre ision and e ien y of the analysis.

Denition 32 (Context Operator)

A

ontext operator

κ

is a fun tion mapping sets of

abstra t states to sets of states su h that κ is monotone and extensive with respe t to
#
#
⊆ κ(S # ).
for all sets of states S , γ(S )

The most pre ise

ontext operator is the

on retization fun tion

γ,

i.e.,

γ . The least pre ise
S # to the full set of

ontext operator is the trivial one that maps any set of abstra t states
states.
Given a

ontext operator

κ,

we dene the

ontext-sensitive abstra t domain predi ate

transformers as follows:

˙ #
post
κ ∈ AbsStates → AbsObjs → AbsObjs
#
#
˙ κ (S ) def
˙ κ(S # ) ◦ γ̇
post
= α̇+ ◦ post
˙ # ∈ AbsStates → AbsObjs → AbsObjs
wlp
κ
˙ # (S # ) def
˙
wlp
= α̇− ◦ wlp
κ(S # ) ◦ γ̇ .
κ
Note that the

ontext-sensitive abstra t domain predi ate transformers are obtained by

omposition of Galois

Proposition 33
is a Galois

Proof.

Let

onne tions. Therefore they form themselves a Galois

S#

be a set of abstra t states, then the pair

onne tion.

#
˙ # #
˙ #
(post
κ (S ), wlpκ (S ))

onne tion on sets of abstra t obje ts.

By Proposition 26 the pairs

(α̇+ , γ̇)

and

(γ̇, α̇− )

are Galois

onne tions between

domain predi ates and sets of abstra t obje ts. Furthermore, by Proposition 31 the pair

(postκ(s# ) , wlpκ(s# ) ) is a Galois onne tion on domain predi ates. Thus, by Proposition 14
+
the pair (α̇ ◦ postκ(s# ) , wlpκ(s# ) ◦ γ̇) is a Galois onne tion between domain predi ates
+
and sets of abstra t obje ts. Hen e, again by Proposition 14 the pair (α̇ ◦ postκ(s# ) ◦
γ̇, α̇− ◦ wlpκ(s# ) ◦ γ̇) is a Galois onne tion on sets of abstra t obje ts.
Now we

an approximate the image of an abstra t state

s#

under abstra t post operator

post# |AbsState by applying the ontext-sensitive domain post operator to the abstra t obje ts
#
represented by s .

Proposition 34

˙ #
post
κ to

s#

be an abstra t state and let κ be a
#
s results in an abstra tion of post# |AbsState ({s# }):
Let

#

ontext operator.

˙ κ ({s# })(s# )} .
post# |AbsState ({s# }) ⊑ {post

Applying

3.4.
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Proof.
post# |AbsState ({s# })
o
ln #
=
{s1 } ∈ AbsState | post(γ({s# })) ⊆ γ({s#
1 })
o
ln #
=
{s1 } ∈ AbsState | γ({s# }) ⊆ wlp(γ({s#
1 }))
l̇ n
o
#
#
#
O1 ∈ AbsObjs | γ({s }) ⊆ wlp(γ({O1 }))
=
 
 

l̇ 

\
=
γ̇(O1# )(~o)
O1# ∈ AbsObjs | γ({s# }) ⊆ wlp 
 

~
o∈dom(P)
 

l̇ 

\
=
O1# ∈ AbsObjs | γ({s# }) ⊆
wlp(γ̇(O1# )(~o))
 

~
o∈dom(P)
l̇ n
o
O1# ∈ AbsObjs | ∀~o ∈ dom(P). γ({s# }) ∩ γ̇(s# )(~o) ⊆ wlp(γ̇(O1# )(~o))
=
l̇ n
o
#
#
#
#
O1 ∈ AbsObjs | ∀~o ∈ dom(P). κ({s }) ∩ γ̇(s )(~o) ⊆ wlp(γ̇(O1 )(~o))
⊑
l̇ n
o
#
#
#
#
O1 ∈ AbsObjs | ∀~o ∈ dom(P). γ̇(s )(~o) ⊆ κ({s }) ∪ wlp(γ̇(O1 )(~o))
=
l̇ n
o
#
#
#
˙
O1 ∈ AbsObjs | γ̇(s ) ⊆ wlpκ({S # }) (γ̇(O1 ))
=
l̇ n
o
#
#
#
˙
O1 ∈ AbsObjs | postκ({s# }) (γ̇(s )) ⊆ γ̇(O1 )
=
˙ κ({s# }) ◦ γ̇(s# )}
= {α̇+ ◦ post
#
#
˙ #
= {post
κ ({s })(s )}
(1) follows from Proposition 15.
(2) follows from Proposition 15 and Proposition 13, Statement 3.
(3) follows from the tautology:

(∀~v . B(~v )) → ∀~v . A(~v ) ≡ ∀w.
~ (∀~v . B(~v )) ∧ B(w)
~ → A(w)
~
(4) follows from the fa t that

κ

(5) follows from Proposition 31

is extensive.

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
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The proof of Proposition 34 indi ates that there is only one reason for potential loss of
pre ision when one uses the

ontext-sensitive abstra t post to

on singletons of abstra t states, namely, the
operator takes into a
is

ount the full

hoi e of the

ompute the abstra t post

ontext operator. If the

ontext

ontext in form of the abstra t state for whi h the post

omputed then the two sides of the set in lusion in Proposition 34 be ome equal.

Corollary 35

post# |AbsState

The most pre ise abstra t post operator

abstra t states is

on singleton sets of

hara terized as follows:

#

˙ γ ({s# })(s# )} .
post# |AbsState = λ{s# }. {post
Sin e the operator

˙ #
post
κ

is the upper adjoint of a Galois

onne tion on sets of abstra t

obje ts, it distributes over joins. Thus, we have:

˙ #
post# |AbsState ({s# }) ⊑ {post
({s# })(s# )}
 κ



Ġ
#
#
˙ #
=
post
({s
})({o
})
.
κ
#

#
o ∈expand(s )

post# |AbsState ({s# }) by mapping lo ally ea h abstra t obje t
 #
#
˙ #
) that represents all domain obje ts
o# in s# to the new Boolean overing post
κ ({s })( o
#
#
#
#
˙ κ ({s })({o# }) will in general be a set of
in the post states of s . However, post
in o
#
abstra t obje ts. Essentially, we fa e the same problem as in the ase of omputing post :
n
we would have to onsider all 2 abstra t obje ts over abstra tion predi ates, in order to
˙ #
ompute the pre ise image of a single abstra t obje t under operator post
κ . Therefore, we
Consequently, we

an

onstru t

apply yet another abstra tion.

3.4.2

Cartesian Abstra tion

post# to singletons
#
˙ κ by restri ting it to singletons of abstra t
of abstra t states, we abstra t operator post
Analogously to the abstra tion of

obje ts.

AbsObj

We denote by

abstra t obje ts. As in the

post#

the subset of

onne tion

(α̇C , γ̇ C )

AbsObjs

that

AbsObjs

that

onsists of singleton sets of

ase of singletons of abstra t states,

latti e if we restri t the partial order
for joins and meets on

that is obtained by restri ting

˙
⊑

appropriately.

to joins and meets on

onne ts

AbsObjs

and

AbsObj

AbsObj

forms a

omplete

Again we overload the symbols

AbsObj .

Now we dene a Galois

as follows:

α̇C ∈ AbsObjs → AbsObjs
o
l̇ n
def
˙ {o# }
{o# } ∈ AbsObj | O# ⊑
α̇C = λO# .
γ̇ C ∈ AbsObj → AbsObjs
def

γ̇ C = id .
A more

onstru tive

α̇C is
n
o
α̇C (O# ) = λp ∈ P. O# (p)
o
n
def
.
where O# (p) = o# (p) | o# ∈ O#

hara terization of abstra tion fun tion

given as follows:

3.4.
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dom(P)

dom(P)

o2
o1

˙ #
post
κ

dom(P)

o2

o2

α̇C

o1

o1

#
#
˙ #
post
κ ({s })({o })

o#
Figure 3.6: Appli ation of

˙ #
post
κ

#

˙ κ ({s# })({o# }))
α̇C (post

to a single abstra t obje t

o#

and its approximation under

Cartesian abstra tion.

Thus, a set of abstra t obje ts

O#

is mapped to a single abstra t obje ts by proje ting all

# to the individual abstra tion predi ates. This abstra tion prin iple
abstra t obje ts in O
is also known as Independant Attribute Abstra tion or Cartesian Abstra tion [8℄. When
applied to the abstra t post operator the ee t of Cartesian abstra tion is that one

an

update ea h predi ate in isolation.
Figure 3.6 sket hes the ee t of Cartesian abstra tion in our
all abstra t obje ts in the image under the operator
Composing the operator

˙ #
post
K

˙ #
post
K

ontext.

It abstra ts

by a single abstra t obje t.

with Cartesian abstra tion gives us our nal abstra tion of

the most pre ise abstra t post operator.

Denition 36 (Context-sensitive Cartesian Post)
ontext-sensitive Cartesian post for

κ

Let

κ

be a

ontext operator.

The

is dened as follows:

postCκ ∈ AbsStates → AbsStates




G
Ġ
def
#
C
#
˙ #
postCκ (S # ) =
α̇C ◦ post
({s
})
◦
γ̇
({o
})
.
κ
#

#
#
#
s ∈S

o ∈expand(s )

There is a small te hni al in onvenien e that is
that

#
#
˙ #
post
κ ({s })(s )

represents some

aused by Cartesian abstra tion. Note

will always be a nonempty set of abstra t obje ts, as long as

on rete state that has a su

essor under the given

s#

ommand. This is due

to the fa t that all domains of logi al stru tures are guaranteed to be nonempty. However,
if the given

ommand is, e.g., an assume

satisfy the guard then no

s#
#
#
#
˙ κ ({s })(s ) may bease post

ommand and none of the states represented by

on rete post state exists. In this

ome empty. Unfortunately, there is no abstra t obje t that represents the domain predi ate

(λ~o ∈ dom(P). ∅)

whi h

unless there are

ontradi tory predi ates in

orresponds to the denotation of the empty set of abstra t obje ts,

P.

Therefore, whenever

#
#
˙ #
post
κ ({s })(s )

be-

omes empty then Cartesian abstra tion may lose pre ision. As we will show in Chapter 4,
one

an expli itly a

ount for this situation in order to avoid this loss of pre ision.

The following theorem states soundness of the

Theorem 37 (Soundness of Cartesian Post)

#
an abstra tion of post . Formally, let
#
we have
states S

κ

be a

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator.

The

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post is

ontext operator. Then For all sets of abstra t

post# (S # ) ⊑ postCκ (S # ) .
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α̇C .

an now use abstra t weakest domain pre onditions to

hara terize the

ontext-

sensitive Cartesian post in terms of independent updates of individual predi ates in abstra t
obje ts. This shows that the

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator for a given

orresponds to a Boolean heap program;

Theorem 38 (Chara terization of Cartesian Post)
for all sets of abstra t states

Let

κ be a

ontext operator. Then

S#:


G 

postCκ (S # ) =

s# ∈S #

where

ommand

f. Fig. 3.2.

Ġ



o# ∈expand(s# )

n


o
λp ∈ P. upd (p, {s# }, {o# })



˙ # (S # )({o# })

˙ wlp
if O# ⊑

κ
p,1
 {1}
#
# def
#
upd (p, S , O ) =
˙ (S # )({o# })
˙ wlp
{0}
if O# ⊑
κ
p,0



{0, 1} otherwise

′
′
o#
p,i = λp ∈ P. if p = p then {i} else {0, 1} .
def

Proof.

We need to show that the following equality holds for any abstra t state

#
abstra t obje t o

∈

s#

and

expand(s# ):

n
o
#
C
#
#
#
˙ #
α̇C ◦ post
.
κ ({s }) ◦ γ̇ ({o }) = λp ∈ P. upd (p, {s }, {o })
We have by denition of

α̇C

and

γ̇ C :

#

˙ κ ({s# }) ◦ γ̇ C ({o# })
α̇C ◦ post
o
l̇ n #
#
#
#
˙
˙ #
{o1 } ∈ AbsObj | post
=
κ ({s })({o }) ⊑ {o1 }
n
o
#
#
˙ #
= λp ∈ P. post
.
κ ({s })({o })(p)

Now it is easy to see that the following equality holds:


#
#
#
˙
˙ #
if post

κ ({s })({o }) ⊑ {op,1 }
 {1}
#
#
#
#
#
˙ #
˙
post
˙ #
{0}
if post
κ ({s })({o })(p) =
κ ({s })({o }) ⊑ {op,0 }


{0, 1} otherwise .

Then the theorem follows from the fa t that for any set of abstra t states

#
˙ #
post
κ (S ) and

3.4.3
The

˙ # (S # ) from a Galois
wlp
κ

Symboli

we have that

onne tion on sets of abstra t obje ts.

Computation of Abstra t Post

hara terization of the

the abstra tion of a

S#

on rete

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post given in Theorem 38 fo usses
ommand to the

onditions of abstra tion predi ates. We

omputation of abstra t weakest domain pre-

an automate the

omputation of these abstra t

3.4.
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weakest domain pre onditions using theorem provers.

˙ (S # )({o# }),
wlp
κ
p,1

For instan e, in order to

the most pre ise under-approximation of

stra tion predi ates

P

and

ontext

S#,

one needs to

˙
wlp
κ(S # ) (p)

ompute

with respe t to ab-

ompute the largest set of abstra t

# that satises:
obje ts O

˙ γ̇({o# }))(~o)
∀~o ∈ dom(P). γ̇(O# )(~o) ⊆ κ(S # ) ∪ wlp(
p,1
We

an

ompute the set

O#

by

omputing the union of all abstra t obje ts that satisfy

ondition 3.1 and are minimal with respe t to partial order
abstra tion predi ate
operator

p is represented by a domain formula Fp .

κ maps abstra

t states to

losed formulae and

of abstra t obje ts to domain formulae. In order to
obje t

o#

satises

(3.1)

ondition 3.1, we

˙.
⊑

Assume again that every

Further, assume that

on retization fun tion

γ̇

ontext

maps sets

he k whether some minimal abstra t

he k validity of the entailment:

˙
κ(S # ) ∧ γ̇({o# })(~v ) |= wlp(F
v)
p )(~
Hereby

γ̇({o# })(~v )

is a

omplete

(3.2)

onjun tion of literals over the domain formulae

Fp

that

represent abstra tion predi ates.

Complexity of Analysis.

The theoreti al worst- ase

inated by the maximal number of iterations for
abstra t post operator.

omplexity of the analysis is dom-

omputing the least xed point of the

This number is bounded by the height of the abstra t domain,

whi h is doubly-exponential in the number of abstra tion predi ates. However, in pra ti e
the running time is dominated by the number of de ision pro edure
for

alls that are needed

omputing abstra t weakest domain pre onditions. The number of de ision pro edure

alls is worst- ase exponential in the number of abstra tion predi ates. In pra ti e, one
restri t the entailment

he ks of the form 3.2 to abstra t obje ts that denote

of a xed length rather than

omplete

the number of de ision pro edure
the

onjun tions.

alls.

an

onjun tions

This gives a polynomial bound on

In Chapter 6, we des ribe an implementation of

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post and additional optimizations that further redu e the

number of de ision pro edure

Example 39

We want to

omputation of the

alls.

on lude this se tion with a

on rete example that illustrates the

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post. Consider the following set of domain

predi ates:

P = {p(x), p(y), p(z), r (x), r (y), r (z)}
and the following abstra t obje ts over

P:

o#
1 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {1} , r (x)7→ {0} , r (y)7→ {0} , r (z)7→ {1}]
o#
2 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {0} , r (y)7→ {0} , r (z)7→ {1}]
o#
3 = [p(x)7→ {1} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1} , r (y)7→ {0} , r (z)7→ {1}]
o#
4 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {1} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {0} , r (y)7→ {1} , r (z)7→ {0}]
o#
5 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1} , r (y)7→ {1} , r (z)7→ {1}]
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on rete program state that is represented by abstra t state

# # # #
s# = {o#
1 , o2 , o3 , o4 , o5 } .
We
the

{s# } and ommand x.next := y that updates
C
# to a new
operator postκ maps abstra t state s

ompute the abstra t post for the singleton

next

eld of obje t

x

to obje t

abstra t state

y.

The

′

′

′

′

′

′

s# = {o# 1 , o# 2 , o# 3 , o# 4 , o# 5 } .
Ea h abstra t obje t

#
o#
i ∈s

new values for ea h domain predi ate in isolation.
whether

o#
1 (r (z))

′

o# i ∈ s#

is updated to a new abstra t obje t

should be set to

{1},

′

by

omputing

For instan e, in order to determine

the following entailment is

he ked for validity:

∗
γ(s# ) ∧ γ(o#
1 ) |= next[x 7→ y] z v .
This entailment holds be ause
to

{1}.

The resulting abstra t

#
o#
1 (r (z)) = {1} and o1 (r (x)) = {0}.
′
# are as follows:
obje ts in s

Thus,

′

o#
1 (r (z))

is set

′

o#
1 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {1} , r (x)7→ {0} , r (y)7→ {0} , r (z)7→ {1}]
′

o#
2 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {0} , r (y)7→ {0} , r (z)7→ {1}]
′

o#
3 = [p(x)7→ {1} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1} , r (y)7→ {0} , r (z)7→ {1}]
′

o#
4 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {1} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1} , r (y)7→ {1} , r (z)7→ {1}]
′

o#
5 = [p(x)7→ {0} , p(y)7→ {0} , p(z)7→ {0} , r (x)7→ {1} , r (y)7→ {1} , r (z)7→ {1}]
Figure 3.7 shows a

on rete state that is represented by abstra t state

This example also ni ely demonstrates the importan e of the
predi ate updates. For instan e,
the value of

o#
4 (r (z)).

′

s# .

ontext for the pre ision of

onsider the entailments that are

he ked for determining

The entailment

∗
γ(s# ) ∧ γ̇(o#
4 ) |= next[x7→y] z v
is valid be ause

γ(s# )

entails

next ∗ z x

and

o#
4 (r (x))= {1}.

However, the entailment

∗
γ̇(o#
4 ) |= next[x7→y] z v
is not valid. If the abstra t post would not take into a

o#
4

then

′

o#
4 (r (z))

would be set to

{0, 1},

ount the

ontext of abstra t obje t

i.e., the analysis would lose pre ision.



3.5 Further Related Work
We have shown that domain predi ate abstra tion generalizes predi ate abstra tion by using
the key idea of three-valued shape analysis à la Sagiv, Reps, and Wilhelm [108℄.
following, we provide a more detailed
analyses.

In the

omparison with these approa hes and other shape
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n
o
# # # #
s# = o#
,
o
,
o
,
o
,
o
1
2
3
4
5 :
next

next

z
o#
1

next

o#
2

y

o#
3

o#
4

A state represented by abstra t state

o#
1

next

next

z
′

Figure 3.7:

o#
2

o#
5

′

o#
3

Appli ation of the

null

s# :

next

x

′

next

x

′

next

y
o#
4

′

null
o#
5

′

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post to the abstra t state

# # # #
{o#
1 , o2 , o3 , o4 , o5 } in Example 39.

Three-valued Shape Analysis.

In [108℄ Sagiv, Reps and Wilhelm des ribe a parametri

framework to shape analysis based on three-valued logi . They abstra t sets of states by
three-valued logi al stru tures. This

anoni al abstra tion is dened in terms of equivalen e

lasses of obje ts in the heap that are indu ed by a nite set of predi ates on heap obje ts.
Adapting three-valued shape analysis to the analysis of spe i

data stru tures requires the

user to provide predi ates and pre omputed transfer fun tions for these predi ates. Re ent
approa hes enable the automati

omputation of transfer fun tions [83, 104℄ some of whi h

are using de ision pro edures [122, 124℄. Domain predi ate abstra tion is inspired by threevalued shape analysis.

In fa t, there is a

lose

onne tion between the abstra t domain

in [108℄ and ours: a translation from three-valued logi al stru tures, as they arise under
anoni al abstra tion, into formulae in rst-order logi
onstraints [70℄
morphi

to the

hara terizes this

is given in [123℄.

lass of three-valued logi al stru tures obtained under

anoni al abstra tion;

our abstra t domain subsumes the universal fragment of shape analysis

Predi ate Abstra tion.

Shape analysis

lass in terms of a Boolean algebra of formulae that is isoonstraints.

Domain predi ate abstra tion is a proper generalization of pred-

i ate abstra tion [49℄ that enables the inferen e of universally quantied invariants. Quantied invariants are required for the veri ation of quantied properties whi h naturally
o

ur in programs with dynami

memory allo ation. Our analysis in orporated ideas su h

as Cartesian abstra tion [8℄ that have been previously applied in the

ontext of predi ate

abstra tion.
In [102, 115℄ we presented the spe ial

ase of Boolean heap programs where the arity

of domain predi ates is restri ted to one and their domain to heap obje ts.

The gener-
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alization presented in this thesis is interesting for two reasons.

First, it allows abstra t

states in Boolean heap programs to quantify over relations between dierent obje ts in the
heap. Su h relations naturally o
instantiatable data stru tures, and

ur in many appli ations, e.g., implementations of maps,
on urrent data stru tures where an additional variable

an be used to quantify over thread obje ts; see e.g. [16, 118℄. Se ond, this generalization
allows abstra t states to quantify not just over heap obje ts, but over obje ts of arbitrary
domains, e.g., integers. Therefore, domain predi ate abstra tion
ation of programs that are beyond the

an be used for the veri-

lassi al appli ation domain of shape analysis su h

as programs manipulating arrays.
Among the main approa hes for dealing with quantied invariants in predi ate abstra tion is the use of Skolem

onstants [45℄, indexed predi ates [72℄, range predi ates [61℄, and

the use of abstra tion predi ates that
The key di ulty in using Skolem

ontain quantiers.
onstants for shape analysis is that the properties of

individual obje ts depend on the  ontext, given by the properties of surrounding obje ts.
A typi al example of su h non-lo al properties are rea hability properties. In order to automati ally verify su h properties it is not enough to use a xed Skolem

onstant throughout

the analysis; it is instead ne essary to instantiate universal quantiers from previous loop
iterations, in some

ases multiple times. Our analysis attempts to nd a balan e between

these extremes: it

omputes the abstra t post lo ally on abstra t obje ts, but it still takes

into a

ount the

ontext of surrounding obje ts.

Compared to indexed predi ates [72℄ our abstra t domain is more general be ause it
ontains disjun tions of universally quantied statements. The presen e of disjun tions is
not only more expressive in prin iple, but allows the analysis to keep formulae under the
universal quantiers more spe i . This enables the use of less pre ise, but more e ient
algorithms su h as Cartesian abstra tion for

omputing

hanges to properties of obje ts,

without losing too mu h pre ision in the overall analysis. Disjun tions also play an important role in the

ontext of

ounterexample-guided abstra tion renement;

f. Chapter 4.

Range predi ates [61℄ are able to express quantied properties over arrays. In prin iple,
range predi ates

ould also be used for shape analysis. However, the te hnique only applies

to linear data stru tures su h as lists.
Predi ate abstra tion has also been used dire tly for shape analysis; see e.g. [3, 19, 39℄.
The advantage of using abstra tion tailored to shape analysis

ompared to using global

predi ates is that the parameters to shape-analysis-oriented abstra tion are properties of
obje ts in a state, as opposed to global properties of a state, and the number of global
predi ates that is needed to emulate shape analysis domains is exponential in the number
of properties [88℄.
In template-based te hniques [17, 50℄ the user spe ies templates for quantied invariants. The analysis nds an invariant by automati ally instantiating the template parameters. While [17℄ is spe i

to the analysis of programs with arrays, [50℄ enables the lifting

of a given abstra t interpretation to an abstra t interpretation over a quantied abstra t
domain. In parti ular, this te hnique has been used to infer quantied invariants for heapmanipulating programs.

Other Shape Analyses.

Our symboli

shape analysis

omputes the abstra t post lo ally

on abstra t obje ts rather than globally on the whole abstra t state.

The idea of lo al
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reasoning has also been exploited by other shape analyses [15, 28, 31, 34, 42, 52, 85℄ some
of whi h are based on separation logi

[96, 97, 105℄.

These analyses take a less general

approa h than domain predi ate abstra tion; their abstra t domains are tailored towards
spe i

programs and properties su h as memory safety of list-manipulating programs.

However, these analysis

an deliver impressive results for the programs they are designed

for [29, 52, 119℄.
Some shape analysis are based on automata [22, 23, 25℄. The most general automatabased approa h so far is des ribed in [25℄. This method en odes heap programs into tree
transdu ers. This en oding redu es shape analysis to abstra t regular tree model
[24℄.

he king

The en oding into tree transdu ers loses pre ision if the stru tures observed in the

heap program do not exhibit some regularity. It seems that the translation is pre ise for
stru tures that are des ribed by graph types [65℄ or some extension similar to what is
aptured by our eld

onstraint analysis. We believe that our abstra tion is

simpler. It is dened in terms of a

omposition of the

losure operators. Thus, it is sound by

on eptually

on rete post operator with upper

onstru tion and we know pre isely where it loses

pre ision. Also, sin e our abstra t domain is parameterized, there is no intrinsi
to spe i

restri tion

data stru tures.

3.6 Con lusion
In this

hapter we proposed Domain Predi ate Abstra tion. Domain predi ate abstra tion

generalizes predi ate abstra tion to the point where it be omes suitable for shape analysis.
We showed how the abstra tion originally proposed in three-valued shape analysis
ast in the framework of predi ate abstra tion. The

•
•

a dierent view on the underlying
a framework of symboli

an be

onsequen es of our results are:

on epts of three-valued shape analysis.

shape analysis. Symboli

erator is an operation over formulae and is itself

means that the abstra t post oponstru ted solely by automated

reasoning.

•

a

lear phase separation between the

omputation of the abstra tion and the

ompu-

tation of the xed point. Among other potential advantages this allows the o-line
omputation of the abstra t post operator.

•

the possibility to use e ient symboli

methods su h as BDDs or SAT solvers.

parti ular, the abstra t post operator itself
We formally

an be represented as a BDD.

hara terized the abstra t post operator of our analysis in terms of an abstra -

tion of the most pre ise abstra t post operator on sets of abstra t states. In the
this

•

In

ourse of

hara terization we identied three sour es for potential loss of pre ision:
the restri tion of the most pre ise abstra t post on sets of abstra t states to singleton
sets of abstra t states,

•

Cartesian abstra tion on sets of abstra t obje ts,

•

and the

hoi e of the

ontext operator.
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In Chapter 4 we address the problem how to regain the pre ision that is lost due to the rst
and se ond item.
The

ontext operator determines the trade-o between e ien y and pre ision of the

analysis. A less pre ise

ontext operator will lose pre ision if the analysis attempts to keep

tra k of non-lo al properties su h as rea hability.
given by the
pre ise

The most pre ise

ontext operator is

on retization fun tion on sets of abstra t states. However,

hoosing a more

ontext operator might require re omputation of the abstra tion for ea h individual

appli ation of the abstra t post. This defeats the purpose of separating the
of the abstra tion from the xed point
pro edure

omputation

omputation and in reases the number of de ision

alls. In Chapter 6 we des ribe a

ontext operator that provides a good balan e

between pre ision and e ien y.
Domain predi ate abstra tion does not a priori impose any restri tions on the data
stru tures and properties to verify.

The

apabilities of our analysis are determined by

the underlying de ision pro edure that is used for

he king the entailments generated for

omputing the abstra tion. There is ongoing resear h on how to adapt or extend existing
theorem provers and de ision pro edures to the theories that are needed in the
shape analysis. We present one su h te hnique in Chapter 5.

ontext of

Chapter 4

Lazy Nested Abstra tion Renement
In the previous

hapter we have developed domain predi ate abstra tion, a new abstra tion

te hnique that generalizes predi ate abstra tion to the point where it be omes ee tively
appli able for shape analysis. Domain predi ate abstra tion provides a parameterized abstra t domain and te hniques to automati ally

ompute the abstra tion for a given instan e

of the abstra t domain. However, the user of the analysis still needs to manually provide
the right abstra tion predi ates in order to instantiate the analysis for the veri ation of
a parti ular program and property. Can we push the degree of automation even further?
In a wide range of existing program analyses [9, 30, 54℄,

ounterexample-guided abstra tion

renement [35℄ provides an unmat hed degree of automation by, essentially, instantiating a
parameterized abstra t domain automati ally for a spe i
ness property. In this

program and a spe i

orre t-

hapter we investigate the question whether it is possible to obtain

the same automation in a shape analysis.
We develop a lazy nested abstra tion renement te hnique for symboli

shape analysis.

Our abstra tion renement te hnique uses the notion of a spurious error tra e whi h is also
used in [9, 30, 35, 53, 54℄. A spurious error tra e is an error tra e in the abstra t system that
has no

orresponden e in the

on rete system. We extra t new domain predi ates from the

proof of its spuriousness (in the spirit of [53℄ whi h, however, extra ts state predi ates). We
thus use a spurious error tra e in order to automati ally rene the abstra t domain.
However, our new nested abstra tion renement loop uses spurious error tra es to rene
not only the abstra t domain but also the abstra t post operator on the abstra t domain. In
this approa h, two renement phases are nested within a lazy abstra tion renement loop.
The rst phase renes the abstra t domain as des ribed above. If a spurious error tra e is
not eliminated by merely rening the abstra t domain, a se ond phase

alled Cartesian re-

nement starts. Cartesian renement uses the spurious error tra e to in rease the pre ision
of the abstra t post operator (its name refers to Cartesian abstra tion; see Chapter 3.4).
As we will show in our experimental evaluation, the se ond renement phase is
the pra ti al su
does not su

ess of our symboli

ru ial for

shape analysis. In many ben hmarks, the veri ation

eed without it. The pra ti al results are in line with the theoreti al ndings

about the so- alled progress property [54℄. Progress means that every spurious error tra e
en ountered during the analysis is eventually eliminated by a renement step. The shape
analysis with Cartesian renement has the progress property and does not have this property
without it. In fa t, it was this theoreti al nding that lead us to the nested renement and
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ess on the above-mentioned ben hmarks.

Te hni ally, there is an intriguing similarity between our Cartesian renement and the
so- alled fo us operation in shape analysis. Cartesian renement

an be viewed as a solution

to the problem of materialization [107℄. Materialization des ribes the pro ess of splitting
summary nodes (i.e., equivalen e

lasses of

on rete obje ts) in shape graphs under abstra t

transitions. If the analysis is not able to perform materialization then it loses pre ision and
most

ertainly fails to verify many interesting programs and properties [32℄. Three-valued

shape analysis [108℄ uses the fo us operation to perform materialization.

One

an view

Cartesian renement as a property-driven fo us operation. We give experimental eviden e
that the targeted pre ision obtained by Cartesian renement
spa e

onsumption of the analysis

an signi antly redu e the

ompared to non-targeted fo us operations used in other

shape analyses.

Contributions.
•

The te hni al

ontributions of this

hapter are summarized as follows:

We develop a new abstra tion renement te hnique that uses spurious

ounterexam-

ples to rene both the abstra t domain of the analysis and the abstra t post operator
on that abstra t domain.

•

We show how this abstra tion renement te hnique

an be integrated into a lazy

abstra tion renement loop.

•

We prove that the resulting analysis is sound and has the progress property.

•

We demonstrate that Cartesian renement

an be viewed as a property-driven fo us

operation.

4.1 Example
In the following, we dis uss our nested abstra tion renement te hnique on an example
program.

While this example does not require the full power that the abstra t domain

of our symboli

shape analysis provides, it illustrates all important aspe ts relevant to

abstra tion renement.
Consider program

ListFilter given in Figure 4.1. The left hand side shows the pseudo

ode of the program. The program iterates over a list pointed to by program variable
and removes all nodes from the list whose
absen e of null dereferen es.

data

eld is set to

tmp

Our goal is to verify

All but one dereferen e are guarded by

imply that the dereferen ed variable is not null. The
variable

true.

first

onditionals that

riti al statement is the dereferen e of

in the loop body. It is guarded by an assert statement. If we propagate this

assertion ba k to lo ation

ℓ1 ,

we get the following formula:

NullCheck ≡ e6=null ∧ data e ∧ prev 6=null → (next prev )6=null
Thus, our goal is to verify that

NullCheck

NullCheck

is an invariant at lo ation

is implied by the following non-trivial indu tive invariant

Inv ≡

prev 6=null → (next prev )=e .

Inv

ℓ1 .

The formula

at lo ation

ℓ1 :
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ListFilter = (Σh , Dh , X, L, ℓ0, ℓE , T )

X = {next, data, first, prev , tmp, e}
L= {ℓ0 , ℓ1 , ℓ2 , ℓE }
T = {τ0 , τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 , τ5 }

ℓ0 : e:= first;
prev := null;
ℓ1 : while e6=null do
if e.data then
if prev =null then
prev := e;
e:= e.next ;
first:= e;
prev .next := null;
prev := null;

τ0 : (ℓ0 ,e:= first;
prev := null, ℓ1 )
τ1 : (ℓ1 ,assume(e6=null);
assume(data(e));
assume(prev =null);
prev := e;
e:= next e;
first:= e;
next:= next[prev := null];
prev := null, ℓ1 )
τ2 : (ℓ1 ,assume(e6=null);
assume(data e);
assume(prev 6=null);
e:= next e;
tmp:= next prev
next:= next[tmp:= null];
next:= next[prev := e], ℓ1 )
τ3 : (ℓ1 ,assume(e6=null);
assume(¬(data e));
prev := e;
e:= next e, ℓ1 )
τ4 : (ℓ1 ,assume(e=null), ℓ2 )
τ5 : (ℓ1 ,assume(¬NullCheck ), ℓE )

else

else

e:= e.next ;
tmp:= prev .next;
assert(tmp6=null);
tmp.next:= null;
prev .next := e;

prev := e;
e:= e.next ;

ℓ2 : done

Figure 4.1: Program

We

an express invariant

Inv

ListFilter

in the abstra t domain of our symboli

shape analysis as a

set of abstra t states over unary domain predi ates that denote sets of heap obje ts in a
given program state. The denotation of su h an abstra t domain element is given by the
following formula:

(∀v. p0 v ↔ p1 v) ∨ (∀v. p2 v ↔ p3 v)
where the unary domain predi ates

p0

to

p3

p0 = (λv. prev =v),

are given by:

p1 = (λv. null=v),

p2 = (λv. (next prev )=v), p3 = (λv. e=v) .
Our algorithm infers these predi ates and synthesizes an invariant that implies the
ness of program

ListFilter.

orre t-

We will now give a detailed presentation of our nested abstra tion

renement algorithm. In Se tion 4.3 we will
in more details how program

ome ba k to the above example and explain

ListFilter is proved

orre t.
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4.2 Lazy Nested Abstra tion Renement
We now present our lazy nested abstra tion renement algorithm

1 in detail. We present

the algorithm in a more abstra t setting and then identify ne essary

onditions on the

underlying analysis that guarantee soundness and progress of abstra tion renement.
the following se tions we will prove that these

In

onditions are satised by domain predi ate

abstra tion. Note, however, that the algorithm is also appli able for abstra tion renement
of an analysis that uses Cartesian abstra tion on top of
We assume a parametri

P.

abstra t domain

The abstra tion predi ates

P

lassi al predi ate abstra tion.

AbsDom[P] over a set of abstra

tion predi ates

an either be state predi ates or domain predi ates. We

⊑, join ⊔ and meet ⊔
AbsDom[P](⊑, ⊔, ⊓, ⊥, ⊤) is

assume that the abstra t domain is equipped with a partial order
operations, least element
a

⊥, and

greatest element

⊤ su

h that

omplete latti e. Furthermore, we assume fun tions

α[P] ∈ 2States  AbsDom[P]

and

States

γ[P] ∈ AbsDom[P]  2

su h that

(α[P], γ[P])

We assume that the

is a Galois

onne tion between the latti es

AbsDom[P]

and

2States .

on rete domain is given by sets of states. However, for notational

on-

venien e, we will often identify sets of states with formulae. In parti ular, we assume that for
every

on retization

γ[P](S # ) of some abstra

S # ∈ AbsDom[P] there ex-

t domain element

γ[P](S # ). For sets of abstra tion predi ates
P1 and P2 su h that P1 ⊆ P2 we require that AbsDom[P1 ] is a sublatti e of AbsDom[P2 ]
and for all sets of states S we have α[P2 ](S) ⊑ α[P1 ](S). We further require that γ[P] is a
A
omplete join-morphism. Finally, we assume an abstra t post operator post [P1 , P2 ] that
maps elements of the abstra t domain AbsDom[P1 ] to elements of AbsDom[P2 ] under a
A
given ommand. We require that post is monotone and an approximation of the on rete
#
post operator, i.e., we assume that for all ommands c and s ∈ AbsDom[P1 ] the following
ists a formula whose models are given by the set

ondition holds:

post([[c]])(γ[P1 ](S # )) ⊆ γ[P2 ](postA [P1 , P2 ](c)(S # )) .
Our lazy nested abstra tion renement algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2. The pro edure

LazyNestedRefine

takes a program

P = (L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

as input and

rea hability tree (ART) in the spirit of lazy abstra tion [54℄.
ea h node

r

onstru ts an abstra t

An ART is a tree where

r.loc in L, a set of abstra tion predi ates r.preds , and
AbsDom[r.preds ]. The root node r0 of the ART is labeled by the

is labeled by a lo ation

r.states in
r0 .loc = ℓ0 . Edges in the ART are labeled by ommands of transitions in
c
′
program P . We write r → r to denote that there is an edge in the ART from node r to
π ∗ ′
′
node r whi h is labeled by ommand c and we write r → r to indi ate that there is a
′
(possibly empty) path from r to r in the ART that is labeled by the sequen e of ommands
π ∗
π . Ea h path r0 → r that starts in the root node of the ART indu es an abstra t tra e.
abstra t states

initial lo ation

The abstra t tra e
on the path and the
1

onsists of the
ommands in

onse utive sequen e of abstra t states labeling the nodes

π.

We

all an abstra t tra e

c

cn−1

0
σ # = r0 →
. . . → rn

with

In general there is no guarantee that our method terminates. However, we sti k to the term algorithm

instead of semi-algorithm.
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pro LazyNestedRefine
input (Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T ) : program
begin
let r0 = hloc : ℓ0 , preds : ∅, states : ⊤, covered : falsei
let succ(r) =
let Succ = ∅
for all (r.loc, c, ℓ′ ) ∈ T do
let r′ = hloc : ℓ′ , preds : ∅, states : ⊥, covered : falsei
c

r → r′
Succ:= Succ ∪ {(r, c, r′ )}

add an edge

done
return Succ

let Unprocessed = succ(r0 )
while Unprocessed 6= ∅ do
hoose and remove (r1 , c, r2 ) ∈ Unprocessed
r2 .states:= postA [r1 .preds, r2 .preds](c)(r1 .states)
F
if r2 .states ⊑ r { r.states | r 6= r2 ∧ r.loc = r2 .loc } then r.covered := true
else if r2 .loc 6= ℓE then Unprocessed:= Unprocessed ∪ succ(r′ )

else
let rs , π su h that π

π

rs → ∗ r2 ∧
γ[rs .preds](rs .states) 6|= wlp(π)(false)
if rs .loc = ℓ0 then return counterexample(π)
is maximal path with

else
c
let rp , c su h that rp → rs
let Pπ = extrPreds(wlp(π)(false))
if Pπ 6⊆ rs .preds then rs .preds:= rs .preds ∪ Pπ
else
let Pc;π = extrPreds(wlp(c; π)(false))

rp .preds:= rp .preds ∪ Pc;π
rp .states:= α[rp .preds](wlp(c; π)(false)) ⊓ rp .states
remove subtrees starting from rs
rs .states:= ⊥
rs .covered := false
Unprocessed := Unprocessed ∪ {(rp , c, rs )}
for all r2 su h that r2 .covered ∧ r2 .states 6⊑ ⊥ ∧ rs .states

older than

let r1 , c su h that r1 → r2
c

r2 .covered := false
r2 .states:= ⊥
Unprocessed := Unprocessed ∪ {(r1 , c, r2 )}

done
return
end

done

program is safe

Figure 4.2: Lazy nested abstra tion renement algorithm

r2 .states do
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an abstra t error tra e and we

error path asso iated with

cn−1

c

σ.

We say that

π = (c0 ; . . . ; cn−1 )

all the path

σ#

is feasible if there is some

0
σ = s0 →
. . . → sn of P that is represented by σ # ,
si ∈ γ[ri .preds ](ri .states). An infeasible abstra t tra

i.e., if for all
e is

The lazy nested abstra tion renement algorithm iteratively

0≤i≤n

we have

onstru ts an ART until
ontained in some abstra t

ontains a feasible abstra t error tra e. If a spurious

abstra t error tra e is en ountered during the xed point
removed from the ART and the

with

alled spurious.

either a xed point is rea hed and every tra e of the program is
tra e in the ART, or until the ART

i

the abstra t
on rete tra e

omputation then this tra e is

orresponding abstra t error path is used to rene the

abstra tion. We now des ribe the algorithm in detail.
The algorithm maintains a set of unpro essed ART edges. In ea h iteration, the algorithm sele ts one unpro essed ART edge
the

orresponding

ommand

c

(r1 , c, r2 ).

Then it

omputes the abstra t post for

and stores the resulting abstra t states in

r2 .states .

If the

omputed abstra t states are already subsumed by other ART nodes then the node
marked as

overed. Otherwise if

tra e going from

r0

to

r2 .

r2 .loc

In this

ba kward analysis of the error tra e.

This ba kward analysis tries to nd the oldest an estor node

rs .states

sequen e of

represents some

ommands

π,

is

ase, the analysis determines whether the error tra e

is spurious. For this purpose it performs a symboli
that

r2

is the error lo ation then there is an abstra t error

on rete state that

i.e., formally

rs

rs

of

r2

with

π

rs → ∗ r2

su h

an rea h an error state by exe uting the

is the oldest node in the abstra t error tra e su h

that:

γ[rs .preds ](rs .states) 6|= wlp(π)(false) .
If

rs

is the root node of the ART then there exists a

error tra e is feasible and the pro edure returns the

rs

on rete error tra e, i.e., the abstra t
orresponding error path. If, however,

is not the root node then the abstra t error tra e is spurious. In this

ase we

all

rs

the

spurious node of the abstra t error tra e. The algorithm then determines the immediate
prede essor node

rp

of the spurious node. We

all

rp

the pivot node of the abstra t error

tra e. The pivot node is the youngest node that does not represent any
an rea h an error state by following the

on rete states that

ommands in the abstra t error tra e. Depending

rs or rp is rened and the spurious subtree below rs is removed
edge between rp and rs whi h was spurious is then s heduled for

on the renement phase either
from the ART. The ART

repro essing. Finally, in order to ensure soundness, ART nodes that have potentially been
marked as

overed due to subsumption by nodes in the removed subtree are un overed and

also s heduled for repro essing.
If the set of unpro essed ART edges be omes empty then all outgoing edges of inner
ART nodes have been pro essed and all leaf nodes are
has been

omputed. For ea h program lo ation

ℓ

overed, i.e., the least xed point

in the input program an invariant

an be

omputed from the ART by taking the join of the abstra t states of all ART nodes labeled
with lo ation

ℓ.

The algorithm guarantees that the

omputed invariant implies that the

program is safe (Theorem 41).
We now explain the two nested abstra tion renement phases. The spurious part of the

rs . Assume that the ART edge from rs to rp is
π . Our abstra tion renement pro edure rst
attempts to rene the abstra t domain of node rs by adding new abstra tion predi ates Pπ
that are extra ted from the spurious part π of the abstra t error path asso iated with the

error tra e starts from the spurious node
labeled by

c

and the path from

rs

to

r2

by
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abstra t error tra e. The predi ate extra tion fun tion
weakest pre ondition
rened node

rs ,

wlp(π)(false)
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extrPreds

should guarantee that the

of the path is expressible in the abstra t domain of the

i.e., formally the following entailment should hold:

γ[Pπ ](α[Pπ ](wlp(π)(false))) |= wlp(π)(false) .
If the underlying analysis was to

ompute the most pre ise abstra t post operator then we

would have:

γ[Pπ ](postA [rp .preds , Pπ ](c)(rp .states)) |= wlp(π)(false) .
Thus, we were guaranteed that after rening the predi ate set of node
the ART edge
tra e.

(rp , c, rs ),

the node

rs

rs

and repro essing

would no longer be spurious for this abstra t error

This would give us progress of abstra tion renement.

However, if the abstra t

post is not most pre ise then the same spurious error tra e might be reprodu ed after the
renement. Thus, the renement pro edure might fail to derive new predi ates for node
In this

rp .

ase, the nested renement phase renes the abstra t post for

The renement of the abstra t post is performed indire tly by

the abstra t states that label node

rp

ommand

during the

rs .

and node

omputing the meet of

with an abstra tion of the weakest liberal pre ondition

wlp(c; π)(false). Note that in pra ti e omputing α[Pc;π ](wlp(c; π)(false))
Pπ onsists of the predi ates extra ted from the formula wlp(c; π)(false).
The se ond renement phase

c

is

heap, be ause

ountera ts any Cartesian abstra tion that is performed

omputation of the abstra t post. We therefore refer to this renement step as

Cartesian renement. Note that Cartesian renement does not ensure that the most pre ise
abstra t post is

omputed for the spurious ART edge. However, Cartesian renement still

ensures progress of the abstra tion renement loop (Theorem 42).

4.2.1

Soundness

The soundness of our lazy nested abstra tion renement algorithm is formally stated in
Theorem 41. The soundness proof depends on various invariants of the renement loop in
pro edure

LazyNestedRefine.

These invariants are stated in the following lemma. The proof

of this lemma goes by indu tion on the runs of

Lemma 40
on

Let

P = (Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

LazyNestedRefine.

be a program. In any run of

P

the following properties hold at ea h entry to the outer

1.

r0 .covered = false

2.

γ[r0 .preds](r0 .states) ≡ true
F
r { r.states | r.loc = ℓE } = ⊥

3.

4. for all ART nodes

T

r

r.covered = false and r.states 6= ⊥,
′
′
′
node r with r .loc = ℓ and either:

with

there exists an ART

LazyNestedRefine

while loop of LazyNestedRefine:

(a)

(r, c, r ′ ) ∈ Unprocessed

(b)

post([[c]])(γ[r.preds ](r.states )) ⊆ γ[r ′ .preds ](r ′ .states)

or

and for all

(r.loc, c, ℓ′ ) ∈
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r.covered = true

G

r ′ .states | r ′ .covered = false ∧ r ′ .loc = r.loc

.

r′

Theorem 41 (Soundness)
if

LazyNestedRefine(P )

Proof.

Pro edure

LazyNestedRefine

is sound, i.e., for any program

terminates with program is safe then program

P

P

is safe.

cn−1

c

0
σ = s0 →
. . . → sn be a tra e of
program P . We rst prove the following property by indu tion on i: for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n there
exists an un overed ART node ri su h that ri .loc = si (pc) and si ∈ γ[ri .preds ](ri .states).
Let i = 0 then r0 .loc = s0 (pc). Furthermore, from Properties 1 and 2 of Lemma 40
follows that r0 is not overed and s0 ∈ γ[r0 .preds ](r0 .states). Now, let i > 0 then by
indu tion hypothesis there exists an un overed ART node ri−1 with si−1 (pc) = ri−1 .loc and
si−1 ∈ γ[ri−1 .preds](ri−1 .states), i.e., ri−1 .states 6= ⊥. Let τi−1 = (si−1 (pc), ci−1 , si (pc)).
Then τi−1 ∈ T sin e σ is a tra e of P . Sin e Unprocessed = ∅, it follows from Property 4
′
′
of Lemma 40 that there exists some ART node r su h that r .loc = si (pc) and

Let

P = (Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T )

and let

post([[comm]])(γ[ri−1 .preds](ri−1 .states)) ⊆ γ[r ′ .preds ](r ′ .states) .
(si−1 , si ) ∈ [[τi−1 ]], we have r ′ .loc = si (pc) and si ∈ γ[r ′ .preds](r ′ .states).
′
overed hoose ri = r . Otherwise, from Property 5 of Lemma 40 follows:
G
r ′ .states ⊑
r ′′ .states | r ′′ .covered = false ∧ r ′′ .loc = r ′ .loc .

Sin e
un

If

r′

is

r ′′

γ and the fa t that γ is a omplete join-morphism follows:
_
γ[r ′ .preds ](r ′ .states) |=
γ[r ′′ .preds ](r ′′ .states) | r ′′ .covered = false ∧ r ′′ .loc = r ′ .loc

Thus, from monotoni ity of

.

r ′′

Hen e there is at least one un overed ART node

si ∈

γ[r ′′ .preds ](r ′′ .states).

Then

hoose

ri =

r ′′

with

r ′′ .loc = r ′ .loc = si (pc) and
r ′′ , whi h on ludes the

r ′′ for one su h

indu tion proof.

F

r { r.states | r.loc = ℓE } = ⊥ holds whenLazyNestedRefine(P ) terminates with program is safe. Thus, if for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n
we had si (pc) = ℓE then for all ART nodes r with r.loc = ℓE we would have si ∈
/
γ[r.preds ](r.states ). This would ontradi t the property proved above. It follows that σ
is not an error tra e. Sin e σ was hosen arbitrarily, we on lude that P is safe.
From Property 3 of Lemma 40 follows that

ever

4.2.2

Progress

We now identify su ient
abstra t post operator
Note that we

onditions on the predi ate extra tion fun tion

extrPreds

and

that guarantee progress of abstra tion renement.

annot prove that a given spurious error path

in a run of pro edure

r

postA

LazyNestedRefine.

an only o

ur nitely often

The reason is that whenever we rene an ART node

we dispose the already explored subtrees of

r.

It is therefore possible that a spurious error

4.2.
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tra e is redis overed innitely often be ause the same subtree is repeatedly removed and
re onstru ted due to renement steps that are triggered by other spurious error tra es. In
prin iple, one

an modify pro edure

LazyNestedRefine

and impose restri tions on how the

ART is explored, or remember already explored subtrees, su h that a given error tra e only
o

urs nitely often in any run.

more often:

However, this would not make the pro edure terminate

LazyNestedRefine

we prove that any non-terminating run of pro edure

that

involves innitely many renement steps must involve innitely many spurious error paths.
Thus, it

an never happen that pro edure

gets stu k on rening a spe i

Theorem 42 (Progress)
su h that

LazyNestedRefine

does not terminate be ause it

spurious error path over and over again.

Assume that for all

P1 = extrPreds(wlp(c)(F ))

and

losed formulae

P2 = extrPreds(F )

F,

ommands

c,

and

P1 , P2

the following entailment holds:

γ[P2 ](postA [P1 , P2 ](c)(α[P1 ](wlp(c)(F )))) |= F .
Then a run

∆

of pro edure

paths en ountered in

∆

LazyNestedRefine

terminates, unless the set of spurious error

is innite.

Proof.

Let P be a program. Assume that there is a non-terminating run ∆ of pro edure
LazyNestedRefine on P that only en ounters nitely many spurious error paths. For the
i-th renement step in ∆, let πi be the spurious error path in this renement step, i.e.,
the sequen e of ommands labeling the path from the root node r0 of the ART to the
error node in the i-th renement step. Furthermore, let rp,i be the pivot node in this
renement step, rs,i the spurious node, πp,i the prex of πi labeling the path to rp,i , πs,i
the sux of πi labeling the path from rs,i to the error node, and ci the ommand labeling
the edge between rp,i and rs,i , i.e., πi = πp,i ; ci ; πs,i . Furthermore, let states i (preds i ) be the
fun tion asso iating abstra t states (abstra tion predi ates) with ART nodes before the i-th
renement step in ∆. For i ∈ N let ext(i) be the set of all spurious error paths en ountered
in some renement step j with i ≤ j that are extensions of πp,i , i.e.
def

ext(i) = { πj | i ≤ j and πp,j = πp,i } .
Finally, let

inf (∆)

be the set of paths

πi,p

that are en ountered innitely often in

∆,

i.e.

def

inf (∆) = { πp | |{ i ∈ N | πi,p = πp }| = ∞ } .
∆ and ea h su h
path itself is nite, inf (∆) is nonempty. Moreover, there exists some πp ∈ inf (∆) su h that
′
′
for all πp ∈ inf (∆), πp is not a proper prex of πp . Choose one su h path πp ∈ inf (∆). We
an on lude that there is some n ∈ N su h that πp,n = πp and for all j > n, πp,j is not
a proper prex of πp . Thus, after the n-th renement step, ∆ will at most add additional
su essors to the ART node rp,n . Neither rp,n nor any of its immediate su essor nodes will
be removed from the ART after the n-th renement step in ∆. Furthermore, for all j ≥ n
Sin e there are only nitely many spurious error paths en ountered in

we have:
1.

rp,n .states j+1 ⊑ rp,n .states j .

2. for all nodes

r

with

r = rp,n

or

c

rp,n → r

for some

ommand

c: r.preds j ⊆ r.preds j+1
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π ∈ ext(n). Then there exists some
πm = π , πp,m = πp,n and for all j > m:

hoose some spurious error path

in

∆

with

n≤m

su h that

renement step

extrPreds(wlp(πs,m )(false)) ⊆ rs,m .predsj
holds. Now assume there exists yet another renement step

πp,n .

Then

k

k>m

with

πk = π

and

πp,k =

is a Cartesian renement step. Thus, from the assumption in Theorem 42 and

the monotoni ity of

α

and

postA ,

we

on lude that for all

j > k:

γ[rs,k .predsj ](postA [rp,k .predsj , rs,k .predsj ](ck )(rp,k .statesj )) ⊆ wlp(πs,k )(false) .
From this we

on lude that for all

j > k:

γ[rs,k .predsj ](rs,k .statesj ) ⊆ wlp(πs,k )(false) .
This means that for all

rp,n

j>k

with

π = πj

rp,k 6= rp,j

we have

and thus

rp,n 6= rp,j .

Sin e

is never removed from the ART and there is at most one path in the ART labeled

πp,n , we on lude that for all j > k we have πp,j 6= πp,n and hen e
π was hosen arbitrarily in ext(n), it follows that for all π ∈ ext(n) there
exists some k ≥ n su h that for all j > k with π = πj we have πp,j 6= πp . Let kmax be the
maximum of all these k . Then for all j > kmax we have πp,j 6= πp . This ontradi ts the fa t
that πp ∈ inf (∆).

by the

ommands in

πp,j 6= πp .

Sin e

4.3 Example Run of Nested Abstra tion Renement
We now

ome ba k to our motivating example, program

right-hand side of Figure 4.1 represents program

ListFilter shown in Figure 4.1.

The

ListFilter in a form that ts our notion

of programs dened in Se tion 2.2. In order to make the presentation of the example more
on ise, the program only
point

ℓ1 ,

an exit lo ation

onsists of four lo ations, the initial lo ation

ℓ2 ,

and an error lo ation

side version of the program have been
transformed the assert

ℓE .

The basi

ontra ted to single

ommand in the loop body into a

ℓ0 ,

the loop

ut

blo ks in the left-hand-

ommands. Note that we further
ontrol-ow edge from lo ation

ℓ1

to the error lo ation.
We will now apply pro edure

LazyNestedRefine

to this example program using domain

predi ate abstra tion as the underlying analysis. In our example, all domain predi ates are
unary predi ates that range over heap obje ts.
abstra t obje ts as sets of (potentially

To in rease readability we will represent

omplemented) abstra tion predi ates. For instan e,

[p0 7→ {0} , p1 7→ {1} , p2 7→ {0, 1}]
by the set {p0 , p1 }.

the abstra t obje t

p2

is represented
We

ℓ0 ,

onstru t the ART starting from the root node

abstra t state

{∅},

denotes the set of all
in pro edure
tra e

σ0 :

over domain predi ates

r0 : (ℓ0 , {∅} , ∅)

p0 , p1 ,

labeled by lo ation

and an empty set of abstra tion predi ates. The abstra t state
on rete states of program

LazyNestedRefine produ
c

ListFilter.

e an ART that

and

{∅}

Two exe utions of the loop

onsists of the following abstra t error

c

0
5
r0 : (ℓ0 , {∅}, ∅) →
r1 : (ℓ1 , {∅}, ∅) →
r2 : (ℓE , {∅}, ∅) .
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The tra e rea hes the error lo ation

ℓ1

ℓE , be

ause the assertion
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NullCheck fails when lo ation
σ0 orresponds to a
tion. The tra e σ0 is spurious.

is rea hed for the rst time. Now the algorithm determines whether

on rete error tra e or whether it is an artefa t of the abstra
The smallest sux of

wlp(c0 ; c5 )(false)

σ0

that proves its spuriousness is

σ0

itself: the weakest pre ondition

is given by the formula:

first6=null ∧ data first ∧ null6=null  (next null)6=null .
This formula is valid, sin e one of the

onjun ts in the ante edent of the impli ation is

unsatisable. The spurious node of this abstra t error tra e is the ART node
the abstra t domain of

r1

mulae in the weakest liberal pre ondition

NullCheck .

r1 .

We rene

by extra ting new domain predi ates that express atomi

wlp(c5 )(false)

for-

whi h is equivalent to the assertion

From this formula we extra t the set of abstra tion predi ates

P0

onsisting of

the following new domain predi ates:

p0 ≡ (λv. prev =v)
p1 ≡ (λv. null=v)
p2 ≡ (λv. (next prev )=v) .
Continuing the algorithm with the new predi ates produ es yet another abstra t error tra e

σ1 :

c

c

0
3
r0 : (ℓ0 , {∅} , ∅) →
r1 : (ℓ1 , {{p0 , p1 } , {p0 , p1 }} , P0 ) →

c

5
r4 : (ℓE , {∅} , ∅)
r3 : (ℓ1 , {{p0 , p1 } , {p1 }} , P0 ) →

The tra e

σ1

starts at lo ation

else bran h of the rst

ℓ1

where assertion

the tra e is

r3 .

ℓo ,

iterates on e through the while loop by exe uting the

onditional in the body of the while loop, and goes ba k to lo ation

NullCheck

fails. Tra e

σ1

is again spurious. The rst spurious node in

From the spurious part of the tra e we infer one new domain predi ate:

p3 ≡ (λv. e=v) .
Note that at this point our abstra t domain is able to express the indu tive invariant
at lo ation

ℓ1

states whose

Inv

whi h guarantees that the error lo ation is not rea hable. A set of abstra t
on retization

orresponds to the models of invariant

Inv

is, e.g., given by:

{{{p0 , p1 } , {p0 , p1 }} , {{p2 , p3 } , {p2 , p3 }}} .
If our analysis was to

ompute the most pre ise abstra t post operator for our abstra t

domain then it would guarantee that, after adding predi ate
tra e

σ1

p3

to

r3 ,

the abstra t error

is eliminated.

However, our analysis is based on the
most pre ise abstra t post.

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post rather than the

The pri e that we pay for the loss of pre ision under this

abstra t post is that progress of abstra tion renement is no longer guaranteed. In fa t, in
our example the renement algorithm produ es the same spurious error tra e
predi ate

p3

has been added, i.e., the abstra tion of

loss of pre ision under Cartesian abstra tion is
abstra t post operator for

ommand

c3

ommand

c3

σ1

even after

remains spurious. The

aused by the fa t that the most pre ise

behaves nondeterministi ally.

We

an think of
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this nondeterminism as a form of materialization [108℄. Cartesian abstra tion
materialization. In order to better understand this problem, we take a
abstra t post for

ommand

c3 .

ountera ts

loser look at the

Consider the abstra t state

s# = {{p0 , p1 } , {p0 , p1 }}
r1 and onsider abstra t obje t o# = {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } in the expansion
#
#
of abstra t state s . Figure 4.3 shows three on rete states that are represented by s
that labels ART node

and their post states under

o#

represented by

c3 .

There is a

on rete obje t in state

e

s3

that is

after exe ution of

s1 there is a on rete obje t that is also represented by
#
abstra t obje t o , but whi h is not pointed to by e after exe ution of c3 . If we want to
#
keep tra k of the orrelation between predi ates p2 and p3 , we need to split s and abstra t
#
obje ts in s a ording to the fa t whether some obje t is pointed to by referen e variable e
ommand

c3 .

ommand

and this obje t is pointed to by referen e variable

However, in state

after exe ution of

c3

or not. In shape analysis this pro ess of splitting is

to as materialization.

ommonly referred

The most pre ise abstra t post operator performs materialization

impli itly and we say that it behaves nondeterministi ally if materialization a tually o
Computing the most pre ise abstra t post for

ommand

c3

and

s#

urs.

results in the following

three abstra t states:

{{p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p2 , p3 }} ,
{{p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }} ,
and

{{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p2 , p3 }} .

Abstra ting these three abstra t states by a single abstra t state results in:

{{p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p2 , p3 } , {p1 , p2 , p3 }} .
This abstra t state

orresponds to the join of the following two sets of abstra t obje ts:

{{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }} ,
{{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }} .
The rst set is the result of applying the

ontext-sensitive abstra t post operator on abstra t

{p0 , p1 } in s# , i.e., this set of abstra t obje
# of obje ts represented by abstra t
states of s

obje ts to abstra t obje t
overing in the post

The se ond set is the result of applying the
abstra t obje t

{p0 , p1 }.

ts is the new Boolean
obje t

{p0 , p1 } ∈ s# .

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator to

If we apply Cartesian abstra tion to ea h of these two sets (i.e.,

ompute the union of all abstra t obje ts in the set and remove predi ates that o
both polarities) and join the results, we obtain the Cartesian post for
abstra t state

ommand

s# :

ur with

c3

and

{{p0 , p1 } , {p1 }} .
The Cartesian post loses the

orrelation between domain predi ates

p2

and

p3 ,

be ause the

most pre ise abstra t post behaves nondeterministi ally.
After rening ART node

r3

using spurious error tra e

σ1

we still get the same spurious

error path. Thus, we are not able to infer any new abstra tion predi ates and our analysis
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s1
prev

next

next

e

next

null

{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }

post(c3 )(s1 )
next

prev

next

e

next

null

{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }

s2

s3
xt
ne

prev

next

e

next

prev

null

next

e

null

{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }

{p0 , p1 , p2 }, p3 {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }

post(c3 )(s2 )

post(c3 )(s3 )
prev

next

xt
ne

next

e,
null

next

{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }

e,
prev

null

{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 }

Figure 4.3: Three

on rete states represented by abstra t state

post states under

ommand

{{p0 , p1 } , {p0 , p1 }} and their

c3 .

would be stu k if we used spurious error tra es to rene only the abstra t domain. At this
point Cartesian renement

omes into play. Cartesian renement renes the Cartesian post

s# labelling the pivot node r1 into a set of abstra t
#
ts in s into sets of abstra t obje ts, su h that the most

indire tly by splitting the abstra t state
states and individual abstra t obje

pre ise abstra t post operator behaves deterministi ally with respe t to our target property

NullCheck .
Thus, Cartesian renement performs materialization on-demand and guided by the property to verify.

For the purpose of splitting we

wlp(c3 ; c5 )(false),

expressed in our abstra t domain, and
omplished by

ompute the weakest liberal pre ondition

extra t domain predi ates from this formula so that it

an be pre isely

ompute its abstra tion. The splitting of

s#

is a -

# with the abstra ted weakest liberal pre ondition.
omputing the meet of s

In our example we extra t one new domain predi ate:

p4 ≡ (λv. (next e)=v) .
The meet of

s#

with the abstra ted weakest liberal pre ondition is given by the following
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{{p0 , p1 , p4 } , {p0 , p1 , p4 }} ,
{{p0 , p1 , p4 } , {p0 , p1 , p4 } , {p0 , p1 , p4 }} .

This rened set of abstra t states distinguishes between
to by

e.

states

e

c3

on rete states where

null

will be

null

will not be pointed

Also, in ea h abstra t state there is no abstra t obje t whose

overing in the post

pointed to by

after exe ution of

ommand

ontains, both, abstra t obje ts with

p3

p3 .

and abstra t obje ts with

post for the rened set of abstra t states and
abstra t states:

and states where

ommand

c3

The Cartesian

results in the following two

{{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p1 , p2 , p3 }} ,
{{p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 } {p1 , p2 , p3 } , {p1 , p2 , p3 }} .

The

on retization of these abstra t states implies invariant

edge of

r1

labeled by

ommand

c3

Inv ,

i.e., the outgoing ART

is no longer spurious. After three more iterations of the

abstra tion renement loop the analysis produ es an invariant that proves that the error
lo ation

ℓE

is not rea hable.

4.4 Progress for Domain Predi ate Abstra tion
We now show that domain predi ate abstra tion fulls the requirements for soundness and
progress of lazy nested abstra tion renement. We require that the domain of all domain
predi ates that are used as abstra tion predi ates is xed a priori, i.e., all abstra tion
predi ates that are inferred during the analysis range over the same xed domain.
an determine an appropriate domain, e.g., by looking at the formulae that o
analyzed program. In the following, the
by

One

ur in the

hosen domain of abstra tion predi ates is denoted

Dom .
AbsDom[P] over
AbsStates[P] as dened

The abstra t domain
of abstra t states

a set of domain predi ates

P

in Chapter 3.

The Galois

onne tion between

α+

The abstra t post

on rete and abstra t domain is given by the fun tions

A
operator post is given by the
some

and

γ.

is given by sets

postCκ , where κ is
C
to the denition of postκ given
C
domain and range of postκ are

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator

ontext operator. We make two minor modi ations

in Se tion 3.4. First, we allow that abstra t states in the

dened with respe t to separate sets of abstra tion predi ates.

Se ond, re all from the

dis ussion in Se tion 3.4 that the Cartesian post operator loses pre ision in the
the image of the

on rete post is the empty set of states. We handle this

ase where

ase expli itly

in order to avoid su h loss of pre ision. The abstra t post operator of our analysis is then
dened as follows: let

P1

and

P2

be two sets of abstra tion predi ates then:

postA [P1 , P2 ] ∈ Com → AbsStates[P1 ] → AbsStates[P2 ]
G
def
postA [P1 , P2 ](c)(S # ) =
if γ(s# ) |= wlp(c)(false) then ∅ else postCκ [P1 , P2 ](c)({s# }) .
s# ∈S #

From the denitions and properties of domain predi ate abstra tion that are given in
Chapter 3, it is easy to see that this setup fulls all the requirements for soundness of nested
lazy abstra tion renement. It remains to show that it also fulls the requirements for the
progress property.
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Progress for Havo -free Programs

We rst prove that progress of nested lazy abstra tion renement is guaranteed for programs
that do not

ontain any

ommands.

havoc

Theorem 42, i.e., for any deterministi
holds: if

P1 = extrPreds(wlp(c)(F ))

and

We need to prove the assumption made in

ommand c and formulae F
P2 = extrPreds(F ) then

the following property

γ[P2 ](postA [P1 , P2 ](c)(α+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(F )))) |= F .
We

(4.1)

annot prove this property without imposing any restri tions on the predi ate extra -

tion fun tion

extrPreds.

on retization

extrPreds

First, we expe t that fun tion

predi ates from a given formula

F

extra ts su iently many

su h that there exists some set of abstra t states whose

orresponds to the models of

F.

This restri tion ensures that Condition 4.1

A
would hold, if post was the most pre ise abstra t post operator. We need to impose an
additional restri tion in order to prove Condition 4.1 for the
post.

ontext-sensitive Cartesian

For the progress property to hold, Cartesian renement needs to ensure that the

most pre ise abstra t post behaves deterministi ally with respe t to abstra t states that
imply the weakest liberal pre ondition of formula

F.

However, this is not possible if the

predi ate extra tion fun tion de reases the granularity of the abstra t domain when it ex-

wlp(c)(F ).
from F then

o#

tra ts predi ates from

This means that if we have some abstra t obje t

predi ates extra ted

the weakest domain pre ondition of the domain predi ate

o#

represented by

should be pre isely representable in terms of abstra t obje ts over do-

main predi ates extra ted from
fun tion

extrPreds

Denition 43
following two
1. for any

over

wlp(c)(F ).

The two restri tions on the predi ate extra tion

are formalized in the following denition.

We say that a predi ate extra tion fun tion

extrPreds

is admissible if the

onditions hold:
losed formula

F,

if

P = extrPreds(F )

then

γ[P](α+ [P](F )) ≡ F .
F and deterministi ommand c, if P1 = extrPreds(wlp(c)(F ))
and P2 = extrPreds(F ) then for all domain predi ates p su h that either p or its
#
#
+
omplement is in P2 , and for all abstra t states s with {s } = α [P1 ]({s}) for some
state s:
˙
˙
˙ wlp(c)(p)
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(p)))
∩˙ (λ~o. κ[P1 ]({s# })) ⊆
.

2. for any

losed formula

Denition 43 suggests a simple rule for

onstru ting admissible predi ate extra tion

P2 that is able to express some formula
the set of predi ates P1 for wlp(c)(F ) may

fun tions. If we start from a set of domain predi ates

F,

e.g., the atomi

formulae o

onsist of all predi ates
adding ea h

˙
wlp(c)(p)

F , then
p ∈ P2 . However,

uring in

˙
wlp(c)(p)

for

as a single monolithi

predi ates into simpler ones. For instan e, if

G

is a guard from an assume

in pra ti e one would like to avoid

predi ate. One would rather like to split these

˙
wlp(c)(p)

ommand (i.e., a

is of the form

losed formula) then one

domain formula into simpler domain formulae that represent
represent

p′ .

(λ~v . G  p′ (~v ))

In parti ular, the predi ate extra tion fun tion

G

where

an split this

and domain formulae that

an split a

losed formulae

G
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into simpler domain predi ates that are not nullary predi ates and still satisfy the se ond
ondition of Denition 43. For instan e, in Se tion 4.1 we split guards of the form
into domain predi ates
express both

(λv. e = v)

and

(λv. null = v).

e = null

If the abstra t domain is able to

G and its negation then the abstra tion of a single on rete state s will preserve
s satises G. The se ond ondition of admissibility is still satised

the information whether

if this information is also preserved by the

ontext operator.

The following lemma states that for deterministi
tions distribute over joins. The lemma
ministi

ommands weakest liberal pre ondi-

an be easily proved from the semanti s of deter-

ommands.

Lemma 44

Let

c

be a deterministi

ommand. Then

wlp(c)

and

˙
wlp(c)

are

omplete join-

morphisms.
The next lemma states that, given an admissible predi ate extra tion fun tion, if abstra t domains are

onstru ted from a formula

tion for some deterministi

F

is preserved under

F,

respe tively its weakest liberal pre ondi-

ommand, then the granularity of abstra t states representing

wlp.

Lemma 45

Let extrPreds be an admissible predi ate extra tion fun tion, F a
c a deterministi ommand, and P1 , P2 su h that extrPreds(wlp(c)(F ))
extrPreds(F ). Then for all abstra t states s# ∈ α+ [P2 ](F ):
mula,

losed forand

P2 =

γ[P1 ](α+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s# )))) ⊆ wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s# )) .

Proof.

We show that for all

+
#
s#
1 ∈ α [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s )))

we have:

#
γ[P1 ](s#
1 ) ⊆ wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s )) .
Let

+
#
s#
1 ∈ α [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s ))).

From Proposition 27 we know that there is a state

su h that:

+
s#
1 = α [P1 ]({s1 }) =

Ġ

α̇+ (s1 , ~o).

~
o∈Dom
Thus, we have by denition of

γ[P1 ](s#
1 )=

γ:
\

[

γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 ))(~o2 ) .

~
o2 ∈Dom ~
o1 ∈Dom
Furthermore, sin e

wlp(c)

distributes over both joins and meets, we have:

wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s# )) =

\

˙
wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o# ))(~o) .

[

~
o∈Dom o# ∈s#
Thus, we need to show the following set in lusion:

\

[

~
o2 ∈Dom ~
o1 ∈Dom

γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 ))(~o2 ) ⊆

\

[

~
o∈Dom o# ∈s#

˙
wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o# ))(~o) .

s1
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Instead, we show that the following stronger property holds:

[
˙

˙
(λ~o ∈ Dom. κ[P1 ](s#
1 )) ∩

[
˙

˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 )) ⊆

o# ∈s#

~
o1 ∈Dom
Let

~o1 ∈ Dom .

From

˙
wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o# ))

s1 ∈ wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s# )) we on lude:
[
˙
s1 ∈
wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o# ))(~o1 ) .
o# ∈s#

Thus, there is some

o# ∈ s#

su h that

˙
s1 ∈ wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o# ))(~o1 ) .
Thus, we have by denition of

α̇+ (s1 , ~o1 )

and monotoni ity of

γ̇ :

˙
˙ γ̇(α̇+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(
γ̇(α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 )) ⊆
γ̇[P2 ](o# )))) .
Ṫ
P we
Furthermore, we have by denition of γ̇ , the fa t that for all joins
ḋ  +
˙ distribute over meets:
α̇ (p) | p ∈ P , and the fa t that γ̇ and wlp
˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ̇[P2 ](o# )))) ⊆

\
˙

(1)
have

# (p)

o
˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(p

Ṫ
˙
α̇+ ( P) ⊑

))) .

(2)

p∈P2
From the fa t that

extrPreds

is admissible follows that for all

p ∈ P2 :

o# (p)
o# (p)
˙
˙ ˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(p
))) ∩˙ (λ~o. (κ[P1 ])(s#
) .
1 )) ⊆ wlp(c)(p
Now, from (1)-(3) follows that for all

(3)

p ∈ P2 :

o# (p)
˙ ˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 )) ∩˙ (λ~o. κ[P1 ](s#
) .
1 )) ⊆ wlp(c)(p
From this follows:

˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 )) ∩˙ (λ~o. κ[P1 ](s#
1 )) ⊆

\
˙

o# (p)
˙
wlp(c)(p
) .

p∈P2
Now, from the fa t that

˙ distributes over meets and the denition of γ̇ we nally
wlp

on lude:

#
˙ ˙
γ̇[P1 ](α̇+ [P1 ](s1 , ~o1 )) ∩˙ (λ~o. κ[P1 ](s#
1 )) ⊆ wlp(c)(γ̇[P2 ](o )
whi h proves our goal.
The following proposition together with Theorem 42 states that admissible predi ate
extra tion fun tions and the abstra t post operator

postA

guarantee progress of abstra tion

renement for havo -free programs.

Proposition 46

Let

extrPreds

be an admissible predi ate extra tion fun tion.

F be a losed formula, c a deterministi
extrPreds(wlp(c)(F )) and P2 = extrPreds(F ). Then

more, let

ommand, and

P1 , P2

γ[P2 ](postA [P1 , P2 ](c)(α+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(F )))) |= F .

Further-

su h that

P1 =
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+
s#
1 ∈ α (wlp(c)(F ))

we have:

+
postA [P1 , P2 ](c)(s#
1 ) ⊑ α [P2 ](F ) .
The

laim then follows from the fa t that

extrPreds is
∈ α+ (wlp(c)(F )).

and the fa t that

distributes over joins, monotoni ity of

γ,

admissible.

γ[P1 ](s#
1 ) |= γ(wlp(c)(false)) then the goal immediately
#
A
follows from the denition of post . Thus, assume γ[P1 ](s1 ) 6|= γ(wlp(c)(false)). Sin e
γ[P1 ](s#
1 ) ⊆ wlp(c)(F ), it follows that there is at least one post state of wlp(c)(F ) under
ommand c that satises F . Hen e, we know that there exists at least one abstra t state
+
s#
2 in α [P2 ](F ).
+
By Lemma 44, and the fa t that α is the upper adjoint of a Galois onne tion we know
+
that α and wlp(c) distribute over joins. We therefore on lude from the denition of γ :
G
α+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(F )) =
α+ [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s#
2 ))) .
Let

s#
1

postA

If

+
s#
2 ∈α [P2 ](F )

Thus there exists some

+
s#
2 ∈ α [P2 ](F )

su h that

#
+
s#
1 ⊑ α [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s2 ))) .
From monotoni ity of

γ

and Lemma 45 it follows:

#
γ[P1 ](s#
1 ) ⊆ wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s2 )) .

(1)

#
+
o#
1 ∈ expand(s1 ). By the hara terization of α in Proposition 27 there is some s1
+
and ~
o1 ∈ Dom su h that s1 |= wlp(c)(F ), α[P1 ]({s1 }) = s#
o1 ) = o#
1 and α̇ (s1 , ~
1 . Further#
more, from (1) and the fa t that γ[P1 ]◦α[P1 ] is extensive follows that s1 ∈ wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s2 )).
By denition of γ and the fa t that wlp(c) distributes over both joins and meets we have:
\
[
˙
wlp(c)(γ[P2 ](s#
))
=
wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o#
o) .
2
2 ))(~

Now let

~
o∈Dom o# ∈s#
2
2

It follows that

s1 ∈

S

#
o#
2 ∈s2

From monotoni ity of

˙
wlp(c)(
γ̇[P2 ](o#
o1 ).
2 ))(~

Hen e, there is some

#
o#
2 ∈ s2

su h that:

#
˙
˙ +
{o#
1 } ⊑ α̇ [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ̇[P2 ](o2 ))) .

γ̇

we

an

on lude:

#
+
˙
˙
γ̇[P1 ](o#
1 ) ⊆ γ̇[P1 ](α̇ [P1 ](wlp(c)(γ̇[P2 ](o2 )))) .
Following the same

hain of reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 45 we

p ∈ P2 :

#

o2 (p)
˙ ˙
˙ o. κ[P1 ](s#
γ̇[P1 ](o#
)
1 ) ∩ (λ~
1 )) ⊆ wlp(c)(p
whi h is equivalent to the statement that for all

p ∈ P2 :
#

o2 (p)
˙ o. κ[P1 ](s#
γ̇[P1 ](o#
(~o))
1 ) ⊆ λ~
1 ) ∪ wlp(c)(p

on lude that for all
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From the denition of

˙ #
wlp
κ

we

an therefore
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on lude that for all

p ∈ P2

o#
2 (p) = {i}:

with

#
#
˙ ˙ #
{o#
1 } ⊑ wlpκ (c)(s1 )(op,i ) .
From Theorem 38 follows:

#
#
C # ˙
˙ #
α̇C ◦ post
κ [P1 , P2 ](c)(s1 ) ◦ γ̇ (o ) ⊑ {o2 } .
Sin e

o#
1

was

hosen arbitrarily in

s#
1 ,

we have by denition of the

ontext-sensitive Carte-

sian post:

#
postCκ [P1 , P2 ](c)(s#
1 ) ⊑ {s2 }
from whi h we nally

on lude:

+
postCκ [P1 , P2 ](c)(s#
1 ) ⊑ α [P2 ](F )
The goal then follows from the denition of

4.4.2

postA .

Progress for General Programs

We proved the progress property for the analysis of programs that do not

havoc
havoc

ontain any

ommands. Can we generalize this result to arbitrary programs? The problem with
ommands is that they introdu e unbounded nondeterminism in the

on rete system.

This unbounded nondeterminism is ree ted by the weakest liberal pre onditions of

havoc

ommands:

wlp(havoc(x))(F ) = ∀v. F [x:= v] where v ∈
/ FV(F )
One way to obtain progress in the presen e of unbounded nondeterminism would be
to dynami ally
stra t domain

hange the arity of abstra tion predi ates su h that elements in the aban quantify over additional variables.

However, this would unne essarily

ompli ate our analysis. Instead, we use a simple tri k that sidesteps this problem.
Whenever we add a new edge to the ART that is labeled by a

havoc(x)

then we repla e

variable. If

c

o

c

by a deterministi

ommand

′
update x:= x where

c

of the form

x′ is a fresh program

urs within a loop then we use a fresh program variable ea h time the loop

is unrolled by the analysis. Ee tively this transformation moves the nondeterminism to
the

hoi e of the initial value of

However, all

x′

in the initial states of the

orresponding ART path.

ommands that label edges in the ART are deterministi

and we get progress

of nested lazy abstra tion renement for general programs.

4.5 Costs and Gains of Automation
We implemented our nested abstra tion renement algorithm in our tool Bohne. We were
able to verify

omplex properties of programs manipulating data stru tures without manual

spe i ation of abstra t transformers or abstra tion predi ates. A detailed presentation of
our tool and an overview of our experiments is given in Chapter 6. It is instru tive to measure the

osts and gains of automation by

omparing Bohne to other shape analysis tools.
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Due to the similarities between three-valued shape analysis [108℄ and domain predi ate abstra tion it seems appropriate to
three-valued shape analysis.

ompare Bohne with TVLA [81℄, the implementation of

A detailed overview and analysis of our

omparison

an be

found in Se tion 6.5.3.
Our experiments indi ate that the running time of our analysis is approximately one
order of magnitude higher than the running time of TVLA. Almost all running time of the
analysis is spent in the underlying de ision pro edures. Thus, the in reased running time
is the pri e we pay for automated

omputation of abstra t transformers and automated

abstra tion renement.
On the other hand, the in reased degree of automation redu es the burden that is imposed on the user of the analysis.

However, this is not the only benet of an in reased

automation. Our lazy nested renement loop seems to a hieve the lo al ne-tuning of the
abstra tion at the required pre ision. This targeted pre ision results in a smaller spa e
sumption of our analysis. The spa e
states in the least xed point)

on-

onsumption of Bohne (measured in number of abstra t

an be signi antly smaller than the spa e

TVLA. One of the main reasons for the lower spa e

onsumption of

onsumption is that Cartesian rene-

ment serves as a property-driven fo us operation. Our analysis performs materialization of
abstra t obje ts and abstra t states only when the additional pre ision is needed to verify a
parti ular property. In

ontrast, TVLA's fo us operation performs materialization eagerly

whi h potentially leads to an in reased number of explored abstra t states.

4.6 Further Related Work
The advantages of
ysis are

ombining predi ate abstra tion, abstra tion renement, and shape anal-

learly demonstrated in lazy shape analysis [18℄.

Lazy shape analysis performs

independent runs of a shape analysis algorithm, whose results are then used to improve
the pre ision of predi ate abstra tion. In

ontrast, domain predi ate abstra tion general-

izes predi ate abstra tion to the point where it itself be omes ee tive as a shape analysis.
This approa h makes the benets of lazy abstra tion [54℄ immediately a

essible to shape

analysis.
In the previous se tion we already made a detailed

omparison with three-valued shape

analysis [108℄. We now summarize additional related work. A method for automated generation of predi ates using indu tive learning has been presented in [84℄. Re ent te hniques
also attempt to de rease the spa e
ods uses

onsumption [86, 87, 106℄. However, none of these meth-

ounterexample-guided abstra tion renement. Thus, it is up to the user of the

analysis to determine when the appli ation of su h a te hnique is appropriate.
Shape analyses based on separation logi
towards spe i

[96,97,105℄, su h as [31,42℄ are typi ally tailored

data stru tures and properties.

This makes them s ale to programs of

impressive size [119℄, but also limits their appli ation domain. Re ent te hniques introdu e
some degree of parametri ity and allow the analysis to automati ally adapt to spe i

lasses

of data stru tures [13℄. Similar te hniques that infer more general predi ates, but require
generators for the data stru tures are des ribed in [51℄ and [79℄ (whi h, however, is not
based on separation logi ). None of these methods uses abstra tion renement.
Shape analysis based on abstra t regular tree model

he king [25℄

an take advantage

of abstra tion renement te hniques that have been developed in this

ontext [24℄.

In
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parti ular, there is an automata-based version of predi ate abstra tion that
with abstra tion renement and provide progress guarantees.
te hniques

annot prevent any loss of pre ision that is

an be

ombined

However, these renement

aused by the initial en oding of a

heap program into tree transdu ers. Also, this approa h fo uses on shape invariants of data
stru tures and does not apply to properties su h as sortedness.
Indexed predi ates [72℄ use predi ates with free variables to infer quantied invariants,
similarly to domain predi ate abstra tion.

Heuristi s for automati

dis overy of indexed

predi ates are des ribed in [73℄. Unlike indexed predi ate abstra tion, our abstra t domain
ontains disjun tions of universally quantied statements.
avoids loss of pre ision on join points of the

The presen e of disjun tions

ontrol ow graph. This is important in the

ontext of abstra tion renement be ause it allows to pre isely identify spurious error tra es
in the abstra t system.
The SLAM tool [9℄ uses Cartesian abstra tion [8℄ on top of predi ate abstra tion. In
[5℄ Ball et al. present a te hnique based on [40℄ that guarantees progress of abstra tion
renement in this

ontext.

This te hnique gradually renes the abstra t post towards

the most pre ise abstra t post for the

urrent abstra t domain, if adding new predi ates

alone does not rule out a parti ular spurious error tra e.

Thus, the spurious error tra e

is eventually eliminated. Our lazy nested abstra tion renement does not implement the
most pre ise abstra t post.

Remarkably it still guarantees the progress property.

Our

nested renement is inspired by materialization in shape analysis, i.e., it implements a
property-driven fo us operation.

In fa t, one

an think of nested abstra tion renement

as an improvement of the fo us operator that is used in

lassi al predi ate abstra tion [8℄.

The fo us operator in [8℄ eliminates loss of pre ision under Cartesian abstra tion in
where the most pre ise abstra t post behaves deterministi ally.
renement also prevents loss of pre ision in

ases

Our nested abstra tion

ases where the most pre ise abstra t post is

nondeterministi .
M Millan des ribes a te hnique that uses interpolants to infer new rea hability prediates from spurious

ounterexamples [89℄. In this

te hniques for extra ting predi ates from
point of our

ontribution in this

hapter we

hose not to dis uss individual

ounterexamples, sin e they are orthogonal to the

hapter. A des ription of the

our implementation is given in Se tion 6.4.

on rete te hniques used in

Future work will investigate more and more

sophisti ated ways to extra t predi ates. M Millan's paper is very interesting for work in
this dire tion. The use of his idea may yield the same improvement upon our te hnique as
the one of [53℄ upon [54℄.

4.7 Con lusion
In this

hapter we presented a nested abstra tion renement te hnique for symboli

analysis. This te hnique enabled us to verify

shape

omplex properties of a variety of data stru -

ture implementations without providing any user assistan e other than stating the properties to verify.
Our te hnique uses spurious error tra es to rene both the abstra t domain of the
analysis and the abstra t post operator for that abstra t domain.
nested renement loop

We showed that our

an be viewed as a solution to the problem of materialization in

shape analysis and that the renement of the abstra t post operator implements a property-
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driven fo us operation. We further showed that nested renement guarantees the progress
property, i.e., every spurious error tra e is eventually eliminated. While at rst glan e the
progress property seems to be merrily of theoreti al importan e, it was the key for making
the analysis pra ti al.

Chapter 5

Field Constraint Analysis
In the last two

hapters we have developed te hniques that use de ision pro edures as

bla k boxes in order to obtain a fully automated shape analysis.

In this

hapter we are

on erned with de ision pro edures for reasoning about data stru tures in heap programs.
These de ision pro edures provide the missing link to make our shape analysis appli able
in pra ti e.
For re ursive data stru tures su h as lists and trees it is important to be able to reason
about rea hability in graphs. Rea hability properties are useful for expressing

onstraints

on the shapes of data stru tures as well as for dening useful abstra tions. Unfortunately
most logi s for reasoning about rea hability are either unde idable [59℄, or restri t the
of

onsidered stru tures. This makes any analysis that depends on su h a logi

to many useful data stru tures.

lass

inappli able

Among the most striking examples is the restri tion on

pointer elds in the Pointer Assertion Logi

Engine [92℄.

This restri tion states that all

elds of the data stru ture that are not part of the data stru ture's tree ba kbone must be
fun tionally determined by the ba kbone; that is, su h elds must be spe ied by a formula
that uniquely determines where they point to. Formally, we have

∀v w. f (v) = w ↔ F (v, w)
where

f

is a fun tion representing the eld, and

restri tion that

F

F

(5.1)

is the dening formula for

f.

The

is fun tional means that, although data stru tures su h as doubly-linked

lists with ba kward pointers

an be veried, many other data stru tures remain beyond

the s ope of the analysis. This in ludes data stru tures where the exa t value of pointer
elds depends on the history of data stru ture operations, and data stru tures that use
randomness to a hieve good average- ase performan e, su h as skip lists [103℄.

In su h

ases, the invariant on the pointer eld does not uniquely determine where the eld points
to, but merely gives a

onstraint on the eld, of the form

∀v w. f (v)=w → F (v, w)
This

onstraint is equivalent to

of a given binary predi ate.
supports reasoning about
approa hes, we have

∀v. F (v, f (v)),

whi h states that the fun tion

The motivation of this

(5.2)

f

is a solution

hapter is to nd a te hnique that

onstraints of this, more general, form. In a sear h for existing

onsidered stru ture simulation [58,60℄, whi h, intuitively, allows ri her
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logi s to be embedded into existing logi s that are known to be de idable, and of whi h [92℄
an be viewed as a spe i

instan e. Unfortunately, even the general stru ture simulation

requires denitions of the form

∀v w. r(v, w) ↔ F (v, w)
where

r(v, w)

whi h is the

is the relation being simulated.

When the relation

r(v, w)

ase with most referen e elds in programming languages, stru ture simulation

implies the same restri tion on the fun tionality of the dening relation.
general

is a fun tion,
To handle the

ase, an alternative approa h therefore appears to be ne essary.

Field onstraint analysis.

This

hapter presents eld

for analyzing data stru tures with general

onstraint analysis, our approa h

onstraints of the form (5.2). Field

onstraint

analysis is a proper generalization of the existing approa h and redu es to it when the
onstraint formula
with its

F

is fun tional. It is based on approximating the o

onstraint formula

F , taking into a

is expressive enough to verify

onstraint analysis to nondeterministi

ompleteness for some important spe ial

ases. Field

ombines with stru ture simulation, as well as with our symboli
presented in Chapter 3 and 4.
ontext of the monadi

eld

omplex properties have useful nondeterministi

Yet despite this fundamentally approximate nature of eld
prove its

urren es of eld

f , and is always

f

sound. It

onstraints on pointers in data stru tures su h as two-level skip

lists. The appli ability of our eld
important be ause many

ount the polarity of

Our presentation and

se ond-order logi

to other logi s. We therefore view eld

onstraints is

approximations.

onstraints, we were able to
onstraint analysis naturally
approa h to shape analysis

urrent implementation are in the

(MSOL) over trees [64℄, but our results extend

onstraint analysis as a useful

omponent of shape

analysis approa hes that makes shape analysis appli able to a wider range of data stru tures.

Contributions.
•

In this

We introdu e an

hapter we make the following

algorithm (Figure 5.7) that uses eld

rived elds from veri ation

•

The

sound

(Theorem 49) and, in

ompleteness applies not only to deterministi

but also to the preservation of eld
orem 57).

onstraints to eliminate de-

onditions.

We prove that the algorithm is both

omplete.

ontributions:

The last result implies a

ertain

onstraints themselves over loop-free
omplete te hnique for

ases,

elds (Theorem 51),
ode (The-

he king that eld

on-

straints hold, if the programmer adheres to a dis ipline of maintaining them, e.g., at
the beginning of ea h loop.

•

We des ribe how to

loop invariants.

ombine our algorithm with our symboli

shape analysis to

infer

5.1 Examples
We next explain our eld

onstraint analysis with a set of examples.

list example shows that our analysis handles, as a spe ial

The doubly-linked

ase, the ubiquitous ba k point-

ers of data stru tures. The skip list example shows how eld

onstraint analysis handles
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nondeterministi
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eld

onstraints on derived elds, and how it

Finally, the students example illustrates inter-data-stru ture

an infer loop invariants.

onstraints, whi h are simple

but useful for high-level appli ation properties.

5.1.1

Doubly-Linked Lists with Iterators

This se tion presents a

lass implementing doubly-linked lists with built-in iterators. This

example illustrates the usefulness of eld

onstraints for spe ifying pointers that form

doubly-linked stru tures.
Our doubly-linked list implementation is a data stru ture with operations

remove that insert and
nextIter, and lastIter for

add and
initIter,

remove elements from the list, as well as the operations

manipulating the iterator built into the list. We have veried all

remove operation. Figure 5.2
depi ts an instan e of the data stru ture. It onsists of a list of Node obje ts whi h are
onne ted via elds next and prev and the list's head obje t with two elds rst and urrent.
Field rst points to the rst Node obje t in the list and eld urrent indi ates the urrent

these operations using our system; we here present only the

position of the iterator in the list.

remove is given by a pro edure ontra
ontains the set of Node obje ts in the list,

The behavior of method
sets:

ontent,

whi h

t. The
and

ontra t uses two

iter,

whi h spe ies

the set of elements that remain to be iterated over. These two sets abstra tly
the behavior of operations, allowing the
mentation of the data stru ture.

The system veries that the implementation

ontent

to the spe i ation, using the denitions of sets

expressed in a subset of Isabelle/HOL [95℄ formulae that
se ond-order logi

rst

hara terize

lients to soundly reason about the hidden impleand

iter.

onforms

These denitions are

an be translated into monadi

ontent is dened as the set of all obje ts rea hable from the
t followed by arbitrary many next elds. The set iter is dened
eld urrent instead of eld rst.

[64℄. The set

eld of the head obje

orrespondingly by taking

In addition to the pro edure
The denitions of sets

ontent

ontra t there are four data stru ture invariants spe ied.

and

iter

are hidden from the data stru ture

without exposing additional information
Therefore, the rst invariant is a publi

lients. Thus,

lients would be unable to relate these two sets.

invariant that expresses that the set of nodes that

remain to be iterated over is always a subset of the

ontent of the list.

The remaining

representation invariants are private to the data stru ture implementation. The invariant

tree [rst, next℄

expresses that elds

rst

from

lass

ba kbone elds that form a forest in the heap.
on eld

prev.

It expresses that eld

prev

indi ates that all obje ts whi h are not

List

and eld

next

from

lass

The third invariant is a eld

is the inverse of eld

next.

Node

are

onstraint

The last invariant

ontained in the any instan e of the data stru ture

next pointers.
remove pro edure

are isolated: they have no outgoing
Our system veries that the

implementation

ation as follows. The system expands the modies
it

onjoins with the ensures

and

iter

Next, it

lause. This frame

onforms to its spe i-

lause into a frame

ondition, whi h

ondition expresses that only the

ontent

sets of other instan es of the doubly-linked list data stru ture are not modied.
onjoins the data stru ture invariants to both the requires and ensures

resulting pre- and post ondition are expressed in terms of the sets

Content

and

lause. The

Iter,

so the

system applies the denitions of the sets to obtain pre and post ondition expressed only
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publi nal lass Node {
publi /∗: laimedby DLLIter ∗/ Node next;
publi /∗: laimedby DLLIter ∗/ Node prev;

}

publi

{

lass DLLIter

private Node rst , urrent ;
∗ publi spe var

/ :

publi spe var

ontent ::
iter

::

objset ;

objset ;

private vardefs " ontent == {x. x 6= null ∧ next∗ rst x}";
private vardefs " iter == {x. x 6= null ∧ next∗ urrent x}";
publi invariant " iter ⊆ ontent";
invariant "tree [ rst , next]";
invariant "∀ x y. prev x = y →

(y =
6 null → next y = x) ∧
(y = null ∧ x 6= null → (∀ z. next z 6= x))";

∗/

invariant "∀ n (∀ l. l ∈ DLLIter → n ∈/ ontent l) → next n = null";

publi void remove(Node n)
∗ requires "n ∈ ontent"
modies ontent, iter
ensures " ontent = old ontent − {n} ∧ iter = old iter − {n}"

/ :

∗/

{

}

}

if (n== urrent) urrent = urrent.next;
if (n==rst) rst = rst .next;
else n.prev .next = n.next;
if (n.next != null) n.next. prev = n.prev;

n.next = null ;
n.prev = null ;

Figure 5.1: Iterable lists implementation and spe i ation

next

next

next

next

prev
current

prev

prev

prev

first

Figure 5.2: An instan e of a doubly-linked list with iterator
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rst, urrent, next,

prev.

and

omputation [1℄ to generate a veri ation
To de ide the resulting veri ation

It then uses standard weakest pre ondition

ondition that

aptures the

orre tness of

remove.

ondition, our system analyzes the veri ation

on-

dition and re ognizes assumptions of the form:
1.

tree [...℄

2.

∀ x y. f x = y → F(x,y).

and

These assumptions enable an en oding of the veri ation
order logi

ondition into monadi

se ond-

over trees [64℄. The details of this en oding are des ribed in Se tion 6.3. The rst

form of assumptions determines the ba kbone elds of the data stru ture. The se ond form
determines the derived elds and their
The system uses the

onstraints expressed in terms of ba kbone elds.

onstraints on the derived elds to redu e the veri ation

to a formula expressible only in terms of the ba kbone elds.

ondition

(This elimination is given

by the algorithm in Figure 5.7.) Be ause the ba kbone elds form a tree, the system
de ide the resulting formula using monadi

rst

and

next

over trees. In our

an

ase, elds

prev is a derived eld. The invariants in our
urrent is a ba kbone eld or a derived eld. In

are the ba kbone elds and eld

example do not determine whether eld
this

se ond-order logi

ase the system handles eld

urrent

as a derived eld with a trivial eld

onstraint of

the form

∀ x y. urrent x = y → (x = null → y = null).
While reasoning over su h elds whi h are

ompletely un onstrained is generally in omplete,

our system is still able to prove the veri ation

onditions generated for our example.

We note that a rst implementation of the doubly-linked list with an iterator was in the
ontext of the Hob system [77℄. This implementation was veried using a Hob plugin that
relies on the Pointer Assertion Logi

Engine tool [92℄. What distinguishes eld

onstraint

analysis from the previous Hob analysis based on PALE is the ability to handle the
where the eld
for eld
eld
are

onstraints are nondeterministi , su h as the trivial eld

urrent.

onstraint generated

In the examples that follow, we illustrate the usefulness of nondeterministi

onstraints for data stru ture spe i ation. Additionally, we show how eld
ombined with our symboli

5.1.2

ases

onstraints

shape analysis to synthesize loop invariants.

Skip List

We next present the analysis of a two-level skip list. Skip lists [103℄ support logarithmi
average-time a

ess to elements by augmenting a linked list with sublists that skip over

some of the elements in the list. The two-level skip list is a simplied implementation of
a skip list, whi h has only two levels:

the list

ontaining all elements, and a sublist of

this list. Figure 5.3 presents an example two-level skip list. Our implementation uses the

next

eld to represent the main list, whi h forms the ba kbone of the data stru ture, and

uses the derived

nextSub

eld to represent a sublist of the main list. We fo us on the

add

pro edure, whi h inserts an element into an appropriate position in the skip list. Figure 5.4
presents the implementation of

add,

whi h rst sear hes through

nextSub

links to get an

estimate of the position of the entry, then nds the entry by sear hing through

next

links,
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nextSub
next

root

next

nextSub
next

next

next

Figure 5.3: An instan e of a two-level skip list

and inserts the element into the main
the element into the

nextSub

an abstra tion of the insertion with
ontra t for

add indi

next-linked list.

Optionally, the pro edure also inserts

list, whi h is modelled using a nondeterministi

ertain probability in the original implementation. The

add always inserts the element into the set of elements stored
ontent is dened as the set of nodes rea hable from root.

ates that

in the list. The abstra t set

The skip list implementation has three representation invariants.
denes

next

as the ba kbone eld of the data stru ture.

onstraint on the eld
points from
of

x.

x

next

nextSub, whi h denes it as a derived eld. It expresses that nextSub
y rea hable via next elds starting from the next su essor

onstraint for this derived eld is nondeterministi , be ause it only

x.nextSub=y ,

then there exists a path of length at least one from

elds, without indi ating where

nextSub

x

to

y

along

points. Indeed, the simpli ity of the skip list

implementation stems from the fa t that the position of

next;

The rst invariant

The se ond invariant is a eld

to some obje t

Note that the

states that if

hoi e and is

nextSub

is not uniquely given by

it depends not only on the history of invo ations, but also on the random number

generator used to de ide when to introdu e new
nondeterministi

only handle deterministi
Our analysis su
deterministi

nextSub

links. The ability to support su h

onstraints is what distinguishes our approa h from approa hes that

eld

essfully veries that
onstraint on

nextSub.

add

preserves all invariants, in luding the non-

While doing so, the analysis takes advantage of

these invariants as well, as is usual in assume/guarantee reasoning.
analysis is able to infer the loop invariants in

5.1.3

an

elds.

add

using our symboli

In this example, the
shape analysis.

Students and S hools

Our next example illustrates the power of nondeterministi
ontains two linked lists: one

eld

ontaining students and one

onstraints. This example

ontaining s hools. Ea h

Elem

obje t may represent either a student or a s hool; students have a pointer to the s hool
whi h they attend.

Both students and s hools use the

next

ba kbone pointer to indi ate

the next student or s hool in the relevant linked list. Figure 5.5 presents an example of the
data stru ture.
The spe i ation and implementation of the data stru ture is given in Figure 5.6. The
method

addStudent

adds a student to the student list and asso iates it with a s hool that

is supposed to be already

ontained in the s hool data stru ture.

ST and SC.

The spe i ation uses

ST denotes all students, that is, all
Elem obje ts rea hable from the root referen e students through next elds. The spe i ation
variable SC denotes all s hools, that is, all Elem obje ts rea hable from s hools. The lass
the abstra t sets

The spe i ation variable

further denes several representation invariants. The rst two invariants state disjointness
properties: no obje ts are shared between
through

next

ST and SC (if an obje t is rea hable from s hools
students through next elds, and vi e-

elds, then it is not rea hable from

5.1.
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publi nal
publi /∗:
publi /∗:
publi /∗:

}

publi

{
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lass Node {
laimedby Skiplist ∗/ Node next;
laimedby Skiplist ∗/ Node nextSub;
laimedby Skiplist ∗/ int value ;

lass Skiplist

private stati Node root;
∗

/ :

publi stati spe var

ontent ::

objset ;

private vardefs " ontent == {x. x 6= null ∧ next∗ root x}";
invariant "tree [next℄" ;
invariant "∀ x y. nextSub x = y → next∗ (next x) y";
invariant "∀ x. x 6= null ∧ next∗ root x →

next x = null ∧ (∀ y. y 6= null → next y 6= x)";

∗/

publi stati void add(Node e)
∗ requires "e 6= null ∧ e ∈
/ ontent"
modies ontent
ensures " ontent = old ontent ∪ {e}"

/ :

∗/

{

if (root == null) {
root = e;

}

}

}

return;

int v = e.value ;
Node sprev = root;
Node s urrent = root.nextSub;
while (( s urrent != null) && (s urrent.value < v)) {
sprev = s urrent ; s urrent = s urrent.nextSub;
}
Node prev = sprev;
Node urrent = sprev.next;
while (( urrent != s urrent) && ( urrent.value < v)) {
prev = urrent; urrent = urrent.next;
}
e.next = urrent; prev .next = e;
boolean nondet;
if (nondet) {
sprev .nextSub = e; e.nextSub = s urrent;
} else {
e.nextSub = null;
}

Figure 5.4: Skip list example
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next

Figure 5.5: Students data stru ture instan e

next as the ba kbone eld of the data stru ture.
The fourth invariant states that if an obje t x is not in either ST or SC, then its next eld
is set to null, and no obje t points to x.
The last invariant is a eld onstraint on the attends eld: it states that for any student,
eld attends points to some (undetermined) element of the SC set of s hools. Note that this
versa). The third invariant denes eld

goes beyond the power of previous analyses, whi h required the identity of the s hool pointed
to by the student be fun tionally determined by the identity of the student. The example
therefore illustrates how our analysis eliminates a key restri tion of previous approa hes
ertain data stru tures exhibit properties that the logi s in previous approa hes were not
expressive enough to

apture.

In general, previous approa hes

ould express and verify

properties that were, in some sense, more restri tive than the properties of many data
stru tures that we would like to implement. Be ause our analysis supports properties that
express the

orre t level of partial information (for example, that a eld points to some

undetermined obje t within a set of obje ts), it is able to su

essfully analyze these kinds

of data stru tures.

5.2 Field Constraint Analysis
This se tion presents the eld

onstraint analysis algorithm and proves its soundness as well

as, for some important

ompleteness.

5.2.1
We

ases,

Field Constraints

L

onsider a logi

onsists of unary fun tion symbols
onstant symbols

x∈

Σ = (B, C, ty) as des ribed in Se tion 2.2.1 where Σ
f ∈ Fld orresponding to elds in data stru tures and

over a signature
Var

orresponding to referen e variables. For simpli ity we assume

that there is only one other type

onstant than

bool

and that

D

is the domain of that type

onstant. The extension to multisorted logi s is straightforward.
We use monadi

se ond-order logi

general we only require
a formula

F

in

L,

L

to support

we denote by

We assume that

L

(MSOL) over trees as our working example, but in
onjun tion, impli ation and equality reasoning. For

Fields(F ) ⊆ C

urring in

F.

is de idable over some set of well-formed stru tures and we assume

that this set of stru tures is expressible by a

invariant [60℄. For simpli ity, we
of a stru ture to the elds in
for

the set of all elds o

losed formula

I

in

L.

We

all

I

the simulation

onsider the simulation itself to be given by the restri tion

Fields(I), i.e., we assume that there exists a de ision pro edure
I → F where F is a formula su h that

he king validity of impli ations of the form

5.2.

}
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lass Elem {
publi /∗: laimedby Students ∗/ Elem attends;
publi /∗: laimedby Students ∗/ Elem next;
lass Students {
private stati Elem students;
private stati Elem s hools;
∗

/ :

publi stati spe var ST :: objset ;
vardefs "ST == {x. x 6= null ∧ next∗ students x}";
publi stati spe var SC :: objset ;
vardefs "SC == {x. x 6= null ∧ next∗ s hools x}";
publi invariant " null ∈/ (ST ∪ SC)";
publi invariant "ST ∩ SC = ∅";
invariant "tree [next℄" ;
invariant "∀ x y. attends x = y → (x ∈ ST → y ∈ SC) ∧

(x ∈
/ ST → y = null)";

invariant "∀ x. x ∈/ (ST ∪ SC ∪ {null}) →

(∀ y. y 6= null → next y 6= x) ∧ next x = null";

∗/

publi stati void addStudent(Elem st, Elem s )
∗ requires "st ∈
/ (ST ∪ SC ∪ {null}) ∧ s ∈ SC"
modies ST
ensures "ST = old ST ∪ {st}"

/ :

∗/

{

}

}

st . attends = s ;
st .next = students;
students = st;

Figure 5.6: Students and s hools example

Fields(F ) ⊆ Fields(I). In our running example, MSOL, the simulation invariant I states
Fields(I) span a forest.
We all a eld f ∈ Fields(I) a ba kbone eld, and all a eld f ∈ FldrFields(I) a derived
eld. We refer to the de ision pro edure for formulae with elds in Fields(I) over the set of
stru tures dened by the simulation invariant I as the underlying de ision pro edure. Field
that the elds in

onstraint analysis enables the use of the underlying de ision pro edure to reason about
nondeterministi ally
using eld

onstrained derived elds.

We state invariants on the derived elds

onstraints.

Denition 47 (Field onstraints on derived elds)

A eld

onstraint

FCf

for a sim-
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is a formula of the form

FCf ≡ ∀v w. f (v) = w → Ff (v, w)
Ff

where

Ff

We

Fields(Ff ) ⊆ Fields(I), and (2)
I , i.e., I |= ∀v. ∃y. Ff (v, w).
FCf deterministi if Ff is deterministi with respe t to I , i.e.,

is a formula with two free variables su h that (1)

is total with respe t to
all the

onstraint

I |= ∀v w u. Ff (v, w) ∧ Ff (v, u) → w = u .
We write

FC

for the

Note that Denition 47

FCf

onjun tion of
overs arbitrary

for all derived elds

f.

onstraints on a eld be ause

FCf

is equivalent to

∀v. Ff (v, f (v)).
The totality
its

ondition (2) is not required for the soundness of our approa h, only for

ompleteness, and rules out invariants equivalent to false. The

involve derived elds and

an therefore be

ondition (2) does not

he ked automati ally using a single

all to the

underlying de ision pro edure.
Our goal is to
with possible o

he k validity of formulae of the form
urren es of derived elds. If

there is nothing to do be ause in that
validity problem without eld

Lemma 48
Then

I |= G

Proof.

G

does not

where

G

is a formula

ontain any derived elds then

he king validity immediately redu es to the

onstraints, as given by the following lemma.

G be a formula
I ∧ FC |= G.

Let
i

ase

I ∧ FC → G,

su h that

Fields(G) ⊆ Fields(I).

The left-to-right dire tion follows immediately.

I ∧ FC → G is valid. Let A
onstraints in FC there exists a stru

For the right-to-left dire tion

A |= I . By totality of all
|= I ∧FC and A′ diers from
eld
A only in the interpretation of derived elds. Sin e Fields(G) ⊆ Fields(I) and I ontains no
′
derived elds we have for any assignment β that A , β |= G implies A, β |= G.
assume that

To

he k validity of

I ∧ FC → G,

be a stru ture su h that

′
ture A su h that

A′

we therefore pro eed as follows. We rst obtain a

′
formula G from G by eliminating all o urren es of derived elds in G. Next, we he k
′
validity of G with respe t to I . In the ase of a derived eld f that is dened by a
deterministi

eld

onstraint, o

urren es of

formula and substituting ea h term
nondeterministi

eld

f (x) = y

f

G an
Ff (x, y).

in

by

be eliminated by attening the
However, in the general

onstraints su h a substitution is only sound for negative o

of derived elds, sin e the eld

ase of

urren es

onstraint gives an over-approximation of the derived eld.

Therefore, a more sophisti ated elimination algorithm is needed.

5.2.2

Eliminating Derived Fields

Figure 5.7 presents our algorithm
of

f

F ≡ Ff .

Elim

for elimination of derived elds. Consider a derived

Elim is that we an repla e an o urren e G(f (v))
f by a new variable w that satises F (v, w), yielding a stronger formula ∀w. F (v, w) →
G(w). As an improvement, if G ontains two o urren es f (v1 ) and f (v2 ), and if v1 and
v2 evaluate to the same value, then we attempt to repla e f (v1 ) and f (v2 ) with the same
eld

and let

The basi

idea of
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Terms(S) −
FV(S) −
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a term or a formula
terms o

urring in

variables free in

S

S

Ground(S) = {t ∈ Terms(S). FV(t) ⊆ FV(S)}
Derived(S) −

pro
pro

derived fun tion symbols in

S

Elim(G) = elim(G, ∅)
elim(G :

formula in negation normal form;

K : set of (variable,eld,variable) triples):
let T = {f (t) ∈ Ground(G). f ∈ Derived(G) ∧ Derived(t) = ∅}
if T 6= ∅ do
hoose f (t) ∈ T
hoose v, w fresh rst-order variables
let F = Ff
V
let F1 = F (v, w) ∧ (vi ,f,wi )∈K (v = vi → w = wi )
let G1 = G[f (t):= w]
return ∀v. v = t → ∀w. (F1 → elim(G1 , K ∪ {(v, f, w)}))
else ase G of
|
Qv. G1 where Q ∈ {∀, ∃} :
return Qv. elim(G1 , K)
|
G1 op G2 where op ∈ {∧, ∨} :
return elim(G1 , K) op elim(G2 , K)
|
else return G
Figure 5.7: Derived-eld elimination algorithm

K of triples (v, f, w) to re ord previously
2
assigned values for f (v). Elim runs in time O(n ) where n is the size of the formula and
produ es an at most quadrati ally larger formula. Elim a epts formulae in negation normal
value.

Elim

implements this idea using the set

form, where all negation signs apply to atomi
quantier

Qu

binds a variable

u

formulae. We generally assume that ea h

that is distin t from other bound variables and distin t

from the free variables of the entire formula. The algorithm
rst-order formulae, but is also appli able to

Elim

is presented as a ting on

he king validity of quantier-free formulae

be ause it only introdu es universal quantiers whi h

an be repla ed by Skolem

onstants.

The algorithm is also appli able to multisorted logi s, and, by treating sets of elements as
a new sort, to MSOL. To make the dis ussion simpler, we
of

Elim

where the nondeterministi

arbitrary, but xed, linear ordering on terms.
applying
The

Elim

to a formula

orre tness of

Elim

onsider a deterministi

version

hoi es of variables and terms are resolved by some
We write

Elim(G)

to denote the result of

G.
is given by Theorem 49. The proof of Theorem 49 relies on the
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monotoni ity of logi al operations and quantiers in negation normal form of a formula.

Theorem 49 (Soundness)
I ∧ FC |= G.

Proof.

What is more,

The algorithm Elim is
I ∧ FC ∧ Elim(G) |= G.

G

By indu tion on the rst argument

sound:

elim
^

of

I ∧ FC ∧ elim(G, K) ∧

if

I ∧ FC |= Elim(G),

then

K,

we prove that, for all nite

Ffi (vi , wi ) |= G

(vi ,fi ,wi )∈K

K = ∅ we obtain I ∧ FC ∧ Elim(G) |= G, as desired. In the indu tive proof, the ases
T = ∅ are straightforward. The ase f (t) ∈ T uses the fa t that if A, β |= G[f (t):= w]
and A, β |= f (t) = w , then A, β |= G.
For

when

5.2.3

Completeness

We now analyze the

Denition 50

lasses of formulae

We say that algorithm

G

for whi h

Elim

is

Elim

is

omplete for

omplete.

(FC , G)

if and only if

I ∧ FC |= G implies I ∧ FC |= Elim(G) .
Note that we
if we let

annot hope to a hieve

FC ≡ true,

then

FC

ompleteness for arbitrary

imposes no

onstraints

FC .

Indeed,

onstraint whatsoever on the derived elds, and

reasoning about the derived elds be omes reasoning about uninterpreted fun tion symbols,
that is, reasoning in un onstrained predi ate logi . Su h reasoning is unde idable not only
for monadi

se ond-order logi , but also for mu h weaker fragments of rst-order logi

Despite these general observations, we have identied two
whi h

Elim

is

Elim is

ases important in pra ti e for

omplete (Theorem 51 and Theorem 57).

Theorem 51 expresses the fa t that, in the
isti ,

[47℄.

ase where all eld

onstraints are determin-

omplete (and then it redu es to previous approa hes [60,92℄ that are restri ted

to the deterministi
and fun tional to

ase). The proof of Theorem 51 uses the assumption that

on lude

∀v w. F (v, w) → f (v) = w, and then uses an indu

F

is total

tive argument

similar to the proof of Theorem 49.

Theorem 51 (Completeness for deterministi eld onstraints)
omplete for

(FC , G) when ea h eld onstraint
I ∧ FC ∧ G |= Elim(G).

in

FC

Algorithm

Elim

is

is deterministi .

What is more,

Proof.

onstraint F ≡ Ff . Let A be a stru ture and β an assignment
A, β |= I ∧ FC ∧ F (v, w). Be ause A, β |= F (v, f (v)) and F is deterministi by
assumption, we have A, β |= f (v) = w . It follows that I ∧ FC ∧ F (v, w) |= f (v) = w . We
then prove by indu tion on the argument G of elim that, for all nite K ,
^
I ∧ FC ∧ G ∧
fi (vi ) = wi |= elim(G, K)
Consider a eld

su h that

(vi ,fi ,wi )∈K

For

K = ∅ we obtain I ∧FC ∧G |= Elim(G), as desired. The indu tive proof is similar to the
ase f (t) ∈ T , we onsider a stru ture A and assignment β su h

proof of Theorem 49. In the
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V
A, β |= I ∧FC ∧G∧ (vi ,fi ,wi )∈K fi (vi ) = wi . Consider any v̄, w̄ ∈ D and assignment β ′
′
′
′
′
su h that: 1) β = β[v 7→ v̄, w 7→ w̄], 2) A, β |= v = t, 3) A, β |= F (v, w) and 4) A, β |= v =
vi → w = wi for all (vi , f, wi ) ∈ K . To show A, β ′ |= elim(G1 , K ∪ {(v, f, w)}), we onsider
a modied stru ture A1 = A[f v̄:= w̄] whi h is like A ex ept that the interpretation of f at
v̄ is w̄ . By A, β ′ |=VF (v, w) we on lude A1 |= I ∧ FC . By A, β ′ |= v = wi → w = wi , we
′
on lude A1 , β |=
(vi ,fi ,wi )∈K fi (vi ) = wi as well. Be ause I ∧ FC ∧ F (v, w) |= f (v) = w,
′
′
we on lude A1 , β |= f (v) = w . Be ause A, β |= v = t and Derived(t) = ∅, we have
′
′
A1 , β |= v = t so from A, β |= G we on lude A1 , β ′ |= G1 where G1 = G[f (t):= w].
′
By indu tion hypothesis we then on lude A1 , β |= elim(G1 , K ∪ {(v, f, w)}. Then also
A, β ′ |= elim(G1 , K ∪ {(v, f, w)} be ause the result of elim does not ontain f . Be ause v̄, w̄
were arbitrary, we on lude A, β |= elim(G, K).
that

We next turn to

ompleteness in the

ases that admit nondeterminism of derived elds.

Theorem 57 states that our algorithm is
weakest pre ondition operator to a

omplete for derived elds introdu ed by the

lass of post onditions that in ludes eld

onstraints.

This result is very important in pra ti e. For example, when we used a previous version
of an elimination algorithm that was in omplete, we were not able to verify the skip list
example in Se tion 5.1.2. To formalize our

ompleteness result, we introdu e two

lasses of

well-behaved formulae: ni e formulae and pretty ni e formulae.

Denition 52 (Ni e Formulae)
derived eld

f

in

G

is of the form

G is a ni e formula if ea
f (t), where t ∈ Ground(G).
A formula

h o

urren e of ea h

Ni e formulae generalize the notion of quantier-free formulae by disallowing quantiers
only for variables that are used as arguments to derived elds.
the elimination of derived elds from ni e formulae is

I ∧ FC |= G,

Lemma 53 shows that

omplete.

The intuition behind

wi su h that F (vi , wi )
an interpretation of the fun tion symbol f su h that f (vi ) = wi , and I ∧ FC
holds as well, and Elim(G) evaluates to the same truth value as G.

Lemma 53 is that if

Lemma 53

Elim

is

omplete for

Proof. Lemma 53 Let G be a ni

then for the

(FC , G)

if

G

hoi e of

we

an nd

holds, so

G

is a ni e formula.

e formula. To show that

I ∧ FC |= G

Elim(G), let I ∧ FC |= G and let f1 (t1 ), . . . , fn (tn ) be the o urren es
G. By assumption, t1 , . . . , tn ∈ Ground(G) and Elim(G) is of the form

implies

I ∧ FC |=

of derived elds in

∀v1 w1 . v1 = t1 → (F11 ∧
∀v2 w2 . v2 = t′2 → (F12 ∧
...
∀vn , wn . vn = t′n → (F1n ∧ G0 ) . . .))
where

t′i

j < i.

Here

diers from

F i = F fi

ti

in that some of its subterms may be repla ed by variables

and

F1i = F i (vi , wi ) ∧

^

j<i,fj =fi

(vi = vj → wi = wj ).

wj

for
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A of I ∧ FC , we show A is a models of Elim(G). Consider any assignment
vi , wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If any of the onditions vi = ti or F1i are false for this
assignment, then Elim(G) is true be ause these onditions are on the left-hand side of an
i
i
impli ation. Otherwise, onditions F1 (vi , wi ) hold, so by denition of F1 , if β(vi ) = β(vj ),
then β(wi ) = β(wj ). Therefore, for ea h distin t fun tion symbol fj there exists a fun tion
f¯j su h that f¯j (β(vi )) = β(wi ) for fj = fi . Be ause A, β |= F i (vi , wi ) holds and ea h
Ff is total, we an dene su h f¯j so that FC holds. Let A′ = A[fj 7→ f¯j ]j be a model
′
that diers from A only in that all fj are interpreted as f¯j . Then A |= I be ause I does
′
′
not mention derived elds and A |= FC by onstru tion. We therefore on lude A |= G.
′
Be ause A, β |= vi = ti and Derived(ti ) = ∅ we have A , β |= vi = ti . Using this fa t, as
well as f¯j (β(vi )) = β(wi ), by indu tion on subformulas of G0 we on lude that G0 has the
′
′
same truth value as G for A and β , so A , β |= G0 . Be ause G0 does not ontain derived
fun tion symbols, A, β |= G0 as well. Be ause β was arbitrary, we on lude A |= Elim(G).
Consider a model

β

to variables

This

ompletes the proof.

Remark.

Note that it is not the

holds. For example, take

∀w. w = b

I ∧ FC ∧ G |= Elim(G)
Elim(G) is equivalent to

ase that a stronger statement

FC ≡ true, and G ≡ f (a) = b. Then
ase that I ∧ f (a) = b |= ∀w. w = b.

and it is not the

Denition 54 (Pretty Ni e Formulae)

The set of pretty ni e formulae is dened in-

du tively by 1) a ni e formula is pretty ni e; 2) if
is pretty ni e; 3) if

G

is pretty ni e and

v

G1

and

G2

are pretty ni e, then

is a rst-order variable, then

∀v. G

G1 ∧ G2

is pretty ni e.

Pretty ni e formulae therefore additionally admit universal quanti ation over argu-

skolem as follows: 1) skolem(∀v. G) = G; 2)
skolem(G1 ∧ G2 ) = skolem(G1 ) ∧ skolem(G2 ); and 3) skolem(G) = G if G is not of the
form ∀v. G or G1 ∧ G2 .
ments of derived elds.

Lemma 55

Dene fun tion

The following observations hold:

1. ea h eld

onstraint

FCf

is a pretty ni e formula;

G is a pretty ni e formula, then skolem(G) is a ni e
H |= G i H |= skolem(G) for any set of formulae H .

2. if

The next Lemma 56 shows that pretty ni e formulae are
from the

G

losed under

wlp; the lemma follows

onjun tivity of the weakest pre ondition operator.

Lemma 56
If

formula and

Let

c

be a

G is a ni e formula, then wlp(c)(G) is a ni e formula.
wlp(c)(G) is equivalent to a pretty ni e formula.

ommand. If

is a pretty ni e formula, then

Lemmas 56, 55, 53, and 48 imply our main theorem, Theorem 57.
that

Elim

is a

omplete te hnique for

onstraints, even if they are
is also

Theorem 57 implies

he king preservation (over straight-line

ode) of eld

onjoined with additional pretty ni e formulae.

Elimination

omplete for data stru ture operations with loops as long as the ne essary loop

invariants are pretty ni e.

Theorem 57 (Completeness for preservation of eld onstraints)
jun tion of eld

onstraints,

G

a pretty ni e formula, and

I ∧ FC |= wlp(c)(G ∧ FC )

i

c

a

Let

FC

ommand. Then

I |= Elim(wlp(c)(skolem(G ∧ FC ))).

be a on-
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FCnextSub ≡ ∀v1 v2 . nextSub(v1 ) = v2 → next + (v1 , v2 )
wlp((e.nextSub:= root .nextSub ; e.next:= root ), FCnextSub )

G ≡
≡

∀u1 u2 . nextSub[e:= nextSub(root )](u1 ) = u2 →
(next[e:= root ])+ (u1 , u2 )

G′ ≡

skolem(Elim(G)) ≡
v1 = root → next + (v1 , w1 ) →
v2 = v1 → next + [e:= w1 ](v2 , w2 ) ∧ (v2 = v1 → w2 = w1 ) →
w2 = u2 → (next[e:= root ])+ (u1 , u2 )

Figure 5.8: Elimination of derived elds from a pretty ni e formula. The notation
denotes the irreexive transitive

Example 58

losure of predi ate

next +

next(v) = w.

The example in Figure 5.8 demonstrates the elimination of derived elds

Elim. It is inspired by the skip list example from Se tion 5.1.
G expresses the preservation of eld onstraint FCnextSub for updates of
elds next and nextSub that insert e in front of root . This formula is valid under the assumption that ∀v. next(v) 6= e holds. The algorithm Elim rst repla es the inner o urren e
nextSub(root ) and then the outer o urren e of nextSub . Theorem 57 implies that the resulting formula skolem(Elim(G)) is valid under the same assumption as the original formula
G.
using algorithm

The formula



Limits of ompleteness.

In our implementation, we have su

ontext of MSOL, where we en ode transitive
Unfortunately, formulae that

ontain transitive

Elim.

losure logi s over general graphs [59℄. On the other

for dierent

5.2.4

losure in rst-order logi ,

omplete reasoning about rea hability over the ba kbone elds. It

is therefore useful to be able to
this purpose, it

in the

This behavior is to be expe ted

hand, unlike approa hes based on axiomatizations of transitive
our use of MSOL enables

Elim

losure of derived elds are often not pretty

ni e, leading to false alarms after the appli ation of
due to the unde idability of transitive

essfully used

losure using se ond-order quanti ation.

onsider a eld as part of a ba kbone whenever possible. For

an be helpful to verify

onjun tions of

onstraints using dierent ba kbone

onjun ts.

Dis ussion

Verifying onjun tions of onstraints.
forms an a y li

In our skip list example, the eld

(sub-)list. It is therefore possible to verify the

independently, with

nextSub

a derived eld in the rst

onjun tion of

nextSub

onstraints

onjun t (as in Se tion 5.1.2) but a
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onjun t. Therefore, although the reasoning about transitive

losure is in omplete in the rst

onjun t, it is

omplete in the se ond

Verifying programs with loop invariants.

onjun t.

The te hnique des ribed so far supports

the following approa h for verifying programs annotated with loop invariants:
1. generate veri ation

onditions using loop invariants, pre-, and post onditions;

2. eliminate derived elds from veri ation

onditions using

Elim

skolem);

(and

3. de ide the resulting formula using a de ision pro edure su h as MONA [64℄.

Field onstraints spe i to program point.
when, instead of having one global eld

Our

ompleteness results also apply

onstraint, we introdu e dierent eld

onstraints

for ea h program point. This allows the developer to rene data stru ture invariants with
the information about the data stru ture spe i

to parti ular program points.

Field onstraint analysis and loop invariant inferen e.

Field

not limited to veri ation in the presen e of loop invariants. It

onstraint analysis is

an also be used to infer

loop invariants automati ally. Our implementation des ribed in Chapter 6

ombines eld

onstraint analysis with domain predi ate abstra tion.
Re all from Se tion 3.4.3 that in domain predi ate abstra tion the abstra tion of the
on rete post operator is

omputed by de iding validity of impli ations of the form:

K ∧ C(~v ) → wlp(c)(p(~v )) .
Here

K

p(~v )

a literal over abstra tion predi ates. We use eld

is a

losed formula,

C(~v ) is a

onjun tion of literals over abstra tion predi ates and
onstraint analysis to

he k validity

of these formulae by augmenting them with the appropriate simulation invariant
onstraints

FC

I

and eld

that spe ify the data stru ture invariants we want to preserve:

I ∧ FC ∧ K ∧ C(~v ) → wlp(c)(p(~v )) .
The only problem arises from the fa t that these additional invariants may be temporarily
violated during program exe ution.
omplete loop free paths in the

To ensure appli ability of the analysis, we abstra t

ontrol ow graph of the program at on e. That means we

only require that simulation invariants are valid at loop

ut points and hen e part of the

loop invariants. This supports the programming model where violations of data stru ture
invariants are

onned to the interior of basi

blo ks [92℄.

Amortizing invariant he king in loop invariant inferen e.
proa h to
formedness

ombine eld

A straightforward ap-

onstraint analysis with abstra t interpretation would do a well-

he k for global invariants and eld

onstraints at every step of the xed-point

omputation, invoking a de ision pro edure at iteration of the xed-point
following insight allows us to use a single well-formedness

omputation. The

he k per basi

blo k: the loop

invariant synthesized in the presen e of well-formedness is identi al to the loop invariant
synthesized by ignoring the well-formedness

he k. We therefore spe ulatively

ompute the
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abstra tion of the system under the assumption that both the simulation invariant and the
eld
been

onstraints are preserved. After the least xed point
omputed, we generate for every loop free path

γ(lfp #
ℓ )

program
and

of the abstra t system has

with start lo ation

ℓ

a veri ation

#
where lfp ℓ is the proje tion of

I ∧ FC ∧
→ wlp(c)(I ∧ FC )
lo ation ℓ. We then use again our elimination

ondition:

c

lfp #

he k the validity of these veri ation

lfp #

to

algorithm to eliminate derived elds

onditions. If they are all valid then the analysis

is sound and the data stru ture invariants are preserved.

Note that this approa h su -

eeds whenever the straightforward approa h would have su

eeded, so it improves analysis

performan e without degrading the pre ision.

5.3 Further Related Work
Some de ision pro edures are ee tive at reasoning about lo al properties in data stru tures
[71, 90℄, but are not

omplete for reasoning about rea hability.

Promising, although still

in omplete, approa hes in lude [82℄ as well as [74, 93℄. Some rea hability properties

an be

redu ed to rst-order properties using hints in the form of ghost elds [68, 90℄ or by using
de idable extensions of rst-order logi

[48℄.

Separation logi

[96, 97, 105℄ eliminates the

need for reasoning about rea hability, but instead requires te hniques for reasoning about
indu tive predi ates [14, 94℄.
In general,

ompleteness

an be a hieved by representing loop invariants or

loop invariants by formulae in a de idable logi

that supports transitive

andidate

losure [4, 70, 92,

102, 115, 120, 122, 124℄. These approa hes treat de ision pro edure as a bla k box and, when
applied to MSOL, inherit the limitations of stru ture simulation [60℄.

Our work

an be

viewed as a te hnique for lifting existing de ision pro edures into de ision pro edures that
are appli able to a larger

lass of stru tures. Therefore, it

an be in orporated into all of

these previous approa hes.

5.4 Con lusion
Histori ally, the primary

hallenge in shape analysis was seen to be dealing ee tively with

the extremely pre ise and detailed

onsisten y properties that

hara terize many (but by no

means all) data stru tures. Perhaps for this reason, many formalisms were built on logi s
that supported only data stru tures with very pre isely dened referen ing relationships.
This

hapter presents a te hnique that supports both the extreme pre ision of previous

approa hes and the

ontrolled redu tion in the pre ision required to support a more general

lass of data stru tures whose referen ing relationships may be random, depend on the
history of the data stru ture, or vary for some other reason that pla es the referen ing
relationships inherently beyond the ability of previous logi s and analyses to
We have deployed this analysis in the

hara terize.

ontext of the Jahob program analysis and veri ation

system. Our results show that it is ee tive at analyzing individual data stru tures. Our
analysis is further able to verify data stru ture interfa es. Our experien e in the Hob system
[77℄ indi ates that su h interfa es allow other, more s alable analyses to verify larger-grain
data stru ture
In a broader

onsisten y properties whose s ope spans larger regions of the program [76℄.
ontext, we view our result as taking an important step towards the pra -
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By supporting data stru tures whose ba kbone fun -

tionally determines the referen ing relationships as well as data stru tures with inherently
less stru tured referen ing relationships, it promises to be able to su

essfully analyze the

broad range of data stru tures that arise in pra ti e. Its integration within the Jahob program analysis and veri ation framework shows how to leverage this analysis

apability to

obtain more s alable analyses that build on the results of shape analysis to verify important
properties that involve larger regions of the program. Ideally, this resear h will signi antly
in rease our ability to ee tively deploy shape analysis and other subsequently enabled
analyses on important programs of interest to the pra ti ing software engineer.

Chapter 6

Design and Implementation of the
Bohne Verier
In the previous

hapters we developed a new symboli

shape analysis.

te hniques have been implemented and evaluated in a tool

All the presented

alled Bohne. Bohne is imple-

mented on top of the Jahob data stru ture veri ation system [66, 67, 125℄. In the following,
we give an overview of the tool. We des ribe details of the analysis that are more implementation spe i

but important for making the analysis pra ti al.

Contributions.

The main

ontributions des ribed in this

hapter are summarized as

follows:

•

We des ribe a method for synthesis of Boolean heap programs that improves the
e ien y of xed point
that

an

omputation by pre omputing abstra t transition relations and

ontrol the pre ision/e ien y trade-o by re omputing abstra t transition

relations on demand during xed point

•

We present a domain-spe i

omputation.

quantier instantiation te hnique that signi antly im-

proves the running time of the analysis. Furthermore, it often eliminates the need for
the underlying de ision pro edures to deal with quantiers.

•

We introdu e semanti

a hing of de ision pro edure queries a ross dierent xed

point iterations and even dierent analyzed pro edures. The

a hing yields substan-

tial improvements for pro edures that exhibit some similarity, whi h opens up the
possibility of using our analysis in an intera tive

•

We des ribe an implementation of eld
reasoning in higher-order logi
formulae in monadi

ontext.

onstraint analysis that enables automated

by approximating higher-order logi

se ond-order logi

formulae with

over trees.

We used Bohne to verify a range of data stru tures implementations and data stru ture
lients without manually spe ied loop invariants or manually provided abstra tions. Our
examples in lude implementations of lists (with iterators and with ba k pointers), twolevel skip lists, sorted lists, trees (with and without parent pointers), threaded trees as
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ombinations of these data stru tures. An overview of our

ase studies is found in

Se tion 6.5.

6.1 Deployment in the Jahob System
The goal of the Jahob system [66, 67, 125℄ is to verify data stru ture
in the

extended with annotations written as spe ial
be

onsisten y properties

ontext of non-trivial programs. The input language for Jahob is a subset of Java
omments.

ompiled and exe uted using existing Java

spe i ation language is similar to JML [78℄:

Therefore, Jahob programs

ompilers and virtual ma hines.

an

Jahob's

it supports pre onditions, post onditions,

invariants, and spe i ation variables. The main dieren e is that assertions in Jahob are
expressed in a subset of Isabelle/HOL [95℄.
Figure 6.1 gives an overview of Jahob's system ar hite ture. Our symboli
is implemented on top of Jahob.

Bohne

shape analysis

an be either used as a stand-alone program or

alled from within Jahob. Both versions take as input the sour e program annotated with
the properties to verify. The stand-alone version will analyze the program and either produ e
an invariant that guarantees the
if the system is in orre t.

If

orre tness of the annotated properties, or an error tra e

alled from within Jahob then the output of Bohne is the

sour e program annotated with the inferred loop invariants. The annotated program
be either passed dire tly to a veri ation
program analyses.

an

ondition generator or used as input to other

Bohne exploits Jahob's fa ilities for veri ation

ondition generation

and its reasoning ba kend as bla k boxes.
Jahob's reasoning ba kend integrates a diverse set of theorem provers and de ision proedures whi h are used to automate reasoning about higher-order logi

formulae.

reasoning ba kend works as follows. Jahob rst splits formulae into an equivalent

The

onjun -

tion of independent smaller formulae. Jahob then attempts to prove ea h of the resulting
onjun ts using a (potentially dierent) spe ialized reasoning pro edure. Ea h spe ialized
reasoning pro edure in Jahob de ides a subset of higher-order logi
dure therefore rst approximates a higher-order logi

formulae. Su h a pro e-

formula using a formula in the subset,

and then proves the resulting formula using a spe ialized algorithm. We will des ribe this
approximation by means of our eld

onstraint analysis that we presented in Chapter 5.

6.2 Implementation of Domain Predi ate Abstra tion
In this se tion we dis uss some of the algorithmi

aspe ts of the implementation of domain

predi ate abstra tion in Bohne. Bohne implements the lazy nested abstra tion renement
algorithm presented in Chapter 4 with domain predi ate abstra tion as the underlying
analysis. The abstra t post operator of the analysis is the
that we des ribed in Se tion 3.4.

Re all that we used the

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post
ontext operator

κ

as the key

tuning parameter for the pre ision/e ien y trade-o of our abstra t post operator. The
ontext operator is a monotone fun tion that maps a set of abstra t states
approximation of the
for

S#

to an over-

#
on retization of S . Its purpose is to provide non-lo al information

omputing pre ise lo al updates of abstra t obje ts. In the following, we des ribe the

ontext operator that is implemented in Bohne and explain how it is in orporated into
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Figure 6.1: Jahob system ar hite ture.

Bohne's xed point

omputation loop.

What makes Bohne's xed point
post is

omputation loop spe ial is the fa t that the abstra t

omputed on-demand in ea h xed point iteration. In parti ular, the

ontext oper-

ator that denes the abstra t post is not xed throughout the analysis. Instead, it is parameterized by the already explored abstra t states. Note that this on-demand abstra tion
is dire tly in orporated into the lazy abstra tion renement loop presented in Chapter 4.
However, for exposition purposes we explain the idea of on-demand abstra tion by means
of a simple xed point

omputation loop without abstra tion renement. Therefore, in the

following we will x a global set of abstra tion predi ates

P

that is used throughout the

analysis.
The pro edure

OnDemandAbstraction in Figure 6.2 sket

hes the xed point

omputation

loop with on-demand abstra tion. The input of this pro edure is the program to be analyzed
and a set of abstra tion predi ates. The pro edure

onstru ts an abstra t rea hability tree

(ART), similar to the nested lazy abstra tion renement loop presented in Chapter 4. Ea h
node in the ART is labeled by a lo ation and a set of abstra t states.
nodes are labeled by

Edges between

ommands of the input program. The paths in the ART

orrespond

to tra es in the abstra t program. Upon termination the pro edure returns the root node
of the

omputed ART from whi h the least xed point of the abstra t post operator

an be

extra ted.
In ea h iteration of the loop in pro edure

OnDemandAbstraction,

one unpro essed ART

edge (r1 , c, r2 ) is sele ted. Then the abstra t post for ommand c and abstra t states
r1 .states is omputed and the result stored in r2 . If new abstra t states have been dis overed
at lo ation r2 .loc then new outgoing ART edges for r2 are reated and added to the set
of unpro essed edges. The abstra tion of ommand c is omputed on-demand. It uses a
ontext operator κ that depends on the abstra t states at lo ation r1 .loc that have been
dis overed, so far. Thus, the
an

ontext operator and the abstra tion of a parti ular

hange from one iteration of the loop to the next.

ommand

However, we make sure that the
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pro OnDemandAbstraction
input
(Σ, D, X, L, ℓ0 , ℓE , T ) :
P:

program

set of abstra tion predi ates

begin
let succ(r) =
let Succ = ∅
for all (r.loc, c, ℓ′ ) ∈ T do
let r′ = hloc : ℓ′ , states : ⊥i
add an edge

c

r → r′

Succ:= Succ ∪ {(r, c, r ′ )}

done
return Succ

let r0 = hloc = ℓ0 ; states : ⊤i
let Unprocessed = succ(r0 )
while Unprocessed 6= ∅ do
hoose (r1 , c, r2 ) ∈ Unprocessed
Unprocessed := Unprocessed − {(r1 , c, r2 )}
F
let Context = r { r.states | r.loc = r1 .loc }

let κ = contextop(Context )
let New = CSCPost(c, κ, r1 .states)
F
let Old = r { r.states | r.loc = r2 .loc }
r2 .states:= New

if New 6⊑ Old then

Unprocessed := Unprocessed ∪ succ(r2 )

return r0

Figure 6.2: On-demand abstra tion

ontext operator

hanges monotoni ally.

This allows our analysis to take advantage of

pre omputed abstra tions from previous xed point iterations and in rementally re ompute
the abstra tion when the
the

ontext hanges in a signi ant way. In the following, we show how

ontext operator and the

6.2.1

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator are implemented.

Implementation of Context Operator

If we take into a

ount all available

text operator is the

ontext for the abstra tion of a

ommand (i.e., the

on-

on retization fun tion on abstra t states) then we need to re ompute

the abstra tion in every iteration of the xed point
sis would potentially be unsound.

omputation.

Otherwise the analy-

In order to avoid unne essary re omputations we use
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Ġ
def
contextop(S0# ) = λS # . if S # ⊑ S0# then instantiate ( S0# ) else true
^
def
instantiate(s# ) =
γ̇(s# ⊓˙ o# (λv. t = v)) t
(λv. t=v)∈P

def

#

o (p) = λp′ ∈ P. if p = p′ then {1} else {0, 1}

Figure 6.3:

the operator

contextop

to

This

Context instantiation and the

ompute a new

ontext operator

ontext operator for ea h iteration of the xed

point

omputation.

likely

hanges from one iteration to the next, but still provides enough information to ob-

ontext operator abstra ts the

ontext by a formula that less

tain su iently pre ise updates. For this purpose we introdu e a domain-spe i
instantiation te hnique.

We use this te hnique not only in

quantier

onne tion with the

ontext

operator, but more generally to eliminate any universal quantier in a de ision pro edure
query that originates from the

on retization of an abstra t state. This eliminates the need

for the underlying de ision pro edures to deal with quantiers.
Our

ontext operator is spe i ally designed for the analysis of heap programs where

abstra tion predi ates are mostly unary predi ates. For the analysis of heap programs, the
ontext operator provides the ne essary information for pre isely

omputing the ee t of

destru tive updates on rea hability properties. We observed that the most valuable part of
the

ontext is the information available over the obje ts that are involved in the destru tive

update: if we have a destru tive update

t.

If

s

and

t

s.f := t, these are the obje

ts denoted by terms

s and

are in fa t relevant for proving some property then our abstra tion renement

loop will generate

orresponding domain predi ates

(λv. s = v)

domain predi ates of this form singleton predi ates. Our
universally quantied formulae that result from the

and

(λv. t = v).

We

all

ontext operator instantiates the

on retization of abstra t states to the

obje ts that satisfy su h singleton predi ates.
Figure 6.3 denes the fun tion
states in the

S0# be the set of already explored abstra t
#
Then contextop(S0 ) maps all abstra t states that

contextop.

urrent xed point iteration.

Let

are pro essed in this iteration to one xed formula. This xed formula is

omputed by the

instantiate . Re all Denition 32: the fun tion contextop(S0# ) is a ontext operator
#
#
if (1) instantiate is monotone and (2) for every abstra t state s the formula instantiate (s )
#
is entailed by the on retization of s .
fun tion

Fun tion

instantiate

uses singleton predi ates to instantiate an abstra t state

s#

to a

quantier free formula (assuming all domain predi ates itself are quantier free). For every

t it
o# (p), i.e., the set of all abstra t obje ts in
s# that have a positive o urren e of predi ate p. This set of abstra t obje ts is on retized
and the resulting domain formula applied to t. The nal formula is represents nitely many
#
instantiations of γ({s }) with the terms t that o ur in singleton predi ates. Thus, it is easy
# instantiate (s# )
to see that instantiate is monotone and that for a given abstra t state s
#
is an abstra tion of γ({s }).
singleton predi ate

p

omputes the meet of

that denotes the obje t given by the evaluation of some term

s#

with abstra t obje t
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For any set of abstra t states

S#

the fun tion

contextop(S # )

is a

ontext

omputed

ontext

operator.
An important property of our xed point
operators

omputation loop is that the

hange monotoni ally from one iteration to the next.

Proposition 60

#
The fun tion contextop is monotone, i.e., let S1 and
#
#
#
stra t states with S1 ⊑ S2 . Then for all sets of abstra t states S :

S2#

be sets of ab-

contextop(S1# )(S # ) |= contextop(S2# )(S # ) .
Proposition 60 follows immediately from the monotoni ity of joins and monotoni ity of
fun tion

instantiate .

6.2.2

Implementation of Abstra t Post Operator

We now des ribe the implementation of the

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator.

Bohne represents sets of abstra t states as sets of ordered binary de ision diagrams (OBDDs) [27℄. This representation is not

anoni al. While it is in prin iple possible to

ally represent sets of abstra t states (e.g., by using nondeterministi

anoni-

BDDs [43℄), in pra ti e

the number of explored abstra t states is rather small and there exist many e ient and
mature BDD implementations.
negation,

In the following, we denote by the symbols

¬, ∧,

and

∨

onjun tion and disjun tion of Boolean fun tions represented as OBDDs.

Figure 6.4 sket hes the implementation of the
in Bohne. Pro edure

CSCPost

takes a

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post operator

ommand, a

ontext-operator and a set of abstra t

states as input and returns a set of abstra t states. The implementation exploits the representation of abstra t states as BDDs. First it pre omputes an abstra t transition relation

c# .

This abstra t transition relation represents the

given

ommand

ates. The
that

c in terms of abstra

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post for the

t obje ts over primed and unprimed abstra tion predi-

omputation of the abstra t transition relation relies on a fun tion

AbstractWLP

omputes an under-approximation of the weakest domain pre onditions of abstra tion

predi ates, as des ribed in Se tion 3.4.3.
On e the abstra t transition relation has been
the relational produ t of

c#

omputed, pro edure

and ea h given abstra t state.

standard operation provided by many BDD pa kages.

It

CSCPost

omputes

The relational produ t is a

onjoins an abstra t state with

the abstra t transition relation, proje ts the unprimed predi ates, and renames primed
to unprimed predi ates in the resulting abstra t state. Note that the abstra t transition
relation only depends on

ommand

c

and the

ontext formula

K.

This allows us to

a he

abstra t transition relations and avoid their re omputation in later xed point iterations if

K

is un hanged.

6.2.3
Our

Semanti

Ca hing

ontext operator does not prevent that the abstra tion of a given

be re omputed o

asionally in later xed point iterations.

ommand has to

Whenever we re ompute the

abstra tion, we would like to do this in rementally and reuse the results from previous xed
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pro CSCPost
input
c : Com
κ:

ontext operator

S# :

AbsStates

output
′

S # : AbsStates

begin
let K = κ(S # )
let c# = ⊤
if c# is pre omputed for (c, K) then c# := lookup(c, K)
else forea h p ∈ P do
c# := c# ∧
′
S # := ∅

p′ ∧ ¬AbstractWLP(c, K, ¬p) ∨
¬p′ ∧ ¬AbstractWLP(c, K, p)

!

forea h s# ∈ S # do
let s# ′ = RelationalProduct(s#, c# )
′

′

′

S # := S # ⊔ {s# }
return S # ′

end

Figure 6.4: Implementation of

ontext-sensitive Cartesian post

point iterations. We do this on the level of de ision pro edure
and the results of the

alls. Synta ti

alls by

a hing the queries

a hing of de ision pro edure queries has been used

before (e.g. [6℄ mentions its use in the SLAM system [7℄). The problem with simple synta ti
a hing of formulae in our approa h is that the

ontext formulae are passed to the de ision

pro edure as part of the queries, so a simple synta ti
we know that the

ontext and, thus, the

approa h is inee tive.

ontext formulae

However,

hange monotoni ally from one

iteration to the next.

We therefore

on the

ontext formulae o

ur in the ante edents of the queries, this allows

us to reuse negative results of entailment

he ks from previous xed point iterations. This

ontext. Sin e

a he formulae by keeping tra k of the partial order

method is ee tive be ause in pra ti e the number of invalid entailments that are
for

he ked

omputing the abstra tion is signi antly higher than the number of valid ones.
Furthermore, formulae are

ontained, this enables

a hed up to alpha equivalen e.

a hing results of de ision pro edure

Sin e the

a he is self-

alls not only a ross dierent

xed point iterations for a single run of the analysis, but even a ross dierent runs of the
analysis.

This yields substantial improvements for the analysis of programs that exhibit

some similarity, whi h opens up the possibility of using our analysis in an intera tive
text.

on-

For example, we veried a pro edure inserting an element into a sorted list (see

SortedList.add in Figure 6.1) and repeated the analysis without erasing the

a he on a mod-
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ied version of the same pro edure where two
About 90% of the results to de ision pro edure

ommuting assignments were ex hanged.
alls were found in the

a he,

ausing that

running time went down from 10s to 3s.

6.2.4

Further Optimizations

The main

hallenge for making our symboli

shape analysis pra ti al is to redu e the num-

ber of queries to the underlying de ision pro edure. We have to deal with a general problem
of predi ate abstra tion based approa hes, namely that the number of queries grows exponentially with the number of predi ates. In the following, we des ribe the te hniques that
we use to solve this problem.

In remental Abstra tion and Predi ate Abstra tion Heuristi s.
sitive Cartesian post redu es the problem of abstra ting a
problem of

he king entailments between

on rete

The

ontext-sen-

ommand

c

to the

onjun tions of domain predi ates and weakest

liberal pre onditions of domain predi ates. There are well-known te hniques in predi ate
abstra tion (see e.g. [7, 45℄) that prevent an exponential explosion of the number of de ision
pro edure
in

alls when

omputing the abstra tion of su h formulae. We use these te hniques

ombination with new methods that we developed for our generalized setting.

Bohne only

onsiders

onjun tions up to a xed length whi h gives a polynomial bound

on the number of de ision pro edure
abstra tion starting from
a formula then so do all

alls.

Se ond, Bohne in rementally

onjun tions of length one: whenever some

onjun tions subsumed by

C.

omputes the

onjun tion

Finally, we use synta ti

C

implies

heuristi s to

determine whether a predi ate is relevant for the abstra tion of a formula, e.g., by
the free variables o

First,

omparing

urring in the predi ate and the abstra ted formula.

Topologi al Order on Lo ations.

The number of re omputations of abstra t transi-

tions also depends on the strategy used for exploring unpro essed ART edges in the xed
point

omputation be ause it inuen es how often the

we have a sequen e of two loops in the

ontext

hanges.

For example, if

ontrol ow graph then one should rst explore

all abstra t states rea hable by following the rst loop before one starts the abstra tion of
the se ond loop; otherwise the

ontext of the se ond loop

hanges more often.

To avoid

this problem we store unpro essed edges in the rea hability graph in a priority queue. The
priority is dened by the topologi al order of the asso iated program lo ations in the DAG
that results from removing loop ba k-edges from the

ontrol-ow graph. We then

hoose

unpro essed edges with minimal priority to ensure that they are explored in the proper
order.

6.3 Implementation of Field Constraint Analysis
This se tion presents one of the paths through Jahob's reasoning ba k end to one of the
external de ision pro edures.

We des ribe the translation from an expressive subset of

Isabelle/HOL formulae (the input language) to monadi
output language of the translation). Our eld

se ond-order logi

over trees (the

onstraint analysis is an integral part of this

translation. The soundness of the translation is given by the

ondition that, if the output
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formula is valid, so is the input formula. Validity of the output formula is automati ally
he ked using MONA [63℄.
The input language allows

onstru ts su h as lambda abstra tion, sets and set

hensions, higher-order quantiers,
output language supports atomi

onditional expressions, and

ompre-

ardinality operators. The

formulae build from set expressions over uninterpreted

sets, equalities over terms build from unary fun tion symbols that

ontribute to the tree

ba kbone as well as rst and se ond-order quanti ation.

6.3.1

Splitting into Sequents

The proof obligations generated by Jahob's veri ation
sented as

ondition generator

an be repre-

onjun tions of multiple statements, be ause they represent all possible paths in

the veried pro edure, the validity of multiple invariants and post ondition

onjun ts, and

the absen e of run-time errors at multiple program points. The entailment tests generated
by Bohne often have a similar

onjun tive stru ture. The rst step in the translation splits

formulae into these individual
ess does not lose

onjun ts to prove ea h of them independently.

This pro-

ompleteness, yet it improves the ee tiveness of the theorem proving

pro ess be ause the resulting formulae are smaller than the starting formula.
splitting enables Jahob to prove dierent

Moreover,

onjun ts using dierent te hniques, allowing the

translation des ribed in this se tion to be

ombined with other translations [26, 69, 125℄.

In parti ular, Jahob has an inbuilt synta ti

prover that

an dis harge many simple proof

obligations immediately. Thus, only a small number of split proof obligations is a tually
passed on to an external prover.
After splitting, the resulting formulae have the form of sequents
We

all

A1 , . . . , An

the assumptions and

G

A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An =⇒ G.

the goal of the sequent.

The assumptions

typi ally en ode a path in the pro edure being veried, the pre ondition,
that hold at pro edure entry, as well as properties of our semanti

lass invariants

model of memory and

the relationships between sets representing Java types.

6.3.2

Translation to Monadi

Se ond-order Logi

After splitting of proof obligations the translation determines the set of ba kbone elds
and derived elds for our eld

onstraint analysis. The ba kbone elds are the su

fun tions in the trees that interpret formulae in the output language.

essor

The translation

sear hes for the spe ial assumption of the form

tree [f1 , . . . , fn ]
in the proof obligation. This assumption states that we are
a forest of trees with su

essor fun tions

f1

to

fn .

onsidering stru tures that form

Formally, the semanti s of

tree

as follows:
def

tree [f1 , . . . , fn ] =

let

f = (λv1 v2 .

(∀v w. f v w ∧

W

1≤i≤n fi v1 =v2 )
∗
f w v → v = null) ∧

in

(∀v w u. f v u ∧ f w u ∧ v 6= w → u = null) ∧
V
1≤i6=j≤n (∀v w. fi v = w ∧ fj v = w → w = null) .

is dened
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Next the translation sear hes for assumptions that are eld
that have the spe ial synta ti

onstraints, i.e., assumptions

form

∀v w. f v = w → F
where

F

only refers to ba kbone elds. A eld

onstraint of this forms determines that

a derived eld. If some eld in the input formula neither o
in the ante edent of a eld

urs in the

tree

f

is

assumption nor

onstraint then the translation adds a trivial eld

onstraint of

the form

∀v w. f v = w → true .
After ea h eld in the input formula has been determined to be either a ba kbone or
derived eld, the translation applies the elimination algorithm for derived elds presented
in Chapter 5. The out ome is a formula that is potentially stronger than the input formula
but only refers to ba kbone elds.

However, the resulting formula still

ontains many

onstru ts that are not supported by the output language. Therefore, the next step is to
apply a set of rewrite and approximation rules that eliminate these

onstru ts. We des ribe

these rules in the following.

Denition Substitution and Fun tion Unfolding.
variable denition, the translation substitutes its

When one of the assumptions is a

ontent in the rest of the formula (using

rules in Figure 6.5). This approa h supports denitions of variables that have
higher-order types, but are used simply as shorthands, su h as
operator

rtrancl_pt

omplex and

tree and the transitive

losure

dened in Se tion 2.2.1. When the denitions of variables are lambda

abstra tions, the substitution enables the subsequent beta redu tion. In addition to beta
redu tion, this phase also expands the equality between fun tions using the extensionality
rule (with

f =g

Flattening.

be oming

∀x.f x = g x).

To simplify further rewriting the next step is to atten the formula.

rules for attening equalities are given in Figure 6.6.
i ate symbols.

The

Similar rules apply to other pred-

Flattening introdu es fresh quantied variables, whi h

ould in prin iple

reate additional quantier alternations, making the proof pro ess more di ult. However,
ea h variable

∃v.v=e ∧ F
kind that
a

an be introdu ed using either an existential or universal quantier be ause

is equivalent to

∀v.v=e → F .

Our translation therefore

hooses the quantier

orresponds to the most re ently bound variable in a given s ope (taking into

ount the polarity), preserving the number of quantier alternations. The starting quan-

tier kind at the top level of the formula is
quantier-free expressions be ome Skolem

Cardinality Constraints.

Constant

∀, ensuring

that freshly introdu ed variables for

onstants.

ardinality

onstraints express natural generaliza-

tions of quantiers. For example, the statement there exists at most one element satisfying
predi ate

P

is given by

card({x. P x}) ≥ 1.

onstraints using the rules in Figure 6.7.

Our translation redu es

onstant

ardinality
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Var-Eq
(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ v1 = v2 ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G [v1 := v2 ]

Var-True

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ v ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G [v:= true]

Var-False

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ ¬v ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G [v:= false]

Var-Def

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ v = e ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G

(H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hi−1 ∧ Hi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hn ) =⇒ G [v:= e]
Figure 6.5:

v∈
/ F V (e)

Rules for denition substitution

Fun tion-argument

Equality-Normalization

v0 = f (e1 , . . . ., ei−1 , t, ei+1 , · · · , ek )

t=v

∃v. v = t ∧ v0 = f (e1 , . . . ., ei−1 , v, ei+1 , · · · , ek )

v=t

Equality-Unfolding
t1 = t2
∃v. v = t1 ∧ v = t2
Figure 6.6:

Rewriting rules for attening

omplex expressions below equalities.

Term

t

denotes a term whi h is not a variable.

Set Expressions.

Both our input and output language support set expressions.

How-

ever, in the output language set expressions are ex lusively built from uninterpreted sets.
We therefore need to eliminate set

omprehensions and nite set enumerations. Set

prehensions are useful, e.g., for dening spe i ation variables that model the
data stru tures. Figure 6.8 shows the rules for eliminating these

om-

ontent of

onstru ts from a attened

formula.

Conditional Expressions.
during

Conditional expressions are used to express fun tion updates

omputation of weakest liberal pre onditions. Conditional expressions

nated using

ase analysis (Figure 6.9). Flattening ensures that this

only variables and not

an be elimi-

ase analysis dupli ates

omplex expressions, keeping the translated formula polynomial.
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Card-Constraint-Eq

Card-Constraint-Leq

card(S) = k

card(S) ≤ k

card(S) ≤ k ∧ card(S) ≥ k

∃v1 , . . . , vk .S ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vk }

Card-Constraint-Geq
card(S) ≥ k
∃v1 , . . . , vk . {v1 , . . . , vk } ⊆ S ∧

^

vi 6= vj

1≤i<j≤k

Figure 6.7:

Rules for

Comprehension-Eq

onstant

ardinality

Comprehension-Lin l

Comprehension-Rin l

S = {v. F }

{v. F } ⊆ S

S ⊆ {v. F }

∀v. v ∈ S ↔ F

∀v. F → v ∈ S

∀v. v ∈ S → F

Comprehension-Elem

Enumeration-Eq

w ∈ {v. F }

S = {v1 , . . . , vn }
_
∀v. v ∈ S ↔
v = vi

F [v:= w]

Enumeration-Lin l

{v1 , . . . , vn } ⊆ S

_
v = vi  → v ∈ S
∀v. 


1≤i≤n

Enumeration-Rin l

w ∈ {v1 , . . . , vn }
_
v = vi
1≤i≤n

1≤i≤n

Figure 6.8:

Approximation.

Rules for set

1≤i≤n

Enumeration-Elem

S ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vn }
_
∀v. v ∈ S →
v = vi

logi

onstraints

omprehensions and nite set enumerations

Our translation maps higher-order formulae into monadi -se ond order

over trees, so there are

arithmeti , non-monadi

onstru ts that it

relations, and symboli

annot translate exa tly. Examples in lude
ardinality

onstraints (as in BAPA [69℄).

Our translation approximates su h subformulae in a sound way by repla ing them with
fresh sets or Boolean variables.

If the unsupported subformula

then we repla e the formula by the formula
in

F

and

S

F

ontains free variables

v ∈ S where v is the rst free variable o
S is bound in the same s ope as v .

is a fresh set variable. The variable

uring
These

repla ements also ensure that uninterpreted unary predi ate symbols in the input formula
are translated into monadi

sets. If the unsupported subformula is

it by a fresh Boolean variable. In both

ases, multiple o

losed then we repla e

urren es of a repla ed subformula

in the same s ope are repla ed by the same fresh variable.
Another problem is

aused by the fa t that the input language is multi-sorted while the
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Conditional

v1 = if v2 then v3 else v4

(v2 ∧ v1 = v3 ) ∨ (¬v2 ∧ v1 = v4 )
Figure 6.9:

Rule for

onditional expressions

output language is unsorted. Our translation only keeps subformulae that ex lusively use the
type

onstants

bool and obj.

Any subformula that uses other type

onstants is approximated

using the same te hnique as des ribed above. The result of the approximation is a stronger
formula whose validity implies the validity of the original formula.

6.3.3

Stru ture Simulation with MONA

After translation of the input formula into monadi

se ond-order logi

over trees, we give

the translated formula to the MONA de ision pro edure. MONA supports dierent modes
with dierent semanti

models su h as weak monadi

(WS1S) and weak monadi
none of these modes
the assumption

se ond-order logi

are always a y li

essor

with two su

essors (WS2S). Unfortunately
model in Jahob. In parti ular,

tree [f1 , . . . , fn ]

f null = null.

with one su

orresponds one-to-one to the semanti

obje ts that are dierent from
have

se ond-order logi

only states that there a y li ity and sharing-freeness for

null.

In fa t, in Jahob we assume that for all elds

On the other hand, the interpretations of su

f

we

essor relations in MONA

and sharing-free. We therefore use stru ture simulation [60℄ to en ode

formulae interpreted in logi al stru tures that satisfy Jahob's

tree

assumption in terms of

formulae in MONA. For performan e reasons we use dierent modes depending on the
number of ba kbone elds o

Simulating Lists.

uring in the proof obligation.

If the proof obligation

ba kbone eld then we use MONA's

m2l-str

ontains a tree assumption

tree [f ]

mode. In this mode MONA interprets for-

mulae over nite strings, or equivalently, over the natural numbers from 0 to some

n;

over one
onstant

tree [f ] form a (by a unique obje t null. The

see [63, Se tion 3.1℄ for details. Stru tures that satisfy the assumption

f that are terminated
null has a self y le with respe t to eld f . We en ode su h stru tures by simulating
the eld f in terms of the su essor fun tion on the natural numbers. In order to separate
the individual lists we dene a subset $NullSet of the natural numbers as terminals. This
means that the natural numbers between two onse utive elements in the set $NullSet
nite) forest of sharing free lists over eld
obje t

form one list in the original stru ture. All predi ate symbols su h as equality on individual obje ts, equality on sets, and set operations

orrespond to the respe tive operations in

MONA, modulo equivalen e of terminals. Figure 6.10 shows an example of a sequent with
a tree assumption over one ba kbone eld and the nal output of the translation. MONA
proves that the formula resulting from the translation is valid.

Simulating Trees.

If the proof obligation

one ba kbone eld then we use MONA's

ontains a tree assumptions with more than

ws2s

mode.

In this mode MONA interprets
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Proof obligation:

tree [f ] ∧ x 6= null ∧ f ∗ z x ∧ ¬(f ∗ z y) ∧
(∀v w. b v = w → f w = v ∨ w = null ∧ (v = null ∨ (∀u. f u 6= v)))
=⇒ (λv w. (if v = x then y else b v) = w)∗ y z
MONA input le:

m2l-str;
var2 $NullSet where ex1 v : v in $NullSet & (all1 v' : v' ~= v + 1);
pred null(var1 v) = v in $NullSet;
pred $Eq1(var1 v1, v2) = null(v2) & null(v1) | v1 = v2;
pred $Elem(var1 v1, var2 S) = ex1 v2 : v2 in S & $Eq1(v1, v2);
pred $Sub(var2 S1, S2) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S1) => $Elem(v1, S2);
pred $Eq2(var2 S1, S2) = $Sub(S2, S1) & $Sub(S1, S2);
pred $Union(var2 S1, S2, S3) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S2) | $Elem(v1, S1) <=> $Elem(v1, S3);
pred $Inter(var2 S1, S2, S3) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S2) & $Elem(v1, S1) <=> $Elem(v1, S3);
pred $Diff(var2 S1, S2, S3) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S1) & ~ $Elem(v1, S2) <=> $Elem(v1, S3);
var1 x
var1 y
var1 z
pred f(var1 v1, v2) = null(v2) & null(v1) | $Eq1(v1 + 1, v2) & ~ null(v1);
pred b(var1 v, w) = (f(w, v) | (null(v) | ~ (ex1 u : f(u, v))) & null(w));
~ null(x) &
(all2 S : $Elem(z, S) & (all1 v : $Elem(v, S) =>
(ex1 w : $Elem(w, S) & f(v, w))) => $Elem(x, S)) &
~ (all2 S : $Elem(z, S) & (all1 v : $Elem(v, S) =>
(ex1 w : $Elem(w, S) & f(v, w))) => $Elem(y, S)) &
=>
(all2 S : $Elem(y, S) &
(all1 v, w :
ex1
: ($Elem(v, S) & (~ $Eq1(y, v) & $Eq1( , w) |
$Eq1(y, v) & $Eq1(x, w)) => $Elem(w, S)) & b(v, )) => $Elem(z, S));

Figure 6.10: Translation of a valid sequent with a tree assumption over one ba kbone eld
and a eld

onstraint over a derived eld

formulae over binary trees; see [63, Se tion 7℄. We
many su

an en ode forests of trees with nitely

essor relations into binary trees. In order to simplify su h an en oding MONA

provides re ursive type de larations. We simulate stru tures satisfying assumptions of the
form

tree [f1 , . . . , fn ]

by de laring a re ursive type that represents lists of trees of arity

Ea h entry of su h a list

n.

orresponds to one root obje t of a tree in the simulated stru ture.

Similar to the en oding of lists we dene a unary predi ate

null that holds for all leaf nodes

of trees in the list. All predi ate symbols are again interpreted modulo equivalen e of leaf
nodes. Figure 6.11 shows an example of a sequent with a tree assumption for binary trees
and the result of our translation.

6.3.4

Optimizations

Monadi -se ond order logi
ision problem has high

is among the most expressive de idable logi s. Thus, the de-

omplexity. We developed a set of formula transformations that

signi antly de reases spa e

onsumption and running time of MONA. Without these trans-

formations MONA would often run out of spa e.
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Proof obligation:

tree [l, r] ∧ reach (l x) y ∧ reach (r x) y ∧
reach = rtrancl_pt (λv w. l v = w ∨ r v = w) =⇒ y = null
MONA input le:

ws2s;
type Bb = Bb_null, Bb_node(l: Bb, r: Bb);
type HEAP = Empty, BbTree(bbroot: Bb, $next: HEAP);
universe $U: HEAP;
tree [$U℄ $Heap where tree_root($Heap) = root ($U);
pred null(var1 v) = variant(v, $Heap, Bb, Bb_null) & v in $Heap;
pred $Eq1(var1 v1, v2) = null(v2) & null(v1) | v1 = v2;
pred $Elem(var1 v1, var2 S) = ex1 v2 : v2 in S & $Eq1(v1, v2);
pred $Sub(var2 S1, S2) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S1) => $Elem(v1, S2);
pred $Eq2(var2 S1, S2) = $Sub(S2, S1) & $Sub(S1, S2);
pred $Union(var2 S1, S2, S3) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S2) | $Elem(v1, S1) <=> $Elem(v1, S3);
pred $Inter(var2 S1, S2, S3) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S2) & $Elem(v1, S1) <=> $Elem(v1, S3);
pred $Diff(var2 S1, S2, S3) = all1 v1 : $Elem(v1, S1) & ~ $Elem(v1, S2) <=> $Elem(v1, S3);
var1 [$U℄ y where type(y, Bb) & y in $Heap;
var1 [$U℄ z where type(z, Bb) & z in $Heap;
pred r(var1 v1, v2) =
type(v1, Bb) & type(v2, Bb) & v1 in $Heap & v2 in $Heap & $Eq1(v2, su (v1, Bb, Bb_node, r)) |
null(v1) & null(v2);
pred l(var1 v1, v2) =
type(v1, Bb) & type(v2, Bb) & v1 in $Heap & v2 in $Heap & $Eq1(v2, su (v1, Bb, Bb_node, l)) |
null(v1) & null(v2);
(all2 S : (ex1 v : v in $Heap & type(v, Bb) & $Elem(v, S) & r(x, v)) &
(all1 w : ((ex1 u : u in $Heap & type(u, Bb) & $Elem(u, S) & l(u, w)) |
(ex1 u : u in $Heap & type(u, Bb) & $Elem(u, S) & r(u, w))) &
w in $Heap & type(w, Bb) => $Elem(w, S)) & S sub $Heap => $Elem(y, S)) &
(all2 S : (ex1 v : v in $Heap & type(v, Bb) & $Elem(v, S) & l(x, v)) &
(all1 w : ((ex1 u : u in $Heap & type(u, Bb) & $Elem(u, S) & l(u, w)) |
(ex1 u : u in $Heap & type(u, Bb) & $Elem(u, S) & r(u, w))) &
w in $Heap & type(w, Bb) => $Elem(w, S)) & S sub $Heap => $Elem(y, S))
=> null(y);

Figure 6.11: Translation of a valid sequent with tree assumption over two ba kbone elds

Validity Preserving Transformations.
the

omplexity of monadi

The problem with MONA is not so mu h that

se ond-order logi

is non-elementary. In pra ti e, the number

of quantier alternations in proof obligations is rather small. Instead, the problem is that
the size of the
o

onstru ted automata

an be exponential in the number of variables that

ur in the same s ope of a quantier. Unfortunately, MONA itself does not implement

any strong optimizations on the formula representation. We therefore implemented several
validity preserving transformation in Jahob that optimize the formula representation for
automata

onstru tion in MONA. The rst transformation is to push quantiers inside the

formula as mu h as possible, so that quantied subformulae are minimized. Next, we try
to eliminate quantiers of the form

F [v = e].

∀v. v=e → F

and

∃v. v=e ∧ F

by repla ing them with

This means that the formula is unattened and thus the size of the formula is

in reased. However, our experien e is that the ee t of a de reased number of quantied
variables far outweighs the ee t of in reased formula size.
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We fa ed the problem that the formulae passed to the de ision pro e-

ontain many assumptions

formula.

oming from the guards of transitions and the ba kground

Often these assumptions are irrelevant for proving a parti ular goal.

However,

they introdu e additional free variables to the proof obligation. This signi antly in reases
the running time of MONA. Using domain-spe i

knowledge, we developed heuristi s for

eliminating irrelevant assumptions from proof obligations. Our experien e suggest that this
is one of the most valuable te hniques that are needed to make the deployment of expensive
de ision pro edures su h as MONA pra ti al.

6.4 Implementation of Nested Abstra tion Renement
Our tool uses a few simple heuristi s to guess an initial set of domain predi ates from the
input program and its spe i ation. In parti ular, Bohne uses a simple synta ti
that

analysis

omputes for ea h program lo ation a set of singleton domain predi ates that denote

obje t-valued program variables that are relevant for this program point. For this purpose
the analysis propagates ba k weakest liberal pre onditions from the program's error lo ation
and extra ts for ea h program lo ation the set of obje t-valued program variables o
in the

omputed weakest liberal pre ondition. The propagation is

uring

ontinued until a xed

point is rea hed and the set of generated domain predi ates stabilizes at ea h program lo ation. We infer any additional domain predi ates by using our nested abstra tion renement
pro edure presented in Chapter 4.

6.4.1

Domain Predi ate Extra tion

We now des ribe the predi ate extra tion fun tion

extrPreds

that is used in the nested

abstra tion renement algorithm to extra t new predi ates from spurious error tra es. For
a formula
atomi

F , extrPreds(F )

skolemizes top-level universal quantiers in

propositions in the resulting formula.

lambda abstra tion over the introdu ed Skolem

6.4.2

F

and extra ts all

We obtain the new domain predi ates by
onstants in the atomi

propositions.

Rea hability Predi ates

Our predi ate extra tion fun tion synta ti ally extra ts new predi ates from weakest liberal
pre onditions of nite paths in the analyzed program. Thus, using this approa h we
infer new rea hability predi ates if su h predi ates do not already o

annot

ur in the program's

spe i ation. We therefore use an additional widening te hnique to infer new rea hability
predi ates from the domain predi ates that are extra ted from weakest liberal pre onditions.
For instan e, if the predi ate extra tion fun tion extra ts a domain predi ate

v)

then Bohne will also add the widening of this predi ate
Furthermore, if a rea hability predi ate o

(λv. f (f x) =

(λv. f ∗ x v).

urs in the spe i ation of the program then

omputing weakest liberal pre onditions will often introdu e eld updates in elds that
o

ur below the transitive

losure operator. It is useful to split su h predi ates into simpler

predi ates in order to obtain a more ne grained abstra tion.

For instan e, Bohne uses

the following equivalen e to rewrite eld updates below reexive transitive

losure of single
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he ked properties

DP

time (in s)

CR

List.traverse

MS, AC, SF

MONA

0.11

no

List. reate

MS, AC, SF

MONA

0.78

yes

List.getLast

MS, AC, SF, PC

MONA

0.53

no

List. ontains

MS, AC, SF, PC

MONA

0.53

no

List.insertBefore

MS, AC, SF

MONA

2.48

yes

List.append

MS, AC, SF

MONA

8.95

no

List.lter

MS, AC, SF

MONA

5.31

yes

List.partition

MS, AC, SF

MONA

149.16

yes

List.reverse

MS, AC, SF

MONA

5.52

yes

DLL.addLast

MS, AC, SF, DL, PC

MONA

2.05

yes

SortedList.add

MS, AC, SF, SO, PC

MONA, Z3

9.88

no

SkipList.add

MS, AC, SF, PC

MONA

10.82

yes

Tree.add

MS, AC, SF, PC

MONA

18.51

no

ParentTree.add

MS, AC, SF, PL, PC

MONA

20.48

no

ThreadedTree.add

MS, AC, SF, TH, SO, PC

MONA, Z3

445.93

no

Client.move

MS, CS

Z3

3.11

no

Client. reateMove

MS, CS, PC

Z3

41.07

yes

Client.partition

MS, CS, FC, PC

Z3

108.15

no

Properties: MS = memory safety, CS =

all safety, AC = a y li , SF = sharing free, DL = doubly

linked, PL = parent linked, TH = threaded, SO = sorted, FC = frame

ondition, PC = post

ondition

Table 6.1: Summary of experiments. Column DP lists the used de ision pro edures. Column CR indi ates whether Cartesian renement was required to su

essfully verify the

orresponding program.

elds:

(f [x:= y])∗ v w ≡ rtrancl_pt (λv1 v2 . f v1 =v2 ∧ v1 6=x) v w ∨
f ∗ v x ∧ rtrancl_pt (λv1 v2 . f v1 =v2 ∧ v1 6=x) y w .
Therefore, su h formulae introdu e three new predi ates.
ing does not violate the admissibility

Note that this kind of rewrit-

riterion on the predi ate extra tion fun tion that

is formulated in Denition 43 of Se tion 4.4, whi h means that our predi ate extra tion
pro edure guarantees progress of abstra tion renement.

6.5 Case Studies
We now provide the details of the

6.5.1

ase studies that we used to evaluate our approa h.

Overview

We applied Bohne to verify operations on a diverse set of data stru tures and properties.
Our

ase studies

over data stru tures su h as (sorted) singly-linked lists, doubly-linked
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lists, two-level skip lists, trees, trees with parent pointers, and threaded trees. The veried
properties in lude:

•

absen e of runtime errors su h as null dereferen es,

•

omplex data stru ture

onsisten y properties su h as preservation of the tree stru -

ture and sortedness

•

pro edure

ontra ts stating, e.g., how the set of elements stored in a data stru ture is

ae ted by the pro edure, and

•

full fun tional

orre tness of individual pro edures.

In parti ular, we veried pro edure

ontra ts and preservation of representation invariants

su h as sortedness and the in-order traversal invariant for operations on threaded binary
trees.
We further performed modular veri ation of data stru ture
for sets with iterators from the
pro edure

java.util library [110℄.

ontra ts to all operations in the interfa es

lients that use the interfa e

For these ben hmarks we annotated

Set

and

Iterator.

assume-guarantee reasoning inside Bohne to infer invariants for the

We then used

lient.

The inferred

invariants ensured that all pre onditions of data stru ture operations are satised at
sites in the

lient. Furthermore we veried fun tional

ode. All ben hmarks

orre tness properties of the

all

lient

an be found in the Jahob distribution that is provided on the Jahob

proje t web page [67℄.
Table 6.1 shows a summary for a

olle tion of ben hmarks running on a 2.66 GHz

Intel Core2 with 3 GB memory using one
Caml and

ompiled to native

ore. The system is implemented in Obje tive

ode. All the listed properties have been veried in a single

run of the analysis. We used dierent de ision pro edures for verifying the data stru ture
implementations and the data stru ture

lients. We used mainly MONA [63℄ for reasoning

about data stru ture implementations and the SMT solver Z3 [41℄ for proving sortedness
properties. For the data stru ture

lients we used Z3 only.

Note that our examples are not limited to stand-alone programs that build and then
traverse their own data stru tures. Instead, our examples verify pro edures with non-trivial
pre onditions, post onditions and representation invariants that
large

an be part of arbitrarily

ode.

Further details of the ben hmarks are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. Table 6.3 gives details
on the

alls to the validity

observes that the

he ker and its underlying de ision pro edures. One immediately

alls to the validity

he ker are the main bottlene k of the analysis.

On average, 98% of the total running time is spent in the validity
for the high running times are diverse. First,

he ker.

The reasons

ommuni ation with de ision pro edures is

urrently implemented via les whi h is slower than passing data dire tly.

Se ond, we

use expensive de ision pro edures su h as MONA. In some of the examples individual
alls to these de ision pro edures

an take up to several se onds.

Running times

an be

improved by in orporating more e ient de ision pro edures for reasoning about spe i
data stru tures [19, 75, 121℄.
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ben hmark

#appl. of

#ref.

abs. post

steps

size

depth

st./lo .

List.traverse

nal ART

#predi ates
total

avrg.

max.

3

0

4

4

1.00

4

2.8

3

11

6

6

6

1.67

11

6.7

9

List.getLast

7

1

6

6

2.00

7

6.0

7

List. ontains

5

1

5

5

2.00

6

5.2

6

List.insertBefore

8

2

5

5

13.50

10

7.4

8

List.append

5

1

4

4

1.50

13

8.2

11

List. reate

List.lter

31

5

14

5

2.50

12

7.1

10

List.partition

62

21

40

7

3.50

15

10.8

12

List.reverse

9

3

5

5

2.00

11

7.0

9

DLL.addLast

7

3

5

5

1.50

8

7.2

8

SortedList.add

21

3

13

5

1.33

9

6.2

9

Skiplist.add

19

4

16

6

3.67

12

9.6

11

Tree.add

11

0

12

5

3.00

11

10.5

11

ParentTree.add

11

0

12

5

3.00

11

10.5

11

151

4

82

6

4.33

17

7.8

17

8

0

9

9

1.00

16

8.4

11

46

6

21

18

1.00

33

10.1

14

118

18

24

19

1.00

32

11.9

15

ThreadedTree.add
Client.move
Client. reateMove
Client.partition

Table 6.2: Analysis details for experiments. The

olumns list the number of appli ations of

the abstra t post, the number of renement steps, the size and depth of the nal ART that
represents the

omputed xed point, the average number of abstra t states per lo ation in

the xed point, the total number of predi ates, and the average and maximal number of
predi ates in a single ART node.

6.5.2

Impa t of Context-sensitive Abstra tion and Optimizations

We also examined the impa t of
as

ontext-sensitive abstra tion and our optimizations su h

ontext instantiation on the analysis. The results are shown in Table 6.4. As expe ted,

running times for

ontext-sensitive abstra tion without any of the optimizations enabled

are signi antly higher (2-21 times) than with our optimizations.

In parti ular, without

ontext instantiation abstra t transition relations have to be re omputed many times and
a hing of de ision pro edure

alls is less ee tive. If ontext-sensitive abstra tion is disabled

ompletely the analysis be omes less pre ise, but also in many

ases slower. Most likely the

less pre ise analysis needs to explore a larger part of the abstra t state spa e.

6.5.3

Comparison with TVLA

In order to estimate the

osts and gains of an in reased degree of automation, we

ompared

Bohne to TVLA [81℄, the implementation of three-valued shape analysis [108℄.
We used TVLA version 3.0 alpha [21℄ for our

omparison. We ran both tools on a set

of singly-linked list ben hmarks. For ea h example program we used the same pre ondition
in both tools: heaps that form a forest of a y li , sharing free lists. For TVLA we provided
pre onditions in the form of sets of three-valued logi al stru tures.

Bohne automati ally

omputed the abstra tion of pre onditions given as logi al formulae. We did not use nite
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ben hmark

#VC

List.traverse

alls

rel. time spent in VC

total

DP

a he

total

abstr.

time/DP

all

rene.

avrg.

max.

41

20

51.22%

92.59%

92.59%

0.00%

0.005

0.012

List. reate

189

68

64.02%

95.36%

57.22%

38.14%

0.011

0.016

List.getLast

158

56

64.56%

97.74%

54.89%

42.86%

0.009

0.028

List. ontains

114

52

54.39%

95.45%

55.30%

40.15%

0.010

0.028

List.insertBefore

246

143

41.87%

97.25%

80.61%

16.64%

0.017

0.052

List.append

311

254

18.33%

99.46%

97.10%

2.37%

0.035

0.080

List.lter

820

273

66.71%

97.36%

87.20%

10.17%

0.019

0.060

7650

3027

60.43%

99.17%

95.63%

3.54%

0.049

0.088

List.reverse

615

312

49.27%

98.55%

89.05%

9.50%

0.017

0.048

DLL.addLast

161

89

44.72%

97.86%

62.57%

35.28%

0.023

0.040

SortedList.add

470

190

59.57%

97.89%

65.65%

32.24%

0.051

0.120

Skiplist.add

679

241

64.51%

97.52%

43.84%

53.68%

0.044

0.076

Tree.add

390

124

68.21%

99.52%

67.59%

31.94%

0.149

0.624

ParentTree.add

428

141

67.06%

99.36%

63.41%

35.94%

0.144

0.596

2882

619

78.52%

99.65%

91.80%

7.85%

0.720

3.816

111

82

26.13%

97.17%

85.48%

11.70%

0.037

0.136

662

393

40.63%

96.35%

33.35%

63.00%

0.101

5.428

2138

896

58.09%

94.92%

27.13%

67.79%

0.115

5.540

List.partition

ThreadedTree.add
Client.move
Client. reateMove
Client.partition

Table 6.3: Statisti s for validity
the validity

he ker

he ker, the number of a tual

alls. The

olumns list the total number of

alls to de ision pro edures and the

a he hit ration, the time spent in the validity

alls to

orresponding

he ker relative to the total running time,

and the average and maximal time spent for a single

all to a de ision pro edure.

ben hmark

List.reverse

List.lter

List.insertBefore

List.append

Skiplist.add

Tree.add

running time (in s)

5.52

5.31

2.48

8.95

10.82

18.51

DP

615

820

246

311

679

390

( a he hits)

(49.27%)

(66.71%)

(41.87%)

(18.33%)

(64.51%)

(68.21%)

running time (in s)

43.93

14.38

5.64

83.61

128.8

391.3

DP

1555

1222

336

1374

3049

1611

(19.55%)

(36.74%)

(22.62%)

(8.95%)

(26.57%)

(27.56%)

ontext-sensitive and with optimizations
alls

ontext-sensitive (κ
alls

( a he hits)

no

ontext (κ

= γ)

#

and without optimizations

= λS . true)

but with optimizations

running time (in s)

11.26

timeout

timeout

11.75

timeout

15.86

DP

2396

-

-

954

-

465

alls

( a he hits)

(67.86%)

Table 6.4: Ee t of

(29.45%)

ontext-sensitive abstra tion and optimizations

(73.98%)
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dieren ing [104℄ to automati ally

ompute predi ate updates in TVLA. With nite dier-

en ing TVLA was unable to prove preservation of a y li ity of lists in some of the examples.
We therefore used the standard predi ates and predi ate updates for singly-linked lists that
are shipped with TVLA. The

orresponding abstra t domain provides high pre ision for

analyzing list-manipulating programs.
pre ision, in order to get a meaningful

We

he ked for properties that require su h high

omparison. We

he ked for absen e of null deref-

eren es as well as preservation of a y li ity and absen e of sharing. All properties where
he ked in a single run of ea h analysis. Both tools were able to verify these properties for
all our ben hmarks.
The results of our experiments are summarized in Table 6.5.

The running times for

Bohne are between one and two orders of magnitude higher than for TVLA. Observe that
almost all time is spent in the de ision pro edure. Thus, the in rease in running time is the
pri e that we pay for automation.
It might be surprising that the spa e

onsumption of Bohne (measured in number of

explored abstra t states) is smaller than TVLA's, in some examples signi antly. We believe
that there are three reasons that explain this fa t. First, in

ontrast to summary nodes in

three-valued stru tures, abstra t obje ts in domain predi ate abstra tion are allowed to be
empty. This results in a more
set of all states

ompa t abstra tion. For instan e, in order to represent the

ontaining a list of arbitrary length, one needs at least two three-valued

stru tures, one representing a nonempty list and one representing the empty list. On the
other hand, this set of states

an be represented by just one Boolean heap.

Next, TVLA uses a xed set of predi ates throughout the analysis. This means that the
analysis often tra ks information whi h is irrelevant for proving a spe i

property. In

on-

trast, our analysis renes the abstra t domain by adding predi ates on demand and targeted
towards spe i

properties. This

an be seen, e.g., at program

ListFilter in Se tion 4.1

where we only need 5 predi ates to prove absen e of null dereferen es. For both analyses
the size of the abstra t domain is triple exponential in the number of predi ates. Thus, a
lower number of tra ked predi ates
The nal reason for lower spa e

an make a signi ant dieren e in spa e

onsumption.

onsumption is related to materialization. TVLA's fo us

operator eagerly splits abstra t states (and summary nodes) during xed point

omputation

in order to retain high pre ision. This potentially leads to an explosion in the number of
explored abstra t states. Instead, our Cartesian renement splits abstra t states on demand,
only if the additional pre ision is required to rule out some spurious error tra e. We

an

therefore think of Cartesian renement as a property-driven fo us operation.

6.5.4

Limitations

The set of data stru tures that our implementation

an handle is limited by the de ision

pro edures that we have, so far, in orporated into our system. Currently we use monadi
se ond-order logi

over trees as our main logi

for reasoning about rea hability properties.

This makes it di ult to verify data stru tures that admit

y les or sharing. While stru ture

simulation [60℄ makes it possible to verify some of these data stru tures with our

urrent

implementation, su h a simulation needs to be dened by the user.
Furthermore, our widening te hnique for inferring new rea hability predi ates only works
for at tree-like stru tures. It is not appropriate for handling nested data stru tures su h
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ben hmark

running time (in s)

avrg. #abs. states

Bohne

w/o VC

TVLA

Bohne

TVLA

traverse

0.11

0.008

0.179

1.0

reate

0.78

0.036

0.133

1.7

getLast

0.53

0.012

0.214

2.0

insertBefore

2.48

0.068

0.503

13.5

append

8.95

0.048

0.462

lter

5.31

0.140

0.600

149.16

1.238

5.52

0.080

partition
reverse

#predi ates
Bohne

TVLA

8

4

12

6

11

12

10

7

14

15

10

18

1.5

23

13

18

2.5

19

12

18

1.508

3.5

72

15

18

0.331

2.0

12

11

14

Table 6.5: Comparison between Bohne and TVLA. The

olumns list total running times,

average number of abstra t states per lo ation in the xed point, and total number of
predi ates (we refer to the total number of unary predi ates used by TVLA.). The third
olumn shows the running time of Bohne without the time spent in the validity
this would be the total running time if we had an ora le for

he ker, i.e.,

he king validity of formulae

that would always return instantaneously.

as lists of lists, whi h may require the inferen e of nested rea hability predi ates [13℄.

6.6 Con lusion
In this

hapter we have presented Bohne, our implementation of symboli

shape analysis.

We have deployed a range of te hniques that signi antly improve the running time of the
analysis

ompared to dire t appli ation of the algorithms developed in the previous

ters. These te hniques in lude

ontext-sensitive nite-state abstra tion, semanti

of formulae, and domain-spe i

quantier instantiation.

We further
analysis.

ompared Bohne to TVLA, the implementation of a non-symboli

hap-

a hing
shape

In terms of running time, we have to pay the pri e for the in reased degree of

automation. In terms of spa e

onsumption, however, we even gain from automation; the

nested abstra tion renement loop of our symboli

shape analysis seems to a hieve the lo al

ne-tuning of the abstra tion at the required pre ision.
Our

urrent experien e with Bohne in the

ontext of the Jahob data stru ture veri ation

system suggests that it is ee tive for verifying
stru tures with a high degree of automation.

omplex properties of a wide range of data

Chapter 7

Con lusion
In this thesis we have presented a symboli

shape analysis. Our shape analysis uses log-

i al formulae to symboli ally represent sets of states in heap programs.
soning is used to automati ally

Automated rea-

onstru t a nitary abstra tion from the

program and to automati ally rene the abstra tion guided by spurious
To our knowledge this is the rst shape analysis that in orporates

on rete heap

ounterexamples.

ounterexample-guided

abstra tion renement from rst prin iples. We used our shape analysis to verify
user-spe ied properties of a variety of data stru tures.

omplex

Our examples in lude programs

manipulating lists (with iterators and with ba k pointers), two-level skip lists, sorted lists,
trees (with and without parent pointers), threaded trees as well as

ombinations of these

data stru tures. The analysis oers a high degree of automation: we were able to verify
these examples without manually adjusting the analysis to the spe i

veri ation problem

and without providing user assistan e beyond stating the properties to verify.
Our shape analysis is based on a new abstra t interpretation
abstra tion.

alled domain predi ate

Domain predi ate abstra tion provides a new abstra t domain that enables

the inferen e of universally quantied invariants over the program's unbounded memory.
Our approa h in orporates the key idea of three-valued shape analysis [108℄ into predi ate
abstra tion [49℄ by repla ing predi ates on program states by predi ates on obje ts in the
heap of program states.
for our symboli

Domain predi ate abstra tion not only provides the foundation

shape analysis, but also sheds a new light on the underlying

on epts of

three-valued shape analysis.
Building on top of domain predi ate abstra tion we developed a new

ounterexample-

guided abstra tion renement te hnique for shape analysis. Our sear h for an appropriate
renement pro edure was guided by the progress property, i.e., the requirement that every
spurious

ounterexample is eventually eliminated by a renement step. The resulting pro e-

dure uses a lazy nested abstra tion renement loop that renes both the abstra t domain of
the analysis and the abstra t transformer on these abstra t domains. The nested renement
guarantees the progress property. In retrospe t, it was this sear h for the progress property
that ensured the pra ti al su
analysis would not su

ess of our analysis: for many of our example programs the

eed without the nested renement.

Finally, we presented eld

onstraint analysis whi h provides the missing link to the

underlying reasoning pro edures that automate our shape analysis. Field

onstraint analysis

relaxes the restri tions on the veried data stru tures that are imposed by the logi s of the
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underlying de ision pro edures. This approa h enables our shape analysis to su

essfully

analyze a broad range of data stru tures that arise in pra ti e.
We implemented the presented te hniques in our prototype tool Bohne. Our experien e
with Bohne is in the

ontext of the Jahob system [67℄ for modular data stru ture veri-

 ation. The modular veri ation exploits user-provided pro edure

ontra ts to separate

the veri ation of libraries (that implement data stru tures) from the veri ation of
(that use these data stru tures). The library interfa es hide the
ing data stru ture implementation. The analysis of the

lients

lients

omplexity of the underlyalls for more s alable (but

perhaps less pre ise) te hniques while the analysis of the libraries requires high pre ision.
Our symboli

shape analysis enables su h a modular veri ation and provides the required

pre ision to verify pro edure

ontra ts that express fun tional

orre tness properties of data

stru ture operations. We believe that su h a modular approa h towards data stru ture veri ation may be the key to make pre ise and exible, but also

omparably expensive shape

analyses appli able to large programs.

7.1 Future Work
We would like to

on lude this thesis with an outlook on possible dire tions for future work.

In reased S alability.
that
spa e

We have given experimental eviden e that the targeted pre ision

omes with the in reased degree of automation in symboli
onsumption

ompared to non-symboli

shape analysis de reases the

shape analyses. Still, automation also

omes

at the pri e of in reased running times. We have seen that almost the

omplete running time

of our analysis is spent in the underlying de ision pro edures. We are

urrently in orporating

more e ient de ision pro edures for spe i
reasoning framework. Our symboli

lasses of data stru tures into our automated

shape analysis

an immediately take advantage of these

improvements. We are also taking more radi al measures for de reasing the running times.
One idea is to persistently
of the analysis. We are
data base systems

a he the results of de ision pro edure

alls a ross multiple runs

urrently investigating how te hniques developed in the

an be used to in rease

ontext of

a he hit ratios by exploiting the partial order

on formulae. First experiments with this idea are very promising.

Beyond Safety.

In this thesis we investigated te hniques for verifying safety properties of

heap-manipulating programs, i.e., properties that

an be expressed in terms of rea hability

of an error lo ation. However, safety properties only

over one dimension of the spa e of

temporal properties. Liveness properties are another important
Like any safety property

to termination. Automati
than safety

lass of temporal properties.

an be redu ed to rea hability, any liveness property
termination

an be redu ed

he kers require dierent te hniques [2, 36, 99, 100℄

he kers. Still, a termination proof often depends on

ertain assumptions that

are safety properties, e.g., a termination proof for a loop that iterates over a list might depend on the assumption that the list is a y li . We started to explore how symboli
analysis

shape

an be used to automati ally infer and verify su h assumptions. In [101℄ we pre-

sented an algorithm for the inferen e of pre onditions for termination of heap-manipulating
programs. The algorithm exploits a unique interplay between a

ounterexample-produ ing

7.1.
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abstra t termination

113

he ker and symboli

heap assumptions on demand to eliminate

shape analysis.

The shape analysis produ es

ounterexamples, i.e., non-terminating abstra t

omputations. Currently our results only apply to list-manipulating programs. Extending
this approa h to more

omplex data stru ture remains an interesting dire tion for future

resear h.

Unifying Program Analysis and Automated Reasoning.

Many of the innovations

that have been made in automated reasoning in re ent years have been driven by the desire
to apply these te hniques in program veri ation. Among the most striking examples is the
development of e ient satisability modulo theory solvers and te hniques for
de ision pro edures for dierent logi al theories.

ombining

An interesting question is whether it is

possible to a hieve a more tight integration of these te hniques into program analyses. Along
these lines we are

urrently exploring how fa ts that are synthesized by our program analysis

an be used to ex hange information between dierent de ision pro edures. The result is
a

ombination of program analysis and de ision pro edures that is able to prove properties

in theories that are beyond the s ope of any of the individual de ision pro edures and that
annot be ee tively handled by traditional

Beyond Shape Analysis.
the

ombination te hniques for logi al theories.

So far, the experien e with domain predi ate abstra tion is in

ontext of heap-manipulating programs. However, this approa h is

to veri ation of heap programs. Instead, it

learly not restri ted

an more generally be used to verify systems

where properties that involve universal quanti ation over some unbounded domain play
an important role. Programs that manipulate arrays,
thread

on urrent programs with unbounded

reation, parameterized systems, and distributed systems with an unbounded num-

ber of parti ipants are among the

ases where our analysis

ould be bene ial. Exploring

the potential appli ations of domain predi ate abstra tion is a goal for our future resear h.

Kapitel 8

Zusammenfassung
Software ist der unzuverlässigste Bestandteil heutiger Te hnologie. Ein zentrales Ziel in der
Erfors hung von Programmierspra hen besteht daher in der Entwi klung von Methoden,
die die Zuverlässigkeit von Software erhöhen können.
Den ambitioniertesten Weg an dieses Problem heranzugehen bes hreitet die formale Programmverikation. Das Ziel formaler Programmverikation besteht in der Erbringung eines
mathematis hen Beweises, der si herstellt, dass ein Programm seine Spezikation erfüllt.
Traditionell werden sol he Beweise vom Programmierer selbst in einem formalen Kalkül
wie zum Beispiel Hoare-Logik [46, 57℄ oder einer Temporallogik [98℄ erbra ht. Es gibt zwei
Gründe, die der praktis hen Anwendung dieser Methode in der Softwareentwi klung entgegenstehen. Zum einen gibt es nur wenige Softwareentwi kler, die die nötigen Kenntnisse
und Erfahrungen besitzen sol he formalen Korrektheitsbeweise zu erbringen. Zum anderen führt die zunehmende Komplexität von Software dazu, dass es extrem aufwendig ist
selbst einfa he Korrektheitseigens haften für ein vollständiges Softwaresystem manuell zu
verizieren.
Die Fors hung in der Programmverikation ist daher seit vielen Jahren von dem Ideal
geleitet Programmanalysewerkzeuge zu entwi keln, die den Programmierer dabei unterstützen die Korrektheit seiner Software si herzustellen, d.h. Software zu entwi keln, die in der
Lage ist Software automatis h zu verizieren. Da die meisten Verikationsprobleme unents heidbar sind, können sol he Verfahren nur approximative Lösungen bereitstellen. Einen
formalen Rahmen für den Entwurf approximativer Programmanalyseverfahren bietet die

abstrakte Interpretation [37, 38℄. Eine abstrakte Interpretation transformiert das konkrete
Programm in ein abstraktes Programm für das das Verikationsproblem ents heidbar ist.
Die Abstraktion garantiert, dass das konkrete Programm immer dann korrekt ist, wenn
au h das abstrakte Programm korrekt ist. Die Analyse ist approximativ, weil das konkrete Programm au h dann korrekt sein kann, wenn das abstrakte Programm ni ht korrekt
ist, d.h. die Analyse kann Gegenbeispiele für die zu beweisende Programmeigens haft generieren, die auf das konkrete Programm ni ht zutreen. Wir nennen sol he Gegenbeispiele

S heingegenbeispiele. Die Methode der abstrakten Interpretation vers hiebt das Problem
der formalen Beweisführung über Programme vom Programmierer auf den Designer des
Programmanalysewerkzeugs, d.h. es ist die Aufgabe des Designers eine geeignete Abstraktion für ein spezis hes Verikationsproblem zu nden und das abstrakte Programm zu
konstruieren. Au h wenn es immer Programmeigens haften geben wird, deren automati-
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s he Verikation s hwierig ist und die daher einen manuellen Beweis erfordern, so ist die
Methode der abstrakten Interpretation denno h ein groÿer Erfolg. Sie bildet die Grundlage
vieler moderner Werkzeuge, die Eigens haften, wie zum Beispiel die Abwesenheit von Laufzeitfehlern, für Programme industrieller Gröÿe automatis h verizieren können [20, 117℄.
Jüngst haben Fors her damit begonnen die Frage zu untersu hen, ob es mögli h ist
den Automatisierungsgrad in der Programmverikation no h weiter zu erhöhen. In den
letzten Jahren gab es wesentli he Forts hritte im Berei h des automatis hen Theorembeweisens [12, 41, 113, 114℄ und leistungsfähige Ents heidungsprozeduren wurden entde kt [63℄.
Diese Forts hritte haben es ermögli ht das Führen von Beweisen über Programme selbst
zu automatisieren. Das Ziel dieser Fors hung ist es, Programmverikation vollständig auf
das Problem des automatis hen Theorembeweisens in ausdru ksstarken Logiken zu reduzieren, d.h. man verwendet Software, um automatis h Software zu konstruieren, die Software
automatis h veriziert.
Wir nennen die Symbiose aus abstrakter Interpretation und Methoden der automatis hen Beweisführung symbolis he Programmanalyse. Symbolis he Programmanalyseverfahren sind aus vielerlei Gründen interessant. Zum ersten ermögli ht die Verwendung automatis her Theorembeweiser ni ht nur die Automatisierung der Transformation eines konkreten
Programms in ein abstraktes Programm und die darauolgende Analyse des abstrakten Programms, sondern sie ermögli ht sogar die Automatisierung der Konstruktion der Abstraktion. Abstraktionsverfeinerungste hniken [35, 53℄ verwenden automatis he Theorembeweiser,
um S heingegenbeispiele, die die Analyse des abstrakten Programms generiert, als sol he zu
erkennen. Die erkannten S heingegenbeispiele werden dann dazu verwendet die Abstraktion
automatis h zu verfeinern. Zum zweiten separiert der Einsatz von Logiken das Problem der
Beweisführung über die Semantik des konkreten Programms von der eigentli hen Analyse
des abstrakten Programms. Dies erlaube es die Analyse des abstrakten Programms als ein
algorithmis hes Problem zu formulieren, das unabhängig vom konkreten Programm und
der zu beweisenden Eigens haft ist. Eine Konsequenz dieser Aufgabenteilung ist, dass der
Korrektheitsbeweis für eine symbolis he Programmanalyse in der Regel einfa her zu führen
ist als für eine ni htsymbolis he Analyse. Der aufwendigste Teil des Korrektheitsbeweises
folgt aus der Korrektheit der zugrundeliegenden automatis hen Theorembweiser. S hlieÿli h
stellen Logiken au h eine natürli he Spra he zur Verfügung, um das Verhalten von Programmfragmenten zu bes hreiben. Dies erlaubt eine einfa he Kombination von symbolis he
Programmanalysen mit Te hniken, die die Programmverikation modularisieren [11, 44, 66℄.
Au h wenn es immer Verikationsprobleme geben wird, die den Einfallsrei htum eines
Programmanalysedesigners erfordern, der eine Abstraktion für das gegebene Problem maÿs hneidert, so kann die symbolis he Programmanalyse diesen do h entlasten. In der Tat
hat die Idee der symbolis hen Programmanalyse eine neue Generation von Verikationswerkzeugen hervorgebra ht [9, 30, 55℄, die einen unübertroen hohen Automatisierungsgrad
bieten. Diese Werkzeuge sind bereits im industriellen Einsatz, zum Beispiel als Bestandteil
des Mi rosoft Windows devi e driver development kits [91℄.
Ein Problem, dem in jüngster Zeit viel Bea htung ges henkt wird, ist die Fragestellung, wie man in der Verikation und Programmanalyse eektiv mit dynamis h allozierten
Zeigerstrukturen umgehen kann. Die Fähigkeit von Zeigerstrukturen ihre Gröÿe und Form
dynamis h zu verändern ma ht sie zu einem wi htigen Programmierkonzept in imperativen
Programmierspra hen. Daher ist es ni ht überras hend, dass Zeigerstrukturen den Kern
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vieler ezienter Algorithmen bilden und in vielen Software-Entwurfsmustern Verwendung
nden. Die Flexibilität und Vielfalt von Zeigerstrukturen ers hwert aber au h die Verikation von Programmen, die diese manipulieren. Die praktis he Relevanz und die Herausforderungen, die die Verikation von Zeigerstrukturen aufwirft, erklärt das gestiegene Interesse
daran diese S hwierigkeiten zu überwinden.
Programmanalysen, deren Hauptaufgabe in der Verikation von Eigens haften sol her
Zeigerstrukturen besteht, werden im allgemeinen als Shape-Analysen bezei hnet [62℄. Eine
symbolis he Shape-Analyse versprä he ein Spektrum vers hiedener dynamis h allozierter
Zeigerstrukturen und ein Spektrum an Eigens haften verizieren zu können, ohne dass der
Benutzer die Analyse manuell an eine spezis he Probleminstanz anpassen müsste. Die
Frage, wie sol h eine symbolis he Shape-Analyse aussehen könnte und ob sie den an sie gestellten Erwartungen gere ht würde, war oen. In der vorliegenden Dissertation bes häftigen
wir uns mit dieser Frage.

Symbolis he Shape-Analyse
Das Ziel einer Shape-Analyse ist die Verikation komplexer Konsistenzeigens haften von
Zeigerstrukturen. Unter Konsistenzeigens haften verstehen wir Invarianten, die die Form
einer Datenstruktur bes hreiben und die an bestimmten Punkten während der Programmausführung gelten müssen (zum Beispiel an Ein- und Austrittspunkten von Bibliotheksfunktionen, die die Datenstruktur implementieren). Als Beispiel betra hten wir das in Abbildung 8.1 dargestellte Fragment eines Java-Programms. Dieses Programmfragment zeigt
Teile einer Datenstruktur, die Container zur Spei herung einer unbes hränkten Menge von
Objekten implementiert. Die Datenstruktur stellt vers hiedene Operationen bereit, wie zum
Beispiel das Hinzufügen und Entfernen von Elementen aus einer Menge von Objekten, aber
au h komplexere Operationen wie das Filtern der gespei herten Objekte in Abhängigkeit
von einem gegebenen Prädikat. Die eigentli he Menge ist dur h eine doppeltverkettete Liste
implementiert. Eine der Konsistenzeigens haften dieser Datenstruktur besagt daher, dass
die Liste, auf die das Feld

root

zeigt, tatsä hli h eine doppeltverkettete Liste ist. Mit Hilfe

einer Shape-Analyse kann man verizieren, dass sol he Invarianten unter allen Operationen
der Datenstruktur erhalten bleiben.
Die Verikation von Konsistenzeigens haften ist für si h betra htet bereits wi htig, da
die korrekte Ausführung eines Programms häug von der Konsistenz der verwendeten Datenstrukturen abhängt. Wenn zum Beispiel die Liste, auf die das Referenzfeld
bei Eintritt in die Methode

lter

root

zeigt,

ni ht doppeltverkettet ist, dann wird das Verhalten der

Methode ni ht vorhersagbar sein. Unter Umständen wird die Methode sogar einen Laufzeitfehler verursa hen. Darüber hinaus spielen Konsistenzeigens haften eine wi htige Rolle bei
der Verikation anderer Programmeigens haften. So lässt si h zum Beispiel die Terminierung der while -S hleife in der Methode
auf die das Feld

root

lter

unter der Annahme beweisen, dass die Liste,

zeigt, azyklis h ist. Mit Hilfe einer Shape-Analyse kann man sol he

Annahmen überprüfen.
In dieser Dissertation untersu hen wir eine neuartige symbolis he Shape-Analyse. Unsere
Shape-Analyse verwendet automatis he Theorembeweiser, um ein Programm, dass Zeigerstrukturen manipuliert, automatis h dur h ein Programm zu abstrahieren, das logis he Formeln manipuliert. Unser Ansatz verallgemeinert das Prinzip der Prädikatenabstraktion [49℄,
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publi interfa e Predi ate {
//: publi
spe var pred ::

}

objset ;

publi boolean ontains(Obje t o);
ensures " result = (o ∈ pred)"

//:

publi lass DLLSet {
lass Node {
Node next;
Node prev;
Obje t data;

}

private Node root;
∗ publi spe var

/ :

ontent ::

objset ;

private vardefs " ontent == {x. <root errei ht ein Node Objekt y via
invariant "<die Liste ausgehend von root ist azyklis h >";
invariant "<die Liste ausgehend von root ist doppeltverkettet >"; ∗/

publi void add(Obje t o)
∗ requires "o ∈
/ ontent"
modies ontent
ensures " ontent = old ontent ∪ {o}" ∗/

/ :

{

}
...

Node n = new Node();
n.next = root;
n.data = o;
root . prev = n;
root = n;

publi void lter ( Predi ate p)
∗ requires "p 6= null"
modies ontent
ensures " ontent = old ontent ∩ (pred p)" ∗/

/ :

{

Node e = root;

while (e != null) {

}

}

}

Node = e;
e = e.next;
if (!p. ontains( .data)) {
if ( . prev == null) {
e. prev = null ;
root = e;
} else {
. prev .next = e;
e. prev = ;
}
}

Abbildung 8.1: Kontäner für Mengen von Objekten, die dur h doppeltverkettete Listen
implementiert sind

}";

next, so dass y. data=x>
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ein existierendes symbolis hes Programmanalyseverfahren, dur h Einbezug der S hlüsselidee in der dreiwertigen Shape-Analyse [108℄, einem existierenden ni htsymbolis hen ShapeAnalyseverfahren. Die Verknüpfung dieser Te hniken resultiert in einer Shape-Analyse, die
über eine einzigartige Kombination von Eigens haften verfügt. Unsere Shape-Analyse ist
ni ht a priori auf die Verikation einer bestimmte Klasse von Datenstrukturen und Eigens haften einges hränkt. Denno h bietet sie einen hohen Automatisierungsgrad. Insbesondere waren wir in der Lage die Erhaltung von Konsistenzeigens haften für Operationen
auf geketteten Binärbäumen [112℄ zu verizieren (darunter Sortiertheit und die InorderTraversierungseigens haft). Dies gelang ohne unsere Analyse speziell für dieses Problem
anzupassen und ohne jegli he Hilfe des Benutzers, die über die bloÿe Formulierung der zu
beweisenden Eigens haften hinausginge. Uns ist keine andere Shape-Analyse bekannt, die
diese Eigens haften mit einem verglei hbaren Automatisierungsgrad verizieren könnte.
S hlieÿli h fügt si h unsere Shape-Analyse auf natürli he Weise ein in den Ansatz der
modularen Verikation von Datenstrukturen, den wir im Jahob-System [66,125℄ bes hreiten.
Dieser Ansatz verwendet vom Benutzer zur Verfügung gestellte Prozedurkontrakte, um die
Verikation von Bibliotheken (die Datenstrukturen implementieren) von der Verikation von
Klienten (die diese Datenstrukturen verwenden) zu trennen. Die S hnittstellen der Bibliotheken deklarieren abstrakte Mengen und Relationen, die das Verhalten der Datenstruktur
harakterisieren, dabei aber die Komplexität der darunterliegenden Implementierung verbergen. Zum Beispiel deklariert die S hnittstelle der Klasse
abstrakte Menge

ontent,

DLLSet

in Abbildung 8.1 eine

die die Menge der in einer gegebenen Instanz der Klasse gespei-

herten Objekte denotiert. In den Vor- und Na hbedingungen der öentli hen Methoden der
Klasse

DLLSet

wird die Menge

ontent

dazu verwendet, um den vom Klienten der Daten-

struktur beoba htbaren Eekt der Methoden zu bes hreiben. Wir waren in der Lage sol he
Prozedurkontrakte von Bibliotheksfunktionen mit unserer Shape-Analyse zu verizieren.

Te hnis he Beiträge
Unsere neue Shape-Analyse basiert auf einer Reihe te hnis her Beiträge. Diese Beiträge
lassen si h wie folgt zusammenfassen:

•

Wir entwi keln die universelle Prädikatenabstraktion als Basis für eine symbolis he
Shape-Analyse. Die universelle Prädikatenabstraktion stellt eine neuartige parametrierte abstrakte Domäne bereit, die detaillierte Eigens haften vers hiedener Regionen
im unbes hränkten Spei her eines Programms ausdrü ken kann. Wir zeigen wie man
mit Hilfe von automatis hen Theorembeweiser ein Programm, das Zeigerstrukturen
manipuliert, automatis h in ein abstraktes Programm transformiert.

•

Wir präsentieren eine Abstraktionsverfeinerungsmethode für die universelle Prädikatenabstraktion. Diese Methode beseitigt die Anforderung an den Benutzer, die Abstraktion manuell für die Analyse eines bestimmten Programms oder einer bestimmten
Programmeigens haft anpassen zu müssen.

•

Wir entwi keln die Feldbedingungsanalyse, eine neue Te hnik zur Beweisführung über
Eigens haften von Datenstrukturen. Unsere Feldbedingungsanalyse ermögli ht die
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Verwendung ents heidbarer Logiken für die Verikation von Datenstrukturen, die ursprüngli h auÿerhalb des Anwendungsberei hs dieser Logiken lagen. Damit ist unsere
symbolis he Shape-Analyse auf ein breites Spektrum von Datenstrukturen, die in der
Praxis Verwendung nden, anwendbar.
Im folgenden diskutieren wir diese Beiträge im Detail.

Universelle Prädikatenabstraktion.

Wir zeigen, dass si h die S hlüsselidee der drei-

wertigen Shape-Analyse [108℄, die Partitionierung des Heaps bezügli h einer Menge von
Prädikaten über Heap-Objekten, in die Methode der Prädikatenabstraktion [49℄ übertragen lässt. Dieser Ansatz resultiert in einem neuen Abstraktionsverfahren, die wir universelle

Prädikatenabstraktion (engl. domain predi ate abstra tion ) nennen. Die universelle Prädikatenabstraktion ermögli ht die Herleitung von Invarianten in der Form von Disjunktionen
universell quantizierter Aussagen über den unbes hränkten Spei her eines Programms. Die
Bausteine dieser quantizierten Aussagen sind Prädikate über Heap-Objekte. Unsere Konstruktion des abstrakten Post-Operators verläuft analog zur entspre henden Konstruktion
in der klassis hen Prädikatenabstraktion, mit dem Unters hied, dass Prädikate über HeapObjekte den Platz von Zustandsprädikaten einnehmen und Booles he Heaps (Mengen von
Bitvektoren) den Platz von Booles hen Zuständen (Bitvektoren). Das konkrete Programm
wird abstrahiert dur h ein Programm über Booles he Heaps. Für jedes Kommando des konkreten Programms konstruieren wir das entspre hende abstrakte Kommando eektiv mit
Hilfe von automatis hen Theorembeweisern. Die universelle Prädikatenabstraktion bietet
daher den parametrisierten Unterbau für eine symbolis he Shape-Analyse.

Bedarfsgere hte, vers ha htelte Abstraktionsverfeinerung.

Wir entwi keln eine

automatis he Abstraktionsverfeinerungsmethode für unsere symbolis he Shape-Analyse. Unsere Methode besteht aus zwei Verfeinerungsphasen, die S heingegenbeispiele verwenden,
um entweder die abstrakte Domäne oder den abstrakten Post-Operator unserer symbolis hen Shape-Analyse zu verfeinern. Diese beiden Phasen sind in einer S hleife vers ha htelt,
die eine bedarfsgere hte Abstraktionsverfeinerung ermögli ht [54℄. Die zweite Phase der Abstraktionsverfeinerung ist ents heidend für den praktis hen Erfolg unserer Shape-Analyse. In
vielen unserer Fallstudien s hlägt die Analyse ohne diese zweite Phase fehl. Dieses praktis he
Resultat stimmt mit unserem theoretis hen Befund überein, der si h mit der so genannten
Forts hritteigens haft befasst. Diese Eigens haft besagt, dass jedes von der Analyse gefundene S heingegenbeispiel irgendwann dur h einen Verfeinerungss hritt ausges hlossen wird.
Unsere Methode der Abstraktionsverfeinerung besitzt die Forts hrittseigens haft nur mit
der zweiten Verfeinerungsphase.
Wir liefern einen experimentellen Na hweis dafür, dass der erhöhte Automatisierungsgrad unserer Analyse au h zu zielgeri hteter Präzision führt. Diese zielgeri htete Präzision
spiegelt si h in einem geringeren Platzverbrau h unserer Analyse wider; die vers ha htelte
Verfeinerungss hleife s heint die lokale Feinabstimmung der Abstraktion auf das erforderlihe Maÿ an Präzision zu bewirken.

Feldbedingungsanalyse.

Eine der faszinierenden Eigens haften unserer symbolis hen

Shape-Analyse ist die Tatsa he, dass die zugrundeliegende automatis he Theorembewei-
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ser als Bla k-Box betra htet wird. Man kann daher einen beliebigen, existierenden Theorembeweiser oder Ents heidungsprozedur verwenden. In der Praxis erfüllen existierende
Ents heidungsprozeduren aber häug ni ht alle Anforderungen, die die Analyse stellt. Daher kann es nötig sein, eine zusätzli he S hi ht zwis hen Analyse und der tatsä hli hen
Ents heidungsprozedur einführen zu müssen.
Wir entwi keln die so genannte Feldbedingungsanalyse (engl. eld

onstraint analysis ),

eine sol he Te hnik, um Eigens haften von Datenstrukturen zu beweisen. Eine Feldbedingung für ein Referenzfeld einer Datenstruktur ist eine logis he Formel, die eine Menge
von Objekten speziziert, auf die das Feld zeigen kann. Feldbedingungen ermögli hen die
Anwendung ents heidbarer Logiken für die Verikation von Datenstrukturen, die ursprüngli h auÿerhalb des Anwendungsberei hs dieser Logiken lagen, indem sie die Referenzfelder
in zwei Klassen aufteilen: Felder, die das Grundgerüst der Datenstruktur aufspannen und
abgeleitete Felder, die dieses Grundgerüst in beliebiger Weise dur hkreuzen können. Die
abgeleiteten Felder werden dabei dur h Feldbedingungen speziziert. Die Feldbedingungen
der abgeleiteten Felder werden ausgenutzt, um das Beweisen von Eigens haften der Datenstruktur auf das Beweisen von Eigens haften des Grundgerüsts der Datenstruktur zu
reduzieren. Bisher war die Behandlung sol her abgeleiteten Felder nur mögli h, wenn sie
vollständig dur h ihre Feldbedingungen

harakterisiert waren. Die Klasse der unterstützten

Datenstrukturen wurde dadur h signikant einges hränkt.
Unsere Feldbedingungsanalyse erlaubt die Spezikation ni htdeterministis her Feldbedingungen für abgeleitete Felder. Ni htdeterministis he Feldbedingungen ermögli hen die
Verikation von Datenstrukturen wie zum Beispiel Skip-Listen und erlauben auÿerdem die
Verikation von Invarianten zusammengesetzter Datenstrukturen. Damit stellen sie eine
ausdru ksstarke Verallgemeinerung statis her Typedeklarationen da.
Die Allgemeinheit unserer Feldbedingungen erfordert neue Te hniken, die orthogonal zur
traditionellen Methode der Struktursimulation sind [58,60℄. Wir präsentieren eine sol he Methode und beweisen sowohl ihre Korrektheit, als au h ihre Vollständigkeit in bestimmten,
interessanten Fällen. Mit Hilfe unserer neuen Te hnik waren wir in der Lage Datenstrukturen zu verizieren, die zuvor auÿerhalb der Rei hweite verglei hbarer Verfahren waren.

Ma hbarkeitsstudie
Alle in dieser Dissertation präsentierten Te hniken wurden in einem Werkzeug namens

Bohne implementiert

Bohne baut auf dem Jahob-System [67℄ für die VerikaDatenstrukturen auf. Bohne analysiert Java-Programme (ähnli h

und evaluiert.

tion von Konsistenz von

dem in Abbildung 8.1 gezeigten), die mit speziellen Kommentaren annotiert werden, um
Prozedurkontrakte und Repräsentationsinvarianten von Datenstrukturen zu spezizieren.
Unser Werkzeug veriziert, dass alle Methoden ihre Prozedurkontrakte einhalten und alle
Repräsentationsinvarianten unter Ausführung von Datenstrukturoperationen erhalten bleiben. Wir haben

Bohne

dazu verwendet komplexe, benutzerspezizierte Eigens haften für

eine Reihe von Datenstrukturimplementierungen und deren Klienten zu verizieren, ohne
S hleifeninvarianten manuell zu spezizieren oder die Abstraktion von Hand zu erstellen.
Dies beweist, dass die symbolis he Shape-Analyse ihre Erwartungen erfüllen kann, nämli h
eine Vielfalt von Datenstrukturen und Eigens haften mit einem hohen Automatisierungsgrad zu verizieren.
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